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PREFACE 

My decision to write this monograph grew partly out of my com

puter-oriented work on the Amorite language, partly out of the need 

to revise and bring up to date my Morphology of Akkadian composed 

in 1952 by the Multigraph-Multilith process for didactic purposes. 

The direct stimulus to fulfill it was provided by the opportunity to 

teach a course entitled "Structure of Akkadian" at the Summer Linguis

tic Institute in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in 196?# 

As indicated by the word "Proto-Akkadian" in the title of this 

monograph, the procedures of sequential reconstruction are applied 

here to the oldest recoverable stages of the Akkadian language. In

stead of "Proto-Akkadian," I could have used the term "Proto-Semitic" 

in the title, not necessarily because of my belief that Proto-

Akkadian corresponds to Proto-Semitic, but because the reconstruction 

of Proto-Akkadian to a very large measure affects that of Proto-

Semitic. Nevertheless, I have kept the term "Proto-Akkadian" in the 

title, first, because the documentation provided in this monograph 

is culled mainly from Akkadian, and secondly, because of the diffi

culties encountered in marking certain Proto-Akkadian features as 

common Semitic. 

The reconstruction of Proto-Akkadian is founded on my analysis 

of the Old Akkadian dialect, as presented in Old Akkadian Writing 

and Grammar (=MAD II ; Chicago, 196l), and in Glossary of Old Akkad-

ian (=MAD III; Chicago, 1957), wherein the oldest known sources 

of the Akkadian language (and therefore of any Semitic language) 

xi 
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are gathered and interpreted. For the correct understanding of the 

reconstruction of Proto-Akkadian, a general acquaintance with MAD 

2 
II may be deemed useful. 

Crossreferences to sources and bibliographical information were 

2 
kept to a minimum. For Old Akkadian, see MAD II , just mentioned. 

For general facts concerning Akkadian grammar, compare the extensive 

documentation in von Soden's GAG, possibly together with my review 

published in BO XII (1955) pp. 92-111. For comparative grammars of 

Semitic languages, the well-known manuals of Zimmern, Brockelmann, 

Moscati, and Diakonoff should be consulted. 

With the exception of Old Egyptian, which I have utilized through 

the splendid work of Elmar Edel, Altagyptische Grammatik (2 vols., Roma, 

1955-64), I have paid practically no attention to the other "Hamitic" 

languages. While I have nothing but admiration for the courage with 

which Diakonoff tackled the "Hamitic" field in his pioneering Semito-

Hamitic Languages, I must confess that it was difficult, if not impos

sible, for me to utilize sources second-hand, and I did not have the 

patience and the stamina to search for widely scattered primary 

sources in new and badly explored fields. 

My occasional references to Indo-European languages are aimed 

mainly at illustrating certain general features of a linguistic 

development. Indirectly, they serve the purpose of giving substance 

to my firm belief in the common ancestry of the Semitic, "Hamitic," 

and Indo-European languages. The application of sequential recon

struction to Indo-European languages holds great promise for the 

future. 

This monograph deals mainly with sequential morphemes and the 

methods of sequential reconstruction, which are described in 0. 
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INTRODUCTION. The individual sequential morphemes are taken up in 

detail in the ten following chapters. 

Chapters 1-5 are dedicated to the five suffixal sequential mor

phemes under the headings GENDER, NUMBER, CASE / MOOD, OBJECT, and 

ENCLITICS. 

The three prefixal sequential morphemes are so intrinsically 

bound up with the personal pronoun, verb, and stative that it was 

impossible to present them in their logical place, namely in Chap

ters 6-8. Instead, the first prefixal morpheme, forming part of the 

inflectional system, is discussed under 8.2., Personal Pronoun I, 9*2. 

Inflectional Morphemes, and 10. STATIVE. The second and third pre

fixal morphemes, representing extended stems, are discussed under 

9.3. Prefixal Sequential Morphemes and 9•**. Verbal Stem. 

While general questions pertaining to stem and root are taken 

up in Chapter 7* specific discussions will be found under 7.2. 

Simple Nominal Stems, 7*3* Extended Nominal Stems, 9.3. Prefixal 

Sequential Morphemes, and 9.^. Verbal Stem. 

The main principles governing sequential reconstruction, 

generally, and the main results of the sequential reconstruction 

of Proto-Akkadian, specifically, are collected under 11. CONCLUSIONS. 

The manuscript was reproduced by the photo-lithoprint process, 

instead of being set in type, because of the obvious typographic 

difficulties with certain signs and combinations of signs, such as 

#* &i A, a, which appear by the hundreds in this monograph. 

I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to Professors Eric 

Hamp, Jerzy Kury3rowicz, and Gene Schramm for constructive sugges

tions, as acknowledged in the respective places in this monograph. 

Please note the addenda to be found on pp. 229ff. 
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NOTES ON TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLITERATION 

Akkadian entries are given mainly in transcription, as in 

kalbum, kalb+um, kalb+u+gM+m, very rarely in sign-by-sign trans

literation, as in ka-al-bu-um. 

Akkadian transcriptions are given either without morpheme 

boundaries, as in kalbum, or with morpheme boundaries, as in 

kalb+u+gM+m or kalb+um. The indication of full or partial mor

pheme boundaries depends on the context. Partial indication, as 

in kalb+um, is given, e.g., in the discussion of stems and suffixes. 

Full indication, as in kalb+u+0+^+m. is found in the discussion of 

the suffixal morphemes of gender, number, case, and object. 

The apparent inconsistencies in my transcriptions of Akkadian 

are conditioned by the relevance in a given context. 

Thus in one place I write ja+mhur+u, the posited Proto-Akkadian 

form, elsewhere ja+mhur+yf, to show that the final u is not attested 

in Akkadian, and sometimes simply imhur, as in the discussion of the 

syntax, where the morphemic division is irrelevant. 

I usually write ^ in Akkadian transcriptions, as in 3a+mhur+u, 

^amjniru, ̂ antunu, especially in the cases illustrating the connec

tion with the morphemes ^a or *ant respectively. 

I regularly transcribe with i the initial phoneme in such entries 

as i "I," "me" or is "to," and not n or Ji, because of the uncer

tainties surrounding the quality of the initial phoneme in Proto-

Akkadian times. 

xv 
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I prefer the transcriptions 3antunu to *ajftunu and janpaqidu 

to jaflpaqjfou because the changes n > t or n > £ and the elision of i 

i*1 3attunu and ippaqdu, respectively, are irrelevant in the context. 

However, the spellings »ajfaunu, jajpaajfou are used occasionally. 

Since sequential reconstruction yields no basis for the vocalic 

quantity in kalbl, su, si, tamhuri, suati, etc., I leave it unde-

noted. This secondarily developed length is not a matter of either 

Proto-Akkadian or Proto-Semitic, but of later Semitic languages. 

The semi-consonantal glides ^, w, and j_ are usually left un-

denoted in suati, siati, etc., first, because these glides are 

secondary, and secondly, because of uncertainties in the transcrip

tion either as suwati, sijati or su3atit si
3ati. 

Vocalic and consonantal quantity is denoted by ^ in all in

stances where it is desirable to segregate the morpheme of plural 

or plurality (intensity), as in kalb+a+:+.u+m Aalbatum/ in con

trast to kalb+a+0+ u+m /^albatum/, or in /mah:ir/ in contrast to 

/ma^ir/. In all other instances I have used the traditional way 

of marking long consonants and vowels, as in kalbatum or ma^ir. 

Akkadian transliterations are used only where required to 

justify certain morphemic reconstructions. 

Because of the great discrepancies between the written forms, 

on the one hand, and the posited or actual spoken forms, on the 

other, the rendering of Semitic languages other than Akkadian causes 

much difficulty. Only Arabic is relatively consistent in its re

lation between transliteration and transcription. But even here 

problems exist, as in the traditional transcription of Fern, safra^u 

"yellow11 (see 1.1), with the stress on the penult and long a, in 

place of safra3u required by the sequential reconstruction. Many 

more problems exist with the rendering of other Semitic languages, 
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especially Hebrew, with its cumbersome Massoretic tradition. Since 

I denote regularly the shawa mobile, I could dispense with the deno

tation of the (predictable) fricative articulation of the following 

consonants. Despite my firm belief that the primary set of Hebrew 

vowels was differentiated by quality, not quantity, I have often 

followed tradition, partly because of typographic difficulties, 

in transcribing games as a, instead of £, and sagol as e, instead 

of e . 

For paradigmatic usage in Akkadian I have chosen kalbum "dog" 

for primary nouns, and maharum "to receive" for verbs and verbal 

nouns. I have used maharum also for West Semitic languages, es

pecially in contexts encompassing all Semitic languages. In some 

contexts this verb is replaced by qatalum "to kill." 
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NOTES ON CHA3TS 

Two kinds of charts are found in this monograph. Charts il

lustrating the distribution of the morphemes of gender, number, 

case / mood, and object are collected at the end of Chapters 1-4, 

respectively. All other charts are scattered within the discus

sions presented in the chapters. Because of differing purposes, 

the charts show certain differences in transcription and arrange

ment. 

The charts at the end of the first four chapters are regu

larly given in the order noun, pronoun, verb, and stative. Within 

each group of charts dedicated to one sequential morpheme, the 

morpheme under examination is subdivided into two main parts. 

Thus all charts dealing with gender show the two morphemic sub

divisions, Masc. // Fem., and the two contrasting markers, 

Each group of charts dedicated to one sequential morpheme 

contains complete information pertaining to that morpheme only* 

Thus under gender, the given markers of the number, case, and 

object serve the purpose of illustration; complete information 

about them is to be found under the respective sequential 

morphemes. 

The information given in parentheses under a sequential 

morpheme serves the purpose of a guide and is not directly rele

vant to the particular morpheme discussed in the chart. Thus 

^ Charts 53ff. dedicated to the object morpheme, the relevant 

xix 
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information under OBJECT is noted as Gen., but the irrelevant in

formation under GENDER, NUMBER, and CASE is noted as (Masc), (Sg.), 

(Nom.), etc. 

While the entry STSM in the charts denotes the simple (non-

extended) stem, the entry "STEM" (in quotation marks) is used, for 

the sake of convenience, for all the segments before the sequential 

morphemes whenever the subdivision of these segments is irrelevant 

for the discussion of a particular sequential morpheme. Thus in 

Charts 12f. one finds under "STEM" such entries as 3a+mluir+, 

mahir+^ak+l etc. 

The fifth sequential morpheme represents the enclitics and is 

regularly marked as "(+ma) etc." Ma illustrates the several markers 

which can be used in that rank, and the parentheses indicate their 

optional, not obligatory, character. Because of space limitations 

in charts, this marker is sometimes left out, as in Charts 39-J+2« 

j&, and 61-62. 
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SYMBOLS USED 

in ka-al-bi for sequence of cuneiform graphemes. 

in Assur-uballit for separating two elements in a 
name* 

in su and s i for emphasizing the Masc. u / / 
Fern, i contrast . 

in kalb+u+0- for structural l imitat ions in 
morpheme sequence (no case in V o c ) . 

in kalb+i for morpheme boundary. 

in a^t h: for vocalic or consonantal quantity 
(- vocalic lengtht consonantal 
doubling). 

in *ku for reconstructions in Proto-
Semitic (used very rarely). 

in kalb+u+gf+yf+m 

in jamhur+u+:+>f40 

for zero (marker g for Sg.t in 
contrast to £ for PI.). 

for zero (implying that mimation / 
nunation, sure for Proto-Semitic, 
is not sure for Proto-Akkadian). 

mafefo in mahxrum for zero (implying that reconstruc
tion of i is sure for Proto-Akkadian). 

in ijifrnahar for phonetic change (reconstruction 
of n is sure, but only m is attested 
in Akkadian). "" 

xxi 
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/ a/i for two markers used in one function 
(as in a/i markers used in Gen.). 

i n Gen./Ace*; 
Masc./Fem. 

for one marker used in two functions 
(as in a marker used in Gen./Ace). 

// in u // a; 
Masc. // Fern. 

for contrast between two markers or 
morphemes (as in the contrast between 
the marker u of the Masc. and the 
a marker of the Fem.). 

/ / in /y, /kalbi/ for phonemic transcription. 

[ ] i n DTV], Cimawgur] 

[ ] i n a-na-Cku] 

for phonetic transcription. 

for transliterating completely 
destroyed signs. 

f 1 in a-na-Tkul for transliterating partly 
destroyed signs. 

< > in a-na-<ku> for transliterating signs 
omitted by the scribe. 

( ) in kalb(u) for kalbu and kalb when both 
attested. 

( ) i n mahiru( t ) (u) for mahiru. raahirut, and 
raahirutu when a l l t h ree 
a t t e s t e d . 

( ) in (+ma) for enclitics used optionally. 

u 
a ja+mtii in la+mhur+a for ja+mhur+a and ja+mhur+u 

when both attested. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 

0.1* Linguistic Data 

Akkadian, like all other Semitic languages, has speech units 

composed of 1) stems (or roots, bases, etc.) and 2) affixes before 

and/or after the stem. We traditionally call such speech units 

"word classes," "form classes," "parts of speech," or simply "words." 

Word classes having both stems and affixes completely dominate the 

structure of all Semitic languages. In fact, all word classes have 

the stem + affix structure, with the exception of some adverbs, pre

positions, conjunctions, interjections, and particles. For the dis

cussion of the term "word," see 4.1, 

A member of a word class can be simple or compound* A simple 

word-class member is represented by one stem, a compound word-class 

member by more than one stem. 

Examples of a one-stem word are kalb+um "dog," kalb+u+su "his 

dogs," s+u "he," ja+mjjur+u "they received," and ma "thus" (or the 

like). 

Examples of a compound stem word are saman+samm+um "sesame," 

aan+durar+um "freedom," 3an+t+a "thou," majt+man "whoever," and 

3an+=>a+k+u = />anaku/ "I." 

The stems can be simple or extended. A simple stem is illus

trated by kalb+um "dog," or mahir+um "recipient;" an extended stem 

by kalb+an+um "dog-like" or ta+mhlr+a't+um "reception." 

Stems are discussed extensively under 6. STEM AND ROOT, where 

1 
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2 0. INTRODUCTION 

also crossreferences to other parts of this monograph will be found. 

The main differences between stems and affixes are: Stems 

represent fixed morphemes in relation to grammar (morphology), but 

changeable morphemes in relation to lexicon. Affixes represent 

changeable morphemes in relation to grammar, and they may or may 

not have a lexical function. Thus the stem mahir is a fixed mor

pheme in relation to morphology, but as part of the fientive verb, 

Pass. Part., Stat,, etc, it has various functions in relation to 

the lexicon. Both the prefix and suffix in ja+mljur+u are changeable 

inflectional elements, but the prefix sa in ju+sa+rahir+ii has a lexi

cal function, being part of the extended stem +sa+mhir+. 

0.2, Sequential Morphemes 

The affixes referred to above under 0.1. Linguistic Data I call 

"sequential morphemes.'1 I call them "sequential" because they appear 

in a certain ordered sequence, which is obligatory and immutable. 

For some inconsistencies, apparent but not real, see 0.^. Application, 

Illustrations of sequential morphemes are given in Chart 1. For 

the use of signs and symbols, see pp. xxif. 

The sequential morphemes can be suffixal, prefixal, or both 

suffixal and prefixal. 

The first three suffixal sequential morphemes in the nouns, pro

nouns, verbs, and statives, plus the first prefixal sequential mor

pheme in the fientive verbs denote the gender, number, and case / 

mood of the subject. They correspond to what normally are called 

"inflectional elements," which are included under declension or con

jugation in our grammars. 

The fourth suffixal sequential morpheme denotes the object. 
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3 
PREFIXES STm SUFFIXES ATTESTED 

Pron. Pron. 'Modal" STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. 
I II MOOD 

kalb +u 

kalb 
V 

S 

V 
S 

mah/r 

majj^r 

+a 

+u 

+u 

+a 

+a 

• # 

+0 

+ u 
n 

*0 

+ : 

v 
+a 

*t 

+t 

+>f 

+m 

— 

~ 

+0 

+sum 

ja +0 +# +m^hur +u +: +>f +su 

ju 4sj( +ta +ma/hir +u +: +)i +0 

eu +0 +m^hur +u 40 4>f +m 

su 4-t̂  -unahhur 4U 40 +y{ +m 

+tf 4su (+ma) kalbusuma 
etc. 

kalbatum 

sua 
V 

sunu 

mahra(t) 

mahrasum 

jamhurusu 

justamhiru 

sumhurum 

sutmahhurum 

Chart 1. Illustrations of Sequential Morphemes. 

The object appears overtly in the form of pronominal suffixes, or 

covertly in the form of zero or m (of the mimation = n of the nun-

ation) which signals the absence of the object. 

The fifth suffixal sequential morpheme denotes the enclitics 

and is optional. 

The second and third prefixal sequential morphemes in the fien-

tive verbs and verbal nouns form parts of the extended stem. 

As can be seen from Chart 2, the distribution of sequential 

morphemes varies considerably from one word class to another. Struc

tural limitations in the distribution of sequential morphemes can be 

either full or partial. The first ones are marked by — t the latter 

by (x). 
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WORD CLASSES PREFIXES STEM SUFFIXES 

INFL. STEMS STSM 
(extended) (simple) 

Rank STEM 

Pron. Pron. "Modal" 
I II 

GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ENCL. 
MOOD 

Noun, 

Primary, 

Subst. 

Adj. 

Voc. 

Verbal, 

Inf. 

Act. Part. 
(Subst.) 

Pass. Part. 
(Adj.) 

Voc. 

Pronoun, 

Det. 

Pers. 

Verb, 

Fientive 

Impv. 

Stative 

(x) x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X x x (x) 

x x x (x) (x) 

X X X 

X X 

x (x) 

x x x x x x x ( x ) 

x x x x x x x x (x) 

x (x) (x) 

x (x) 

x x x x (x) 

X x x x (x) 

x (x) 

x (x) 

(x) x (x) (x) 

Chart 2. Distribution of Sequential Morphemes. 
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0*2. Sequential Morphemes 5 

Primary substantives, such as kalb+um "dog," primary adjectives, 

such as tab+um "good," and pronouns, such as s+u "he," contain suf

fixes only. 

Fientive verbs, such as ja+mfeur+u "they received," jusa+mhir+u 

"they caused it to be received," and Stat., such as mah^r+u "they 

were received," musa+mkir+u "they were causing it to be received," 

may occur with all prefixes and suffixes. 

Among the verbal nouns, the Act. Part, occurs with all prefixes 

and suffixes, as in musa+m&ir+um "the one who caused it to be receiv

ed." The first prefix mu signals the absence of the first inflec

tional prefix, ĵa* ta, ja, etc.f in the fientive verb. Other verbal 

nouns, such as the Pass. Part, and Inf. in suta+mhur+um, and the 

Impv. in suta+mhir+a have prefixes of rank number 2 and 3 and all 

suffixes. 

Further illustrations of limited structure are found in the pro

nouns. Thus determinative pronouns cannot be followed by enclitics, 

and personal pronouns cannot be followed by objects. A special word 

class in the Semitic languages (as well as in the Indo-European lan

guages) is formed by the Voc. of the nouns and Impv. of the verbs, 

which have no case / mood. This statement is not to be obscured by 

the fact that the Norn, is often found in the function of a Voc. 

Instances of partial limited structure are marked by (x). Thus 

adjectives cannot be followed by an object, but take the mimation of 

the governing noun. Determinative pronouns take no object in the 

form of pronominal suffixes or mimation, but are used in Constr. St. 

with the nominal object, as in su sarrim "he of the king." Statives 

take an object in the 1st and 3rd persons, as in taklaku+sum "I rely 

upon him," takil+sum "he relies upon him," but not in the 2nd person 
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6 0. INTRODUCTION 

*taklgta+sum "thou reliest upon him." Only mu of the first rank pre

fixes can occur in Voc. of the verbal nouns. The optional use of the 

enclitics is marked in the chart by (x). 

As can be seen clearly from Chart 2, word classes with pre

fixes never occur without suffixes. 

0.3» Sequential Reconstruction 

The comparative method of linguistics, as successfully applied 

in the Indo-European field, has played a limited role in the recon

struction of the phonology and morphology of Proto-Semitic. More 

often than not, certain sounds and forms were reconstructed on the 

basis of personal, subjective evaluations, which generally resulted 

from equating Proto-Semitic with classical Arabic. The most dis

appointing, as far as I am concerned, in the comparative field of 

Semitics is C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik 

der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin, 1908). The unbelievable jumble of 

materials and uncritical judgments accumulated in its 1,^8 pages 

and Brockelmann's (undeserved) reputation are veritable pitfalls for 

the unwary and inexperienced. 

One shudders to think of the reaction of a Brugmannite to Brockel

mann's fantastic ideas about the Proto-Semitic case endings (GVG I pp. 

^59f.)f taken to be u, !, and a (all anceps), and derived as follows: 
x 

Nom. u from the pronoun hu "he" (where the simplest distributional 

analysis would show that the pronoun hu / su has nothing to do with the 

noun); Gen. 1 from the nisbe formation £j (where simple parallels in the 

Indo-European languages, such as *meios, meus from *mei, point to the 

reverse development); and Ace. | from the interjection ha (where no com

ments are necessary). 
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0.3. Sequential Reconstruction 7 

I shall discuss in the following pages three cases of a formal 

reconstruction in the Semitic field. They all concern the personal 

pronoun; but since the personal pronoun forms part of the structure 

of the verb and stative, the following discussion affects much 

broader aspects of the morphology of Semitic languages. 

a) On the basis of the personal pronouns occurring for the 2nd 

person Masc. and Fem., namely attunu, attina in Akkadian, pattern. 

*atten in Hebrew, 3antun, 3anten in Aramaic, 3antum(u), 3antunna in 

Arabic, and 3antammu, 3antan in Ethiopic, scholars have reconstructed 

for Proto-Semitic either 3antumu, Jantin(n)a (Brockelmann, GVG I p. 

301; Moscati, ICG p, 105; Diakonoff, SHL p. 71), or ̂ antunu, aantina 

(Zimmern, VGSS p. 59). The former reconstruction is based mainly on 

Arabic, the latter on Akkadian. Moscati, loc. cit», noted the dis

tinctive vowels u // i and the consonants m // n in the two pronouns, 

while Zimmern, op. cit. p. 60, recognized the gender differences u 

// i^a and remarked that the PI. seems to be formed by the addition 

°^ BHi B§. to the Sg. in this person as well as in the other persons 

of the personal pronoun. The question as to which reconstruction is 

to be favored is not difficult to answer. Zimmern and, less clearly, 

Moscati, find the gender differentiation in Masc. u // Fern. i/a, which 

agrees fully with the structure of the gender in all Semitic languages. 

Moscati1s gender differentiation m // n, occurring in some personal 

pronouns of some Semitic languages, descriptively correct as it is 

finds no support in the gender structure of Proto-Semitic. Further

more, it does not fit the PI. form of the 1st person pronoun ('a)nahnu, 

£i2H» etc., "we," which—no matter what its ultimate derivation 

regularly contains the consonant n (never m).* Thus n can be inter

preted as part of the marker of the PI. number, but not as a marker 
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8 0. INTRODUCTION 

of the Fern, gender. On the other hand, Zimmern's interpretation of the 

number as being formed by the addition of nu, na to the Sg. is part of 

the structure of all personal pronouns, as it agrees fully with the 

principle that the PI. is formed by the doubling of the gender vowel of 

the Sg. This doubling is realized in two ways, by a long vowel, as in 

Sg. kalbum PI. kalbugf, or Sg. kalbatum PI. kalbatum, or by two vowels 

with a consonantal glide n, as in Sg. su PI. sunu (originally su+ uf 

with a consonantal glide) or Sg. l± PI. sina (from si+ i) # See 2.1. 

— — _ — JJ—. 

b) From the occurrence of the personal pronouns of the 3rd 

person Sg. as su, si in Akkadian, hu, hi in Hebrew and Aramaic, huwa, 

hija in Arabic, wa^atu. ja^ti in Ethiopic, the reconstructed Proto-

Semitic forms are given as Masc. hu^a, Fern. si3a (Brockelmann, GVG I 

p. 303), huwa, siya (Moscati, ICG p. 10M, Masc. su3at hu*a, Fern. 

siJat hl
Ja (Zimmern, VGSS p. 59), and Masc. su(aa), Fem. sl(3a) or 

si(Ja)? (Diakonoff, SHL p. 71). The observations which can be made 

immediately about the occurring pronouns are first, that su, si are 

found in Akkadian and hu, hi in other Semitic languages, and secondly, 

that the gender differentiation is marked by u in Masc. and i in Fem. 

The a of huwa, etc., originally represented the object case. The 

Ethiopic wa3etu is derived from hu+a+tu. and j^^atl from hi+a+ti. 

See 1.3 and 1.5. 

Nevertheless, some scholars prefer to see the contrast between 

h // s as denoting the original gender differentiation in Proto-Semitic. 

The basis on which this reconstruction was made is difficult to deter

mine. It may be founded on the existence of Masc. he, Fem. se in Henri, 

a late South Arabian dialect, or on some vague recollections of the 

English pronouns "he" and "she," or possibly even on the scholastic 

precepts that anything rare and irregular (lectio difficilior in epi-
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0,3. Sequential Reconstruction 9 

graphy!) has temporal precedence over the common and regular. The 

whole reconstruction breaks down when one notes that ju+sa+mhir+u 

occurs in Akkadian and ju+ha+m&ir+u (and related forms) occurs in 

other Semitic languages. The meaning of ju+sa/ha+mhir+u is "he (here) 

caused him/it (there) to be received," and sa/ha is nothing else but 

the Ace. of our personal pronoun su/hu (see 8,1), Would anyone sug

gest that s of sa in ju+sa+mhir+u denotes the Fern., and h of ha in 

ju+ha+mhir+u the Masc,? 

Thus, on the basis of the structure, the only reconstructed 

markers of the gender in the pronoun of the 3rd person (as well as 

of other pronouns) are u for the Masc. and i for the Fein. The dif

ferentiation marked by m // n in Masc. 3antumu, Fem. 3antina« and by 

h // s in Masc. he, Fem. se, is explained on a dialectal basis in 2.2. 

c) Based solely on the existence of the pronominal suffix ka 

in kalbttfka "thy dog" and ja+mfruru+ka "he received thee," all the gram

mars of Semitic languages, without exception, posit ka as the under

lying form of the 2nd person Masc. Sg» for Proto-Semitic and all Semi

tic and Hamitic languages. The reconstruction goes back to a time cen

turies ago, when only West Semitic languages such as Hebrew, Arabic, 

Aramaic, and Ethiopic were known. Today, with all the new evidence 

furnished by Akkadian and Hamitic languages, this reconstruction has 

no raison d'etre. Note Akkadian ku+ati "thee" in Ace, ku+asim "to 

thee" in Dat., Poss. Pron, ku+aum "thy," pronominal Dat. suffix kum in 

ja-Hnhuru+kum "he received for thee," Egyptian kw and secondarily tw 

"thou," and related forms in other Hamitic languages, all of which 

show u, not a, in the Masc. pronoun. This quantitatively weighty evi

dence in favor of ku, not ka, in the Masc. pronoun is supported by 

considerations of the structure of the genderf which posits the 
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10 0. INTRODUCTION 

marker u for the Masc. and i for the Fern., as in the two other pro

nouns just discussed. For the above interpretation and for the de

rivation of ka from k^a, see 8.3. 

Unhappy with the arbitrary results of the comparative method 

as applied to the Semitic field, and fully convinced that consi

derations of structure would yield a deeper insight into the mani

fold aspects of linguistic reconstruction, I decided in 1952 to 

put together my ideas in a preliminary way on paper. The result

ing small monograph, Morphology of Akkadian, was reproduced by the 

Multigraph-Multilith process and distributed to my students and, 

in a limited number, also to outsiders, both students and scholars. 

While the term "ideal reconstruction11 used there (op. cit. p. 3) 

is not quite appropriate, its underlying concepts of structure are 

as valid now as before. 

The concept of structure, as I understand it, is based on two 

main premises: 1) structure is form, function, and position, 2) 

structure is total. 

There is no need for me to discuss matters of form and func

tion, which are taken care of, with varying degrees of success, in 

our grammars of Semitic languages. 

By contrast, matters of position are rarely touched, let alone 

discussed. Certain obvious facts are noted, such as that the mima-

tion occurs at the end of the noun, or that case endings appear be

fore the pronominal suffixes. But such crucial matters of struc

ture as the position and sequence of the morphemes of gender, number, 

case / mood, etc., have been uniformly passed over in all grammars and 

studies of Semitic languages. 

Long ago I stressed the importance of position in A Study of 
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0.3. Sequential Reconstruction 11 

Writing, p. 19 by noting, e.g., that the written number 2 in 32 has 

2 a different position and consequently function (meaning) from in 

3 • The matter of position (orrank, order, sequence, tactics) of 

individual morphemes was presented in my Morphology of Akkadian, but 

not as neatly as might have been desired. In 1952 I already per

ceived that the suffixes follow each other in a definite sequence, 

namely as morphemes of gender, number, case, and mimation, but for 

didactic purposes (see Morphology of Akkadian, p. 3) I presented 

them in reverse sequence. Recently, upon a fuller and more vigor

ous application of the principles of sequence it was possible for 

me to discover many important points of Semitic structure, as sum

marized under 11. CONCLUSIONS. This sharper view of sequential 

morphemes resulted from my computer-aided work on the morphology of 

Amorite. While the actual analytical work on sequential morphemes 

is the same whether for a written grammar or for computers, due to 

certain technical limitations, what can be put into the computers 

is different from what can be presented in a written grammar. It 

is for that reason that the sequential morphemes given in computer 

format in the chart in the article "On the Morpheme an in the Amorite 

Language," Studies Presented to George V. Bobrinskoy (Chicago, 196?) 

pp. ^5-^, are presented in a much more condensed form than in the 

present study. 

Procedures involved in sequential reconstruction require two 

main steps, not necessarily successive. Each segment of a speech 

unit to be analyzed must be accounted for and its form and func

tion determined; the markers for each segment must be denoted in 

their proper sequence within the speech unit. 

The form kalabsuma in Masc. Norn. Sg. is normally segmented 
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12 0. INTRODUCTION 

i n t o kalab+su+ma, in which ma is said to stand for the enclitic, su 

for the pronominal suffix, and kalab for the stem kalb, extended to 

kalab by means of an anaptyctic / epenthetic vowel a* Nowhere in 

this segmentation is the existence of the morphemes of gender, num

ber, or case overtly indicated. But the corresponding Gen, Sg, is 

kalb+i+su+ma, showing the marker i for the Gen., immediately forcing 

the assumption of the marker g for the Norn. Sg. in kalab+0+su+ma. 

The same marker i appears partially also in the Gen. PI. kalb+ 

i+su+ma, which is replaced by the marker u in the Nom. PI. 

kalb+ii+su+ma. This leads to two important conclusions. The first 

conclusion is that, in contrast to the Gen. marker i, the Nom. 

marker is u, thus making possible the replacement of the above 

kalab+0+su+ma by kal(a)b+y(+su+ma in Nom. The second conclusion is 

that the markers of PI. represent the same vowels, only doubled 

(long). Nothing in the forms discussed up to now indicates the 

overt existence of the Masc. marker in Akkadian. 

Passing now to the Fern. Nom. Sg. kalb+at+su+ma. we note first 

the overt marker at for the Fem. The existence of the marker for 

the Fem. Nom. Sg. immediately requires a search for the correspond

ing marker of the Masc. The Fem. Gen. Sg. kalb+at+i+su+ma shows i, 

the marker of the Gen., following upon at, the marker of the Fem. 

This yields a crucial clue for sequential reconstruction, namely 

that the marker of case follows upon the marker of gender. The 

Fem. PI. forms, Nom. kalb+at+u+su+ma and Gen. kalb+at+i+su+ma. con

firm the results reached on the basis of the Masc. PI. forms, Nom. 

kalb+u+su+ma and Gen. kalb+i+su+ma. namely that the markers of case 

are i for the Gen. and u for the Nom., and that the markers of num

ber are short vowels for the Sg. and long vowels for the PI. In 
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0.3. Sequential Reconstruction 13 

addition, the Fem. forms kalb+at+u+su+ma and kalb+at+i+su+ma yield 

another important clue of sequential value, namely that the number 

is formed by lengthening the vowel of gender, not of case. This 

requires a reconsideration of our analysis of u in Masc. PI. 

kalb+u+su+ma. If u stands for the Nom. and at for the Fem. PI. in 

kalb+at +u+su+ma. then u in kalb+u+su+ma must stand for a conflation 

of u of the Nom. and u of the Masc. PI. 

Certain additional features in the speech units discussed above 

are: The replacement of standard kalab+su+ma by kalb+u+su+maf actual

ly occurring in older Akkadian texts and in poetry; the phonetic 

change t+s to ss in kalbat+suma > kalbassuma; the secondary lengthen

ing of the vowels u and i before pronominal suffixes in kalbatusuma 

and kalbatisuma; and the interpretation of t in Fem. kalbatum, etc., 

as the consonantal glide secondarily introduced between the gender 

vowel a and the case vowel u. All these features, irrelevant in the 

present context, are discussed in detail in the respective chapters 

pertaining to gender, number, and case. 

We have accounted for the different segments of the speech units 

analyzed above, determined their form and function, and reached cer

tain preliminary conclusions as to their sequence within the speech 

units. 

Once this is done, the procedures involved in sequential recon

struction require a one-by-one denotation of each segment in its pro

per sequence. Thus, if atu is found to stand for the Fem. PI. Nom., 

then each of the morphemes of gender, number, and case must be de

noted by a marker in the sequence a+:+ u, where a stands for the Fem. 

gender, j_ for the PI. number, and u for the Nom. case. Similarly u 

representing Masc. PI. Nom. must be marked as u+Hjtfi where u stands 
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for the Mace, gender,^ for the PI. number, and ]* for the Nom. case. 

Thus we see the contrast to such traditional procedures as break

ing up kalbusuma "and his dogs" into kalb+u+su+ma and analyzing it as 

containing the stem kalb, plus u of the Masc. PI. Nom.t plus the pro

nominal suffix su, plus the enclitic ma. Procedures of sequential re

construction result in the replacement of kalb+u+su+ma by kalb+u+s+y(+ 

su+ma, in which—as shown in Chart 1—the successive morphemes are 

marked as the stem kalb, plus u for the Masc. gender, plus : for the 

PI. number, plus £ for the Nom. case, plus the object su, plus the 

enclitic ma. 

Determination of form, function, and sequence of individual 

speech segments requires starting with speech units which can be 

easily segmented into their component parts. This cannot easily be 

done with the Masc. kalbusuma, with its immediate difficulties in 

the analysis of the gender and case markers, both represented by u. 

On the other hand, the corresponding Fern, kalbatusuma can be easily 

analyzed as kalb+a+:+ u+su+ma, in which all five sequential compo

nents after the stem can be readily recognized. 

With the morphemes and markers established for one word class, 

such as the noun, the search for parallel morphemes and markers in 

other word classes such as the pronoun, verb, and stative, is neces

sary. This may or may not confirm the conclusions based on one word 

class* 

All identical morphemes and markers irrespective of the word 

class in which they occur belong to the same structure. All other 

morphemes and markers belong to a different structure. Thus the 

Nom. u // Gen. i contrast in the instances discussed above, the Nom. 

u // Gen. i // Ace. a, Nom. u // Gen. a, and Nom. u // Gen./Ace. i 
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0.3. Sequential Reconstruction 15 

contrasts belong to one structure of case in the nouns. The Ind. u // 

Subj. a contrast in the mood of the verbs and statives also belongs 

to the same structure. On the other hand, the case markers is for the 

Dat. and um for the Loc. belong to a different case structure, as do 

the allative / ventive mood of Akkadian or the energic of Arabic. 

A few pages above I noted that the two main steps involved in 

sequential reconstruction are not necessarily successive. This is 

quite obvious. It is true, of course, that a correct analysis of a 

speech segment leads easily to its placement in the proper sequence, 

as in the case of the analysis and sequential reconstruction of 

kalb-fa+1 + u+su-nna« discussed above. Oftentimes, however, the pro

cedure is reversed or even circular. 

The reverse procedure is illustrated by the case of m of the 

mimation and mu of the Act. Part. All interpretations in respect to 

the form and function of mimation (or nunation) in Semitic languages 

proposed heretofore have been wrong. It was only the positional 

analysis, showing that the marker of mimation in kalb-fu+0+yf+m occupies 

the same rank as the markers of the pronominal suffixes, such as su 

in kalb+u+ff+yf+su. that led to the correct analysis of m of the mima

tion as the marker signaling the absence of pronominal suffixes. The 

prefix mu of mustamhirum is traditionally described as the marker of 

the Act. Part. The positional analysis shows that the marker mu of 

the Act. Part. mu+sV+ta+maliir+um occupies the same rank as the in

flectional markers of the fientive verb, such as ju in ju+s^+ta+ 

m^hir+u. Consequently, mu of the Act. Part, serves a function 

parallel to that of the mimation, namely, signaling the absence of 

inflectional elements. These two conclusions in respect to the 
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function of m of the mimation and mu of the Act. Part, lead to an

other important conclusion. If kalbu+su means "dog of his" and 

.ju+sta+mhir+u means "he caused it to be received," then kalbu+m 

(from kalbu+ma) should mean "dog of anyone" and mu+sta+mhir+um should 

mean "anyone who caused it to be received," making probable the deri

vation of ma and mu from the indefinite pronoun mu, mi, ma. See 4.3. 

A case of circular procedure can be illustrated by the analysis 

of mood and case. The form and function analysis of the mood in re

lation to the case is controversial. Some scholars interpret the 

mood as being identical with the case, others do not. The positional 

analysis of the mood shows that markers of the mood occupy the same 

rank as those of the case, thus strengthening the position defended 

by scholars who had proposed their identity. See 3.13. 

As here developed, the five most important rules of sequen

tial reconstruction are: 

a) All morphemes occur in a certain ordered sequence. In the 

case of the suffixal morphemes in kalb+u+: +u*+su+ma. the order after 

the stem is gender, number, case, object, and enclitics. 

b) This order is absolute and immutable. I know of no in

stance of a morpheme which appears in the wrong sequential order. 

Among the suffixal morphemes, gender can never occur after number, 

nor number after case (or mood), nor case after object, nor object 

after enclitics. The same applies to the prefixal morphemes. 

c) There is no skipping of a morpheme in sequential order. 

With the morpheme of case established for the noun, the markers of 

case must be denoted in all occurrences of the noun. Only certain 

structural limitations (discussed in 0.2) permit the non-marking of 

a morpheme, as in the instance of the Voc. of a noun, which does not 
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recognize case distinction, 

d) Morphemes are normally obligatory, very rarely optional. 

Thus in the case of suffixal morphemes, the morphemes of gender, 

number, case (or mood), and object are all obligatory. The fifth-

ranked morpheme, denoting the enclitics, is lexical and therefore 

optional, 

e) The morpheme markers are either overt or covert. All 

five overt markers are recognizable clearly in kalb+a+: +. u-nm+ma 

Aalbatumma/ "and bitches.11 The covert markers are denoted in two 

ways: by a cross-out, as in kalb+u+: +^+su+ma /kalbusuma/ "and 

his dogs,'1 where )L denotes the disappearance of u, the posited 

marker of the Norn, case; or by £, as in kalb+u+; +^+#+ma / kalbuma/ 

"and dogs,M where g denotes the absence of object (in this case, 

the pronominal suffix). 

For general information in the field of linguistics on morpheme 

sequence, the following studies are useful. Charles F. Hockett, 

"Two Models of Grammatical Description," Vord X (195^) PP- 210-234, 

speaks of arrangement, positions, and segmental sequence in the dis

cussion of "Item and Arrangement" under his "IA model." H. A. Gleason 

An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics (New York, 1955; rev. ed. 

19ol) pp. 112-116, discusses the order and sequence of morphemes, 

generally, and in the Turkish verb, specifically. Kenneth L. Pike, 

Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human 

Behavior (Glendale, Cal., i960) pp. 26f., stresses a combinational 

grammar, which is said to be based mainly on sequential relations 

corresponding to the earlier approaches on "the application of im

mediate constituents or a grammar as composed of classes of mor

phemes in a row." This kind of grammar is differentiated from the 
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"hierarchical grammar," better known under Pike's term "tagmemics" 

and the later "transform(ational) grammar." 

For the application of sequential analysis to individual lan

guages see the following studies: Harry Hoijer, five articles on 

Apachean in International Journal of American Linguistics XI-XV 

(19^5-^9)t speaks of immediate constituents and definite assigned 

positions. William L. Wonderly, six articles on Zogue in UAL 

XVTI-XVTII (1951-52), has reference to sequences of items, state

ments of sequence, and morphological sequences. Floyd G. Lounsbury, 

Oneida Verb Morphology. Yale University Publications in Anthropology 

No. W (1953)» refers to segmentation and position classes. D. H. 

Hymes, Positional Analysis of Categories: A Frame for Reconstruc

tion," Word XI (1955) pp. 10-23, discusses features of order or se

quential order of morphemes in Athapascan languages. Velma Pickett, 

"Isthmus Zapotec Verb Analysis I-II," U A L XIX (1953) pp. 292-96 and 

esp. XXI (1955) pp. 217-32, and idem, The Grammatical Hierarchy of 

Isthmus Zapotec, Supplement to Language« Language Dissertion No. 

56 (i960), distinguishes two types of linguistic structures, the 

"external structure," based on the application of Pike's tagmemics 

to units of grammatical hierarchy (in the Language Dissertation). 

and the "internal structure," based on morpheme sequence (in the two 

UAL articles). Wallace L. Chafe, eight articles on Seneca in UAL 

XXVI-XXVII (1960-61), refers to order, mutually exclusive classes of 

morphemes, and immediate constituents. I have noted a number of 

other articles based on sequential analysis in scattered UAL volumes 

and in Harry Hoijer and others, Studies in the Athapascan Languages 

(Berkeley, 1963). 

I acknowledge with thanks Professor Eric Hamp's help in provid-
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ing me, directly or indirectly, with references to the literature in 

the Amerindian field. Since I became acquainted with them long after 

the completion of my work, they exerted no influence upon my methods 

of sequential reconstruction or terminology. I am happy, however, 

to report that I find myself in agreement with the theoretical analy

sis provided by Hymes in the above cited article in Word XI. Impor

tant for the theoretical question of linguistic classification (lan

guage taxonomy) is Hymes, "Na-Dene and Positional Analysis of Cate

gories," American Anthropologist LVIII (1956) pp. 62^-6^8. The 

Amerindian literature is cited here in full to offer scholars in 

the ancient Near Eastern field the opportunity to check on the 

methods and application of sequential reconstruction, which holds 

such great promise for the analysis not only of agglutinative lan

guages, such as Sumerian, but also of Hurrian, Urartian, and Elamite. 

A number of further observations can be made about the studies 

listed above. They treat of morpheme sequence either within larger 

speech segments, such as utterances or sentences, which is of no in

terest to us here, or within smaller speech segments, such as word 

classes. When discussing the morpheme sequence, the authors fre

quently limit themselves to one class, namely the verb, neglecting 

other word classes. Illustrations of morpheme sequence have been 

applied to the Amerindian languages and to Turkish, all agglutina

tive (synthetic or polysynthetic) languages, in which the individ

ual morphemes can be segmented with relative ease. Only Hymes, 

Word XI pp. 19f., offered some suggestions concerning the applica

tion of morpheme sequence to the structure of the finite verb in 

the (non-agglutinative) Indo-European languages. 

In recent years several scholars have utilized methods of 
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morpheme sequence in the study of certain features of ancient Near 

Eastern Languages, T. Jacobsen, "Itallak niati," Journal of Near 

Eastern Studies XIX (i960) pp. 101-116, and "The Akkadian Ablative 

Accusative," op. cit. XXII (19^5) PP* l8-29i discussed the mor

pheme sequence in the moods and pronominal suffixes of the verb. 

He devoted a much broader study to the sequential morphemes of the 

Sumerian verb, entitled "About the Sumerian Verb" and published in 

Studies in Honor of Benno Landsberger, Assyriological Studies No. 

16 (1965) pp. 71-102. In an article entitled "Die Stamme des 

altbabylonischen Verbums in ihrem Oppositionssystem," op. cit. pp. 

111-120, D. 0. Edzard discusses the sequence of certain verbal 

stems within the context of his oppositional system. In the only 

reference to morpheme sequence in the grammar, Reiner, LAA § 5.^.2.3* 

speaks of the "relative preference sequence of (three) verbal suf

fixes." 

While I cannot but welcome the recent attempts to apply the 

principles of morpheme sequence to the structure of ancient Near 

Eastern languages, especially Jacobsen1s serious, though cumbersome 

and unbelievably complicated reconstruction of the Sumerian verb, 

I feel obliged to express dissent. The use of such terms as "re

lative preference" for my "absolute" and "obligatory" is the result 

of the neglect of the concept of zero; and the restricted applica

tion of the sequential reconstruction to parts of the linguistic 

structure yields results in respect to specific markers and their 

sequence which are completely at odds with my own reconstruction. 

In order to understand the concept of the totality of struc

ture I shall first discuss the traditional way in which gender is 

treated in our grammars of Semitic languages. As an example I 
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shall take one of our best grammarsf von Soden
1s Grundriss der ak-

kadischen Grammatik (Roma, 1952). 

Von Soden begins his treatment of the noun with the following 

statement: "Das Nomen unterscheidet Maskulinum und Femininum" (p. ?4). 

On the next page he adds: "Das Mask, hat keine besondere Endung. Im 

Fem, mit Endung tritt im Sing, die Endung -t bzw. -at(-et) an den 

Stamm des Nomens vor die Kasusendungen," Under pronoun (pp. to-51), 

certain forms of gender (and case) are listed, but not a word is 

said about the general structure of the gender of the pronouns. Un

der the fientive verb and stative (pp. 97-99) 1 we find nothing ĥ 4-

paradigms of conjugational elements. 

Von Soden's only statement relating to structure is the first 

one mentioned above: "Das Nomen unterscheidet Maskulinum und Femini

num." The gender structure of the pronoun, verb, and stative is no

where considered. Had the structure of the gender of the pronoun 

been taken into consideration, it would have been impossible, or at 

least improbable, to arrive at the conclusion that the Masc. has no 

endings, and that the Fem. has -t or -at(-et) markers. Positively 

speaking, it would have been easy to see that u of kalbum is not a 

marker of the Norn, case, but of the Masc. gender, and that the mark

er of the Fem. is not -t or -atC-et), but &. This results clearly 

from a total consideration of the gender, not only in the noun, but 

also in the pronoun, verb, and stative, as shown, e.g., by the deter

minative pronoun Masc. su and Fem. sat (wherein t is secondary), the 

verb Masc. jamluiru and Fem. jamhura, and the stative Masc. ma]a#ru and 

Fem. mai^ra. See generally 1.1. 

It should be clear by now that what I found most wanting in the 

available grammars of Semitic languages is: 1) the holistic approach 
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to language, namely the understanding of the totality of the linguis

tic structure, and 2) the recognition of the principle of order in 

linguistic analysis, and the concomitant realization that morphemes 

must follow each other in a certain obligatory and immutable sequence. 

It is the word "sequence" that serves as the basis for what I propose 

to call "sequential reconstruction." 

In completing this section I should like to comment on the re

lative merits of the comparative method, on the one hand, and the 

ideal and/or sequential reconstruction, on the other. I can best 

compare these approaches by discussing a case of a reconstruction 

of a certain proto-form in Semitic languages. 

The comparative method leads to the reconstruction of the 2nd 

person Fern. Sg. as tamhurina in West Semitic. The long vowel I is 

written as such in the historically attested West Semitic languages, 

and is posited by naf which is preserved only after a long vowel. 

Since cuneiform writing as a rule does not indicate morpheme length, 

contrary to von Soden, GAG p. 98, and tJngnad-Matous\ GA p. 63, who 

mark tamfeurl with long I, there is no evidence for long I in Akka

dian. Thus the reconstruction of Proto-Semitic tamhurina or tamhuri, 

with long.I, as in Moscati, ICG p. lVf, and Diakonoff, SHL p. 80, 

derives from West Semitic and has no validity for Proto-Semitic. 

Based on sequential reconstruction, the following procedure 

leads to a reconstructed Proto-Akkadian and Proto-Semitic form of 

the 2nd person Fern. Sg. 

a) Sequential reconstruction yields the following markers 

of the gender in Proto-Akkadian, as well as in Proto-Semitic: u 

for the Masc, and a or i for the Fern., all short vowels. Accord

ingly, tamhuri has a short i, and the secondary development of the 
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long i in West Semitic is the concern of West Semitic reconstruction, 

not of Proto-Akkadian or Proto-Semitic. 

b) Sequential reconstruction yields the following markers of 

the number: j? (i.e., zero) for the Sg. and ^ (i.e., doubling of the 

vowel of the gender) for the PI. Thus the existence of the Sg. 

tamhuri posits the existence of the PI. tamhuri, which is contrary 

to tamhura, the only form of the 2nd person Fem. PI. attested in 

all Semitic languages. Consequently, by the rules of sequential re

construction, the attested tamhura would have to be taken as devel-
a 

oped secondarily from tamhuri, and marked as tamljuryL However, we 

could also reverse the procedure and argue that the existence of the 

PI. tamljura posits the existence of the Sg. tamhura (to be marked as 

tamiuiry), which in turn is not attested anywhere in Semitic languages. 

c) By the rules of sequential reconstruction, the Sg, // Pl# 

a 
contrast must be reconstructed either as tamhuri // tamhuri or as 

tamtiurjf // tamhura. Which of the two reconstructions is to be se

lected is irrelevant in the present context. (Actually, I prefer the 

tamhurjf // tamhura solution because of the assumption that the suf-

fixal sequential morphemes of the fientive verb correspond to those 

of the noun, and because i of tamhuri can easily be explained as devel

oped secondarily through influence of i in 3anti "thou." The impor

tant point at issue is that by the procedures of the comparative 

method one could never have arrived at either of the two solutions 

suggested by sequential reconstruction. 

In my Morphology of Akkadian p. 3 (noted p# 10) I remarked that 

"I have allowed myself a certain amount of ideal reconstruction which, 

because it is ideal, could have never corresponded to reality." This 

I still believe to be true in the light of our knowledge of the many 
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irregularities in all inflectional languages, including the Semitic 

ones. The forced regularity of the ideal reconstruction can hardly 

be applied to the stages of Proto-Akkadian or Proto-Semitic just 

prior to the periods of historical attestation. Still, the sequen

tial morphemes as here reconstructed are tangible units and must 

have had a reality at some early stage in the history of the Semitic 

languages. I assume this to have been when the Semitic languages 

passed through an agglutinative stage, in which the regularity of 

the ideal / sequential reconstruction may have corresponded neatly 

with the rigidity of the agglutinative structure of the language. 

See also the end of 3.5. 

0,*f. Application 

At the beginning of section 0.2 I stated that the order in 

which the eight sequential morphemes appear is obligatory and im

mutable. With the qualifications made in 0.2 in respect to some 

structural limitations, such as the optional use of enclitics or 

the lack of the object with the personal pronouns, there are no 

real exceptions in the order of sequential morphemes. 

Of these eight sequential morphemes, namely five suffixal 

and three prefixal, the only instances which may appear to form ex

ceptions in the sequential order occur in the suffixal morphemes. 

After the primary gender differentiation of rank number 1 in 

Masc. suati and Fem. siati was lost and the two pronouns were re

placed by suati, the latter developed a secondary gender distinction 

in a different rank position in Masc. satu and Fem. sati. See 1.5. 

Beside the primary marker of the PI. of rank number 2, such 

Akkadian PI. forms as kalb+at+u+ka. kalb+at+i+ka (and similarly in 
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Hebrew) have a secondary marker of the PI. in the rank number k 

after the case* See 2.5. 

The original marker of the object case a of rank number 3t 

as in sua, was reinforced by a secondary marker i, which appears in 

the forms suati, suasim, etc* See 3«7« 

The primary marker of the Subj. mood u (originally a) of rank 

number 3, as in imhuru "which he received11 was reinforced by a second

ary marker i or a, which appears with a consonantal glide n in 

imjiuruni, imhuruna, or imhurusuni. In the latter example ni occupies 

rank number 5 of the enclitics, and may be extended by the enclitic 

ma, which in this and similar cases occupies rank number 6. See 3«11. 

In the above instances we find a secondary marker which, added 

to a primary marker, serves the purpose of strengthening the morpheme. 

For the possibility that the case markers Dat. is "to" and Loc. 

um "in" of rank number 3 were originally postpositions attached to 

the case markers, see 3.8. In the light of the evidence provided 

there in favor of the separation of the Loc. and Norn, cases on the 

basis of sequential reconstruction, I feel free to suggest that the 

two markers actually were distinguished by vocalic quantity. The 

marker +ah (=3h) denoting direction or location in Hebrew, as in 

hassamajmah "heavenwards/1 appears in rank number 5, after the 

mimation of rank number k and may represent an original postposi

tion. See 3.8, 

In very few instances a combination of two or even three markers 

may occupy the same rank. Thus the marker is of the Dat. case plus 

the marker um of the Loc. case occupy rank number 3 in qaqqar+js+um 

"onto the ground.'* See 3.8. Rank number h is occupied by the object, 

which can be represented by pronominal suffixes or by mimation. In 
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that rank we find one pronominal suffix, as in 3addif+sum ,fI gave to 

him/1 or as many as two or three, as in 3addin+a{fi+kum "I gave to thee," 

or 3addin+ajfi+kug+su "I gave him to thee." See 4.2. 

Not to be confused with the ranking of the sequential morphemes 

are the markers of the extended stem, such as an in kalb+an+um, 

for which see 6. STEM AND ROOT. 

It may be suggested that the first suffixal sequential mor

phemes to be created in the Semitic languages were those of gen

der and number. Next came the morpheme of case / mood, then the 

pronominal suffixes and mimation (=nunation), originally both prob

ably independent, and finally the enclitics. See 3.6 and 4.3. 

At the other end of the development, the first morpheme to suf

fer loss in the Semitic languages was mimation (=nunation), at times 

together with the replacement of pronominal suffixes by preposition

al phrases (or the like). Next the case system came into disuse and 

gradually disappeared. Only the gender and number systems have never 

been exposed to the process of linguistic decay. (There may be some 

exceptions in the Hamitic languages of which I am unaware.) 

From the temporal order in which the individual morphemes were 

first created and later decayed one may draw the conclusion that the 

gender and number systems formed a more integral part of the struc

ture of the Semitic languages than the case system and mimation. 

One unexpected and rather interesting by-product of the sequential 

reconstruction, which emerged, so to speak, automatically from the 

charts, is the binary system of opposites in the morphemes of gender, 

number, and case / mood. See 3.2. Thus under gender there is only 

Masc. and Fern. Under number there is Sg. and PI., the latter being 

formed by doubling the gender vowel of the Sg.; the Du, is part of 
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another system. The Masc. structure of the case, originally diptotic, 

recognizes only the subject case (Norn.) and the object case (Gen./ 

Ace.)* with the latter developing secondarily the separate Gen. and 

Ace. cases. Two other cases, Dat. is and Loc. um, have again a dif

ferent structure, probably postpositional in origin. Also mood shows 

clearly only the Ind. // Subj. opposites, while the several other 

moods of Semitic languages form part of other systems. It may be in

teresting to see whether the binary system of opposites, a dominant 

feature of the older stages of Semitic languages, is attested also 

in the older stages of other families of languages, for instance in 

Indo-European• 

Chart 3 gives a bird's-eye view of the markers of gender, number, 

and case / mood, which are discussed in detail in the three following 

chapters. It serves as a guide to these inflectional morphemes, and 

—what is more important in the present context—offers the best iL* 

lustration of the totality of structure which I can provide. Its 

order, symmetry, and beauty, if one will, are astonishing. The chart 

shows complete parallelism in the inflectional structure of the sub

stantives, participles/ adjectives, and determinative pronouns. Not

withstanding some prehistoric connections in the stem s, the struc

ture of the determinative pronoun is completely different from that 

of the personal pronouns* These are all facts, not reconstructions. 

My connection of the suffixal morphemes of the verb and of the 3rd 

person of the stative with the noun, and those of the 2nd person 

of the stative with the personal pronoun yields a nice symmetrical 

picture which needs, however, stronger substantiation than can be 

offered in this monograph. 

If I were to point out one single outstanding feature of se-
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GENDER 

Masc . Fem. Masc . 

u a u 

Fem. 

i 

NUMBER 

PI . Sg. PI. 

* n u / i 

Subst . kalb+um +atura 

kalb+ujrf +atum 

Part , 

Det . Pron. 

Pere . Pron. 

(Indep.) 

( S u f f . ) 

mahir+um +jaCtum 

maljir+utum +atum 

s+u +at 

s+ut +at 

Verb 

Stat. 

jamhur+jrf 

jam^ur+u 

tamhur+2^ 

tam^ur+u 

mahir+jrf 

ma]i^r+u 

*i 
+a 

4 
+a 

+a< 

+a 

kalb+um +û f 

kalb+atum +atum 

s+u 

s+unu 

e t c . 

+s+u/( 

+s+unu^ 

e t c . 

rat+jt 

^at+unu 

ma^ir+um 

maliir+^tum 

s+u 

s+at 

+ i 

+inf 

& 

+infa 

jam^ur+^ 

3amkur+g[ 

tam^ur+^ 

tamhur+|[ 

ma^ir+2^ 

mah^r+a(t) 

+utum 

+atum 

+ut 

+at 

+u 

+a 

+u 

+a 

+u 

+a 

s+u 

s+ i 

e t c . 

+s+u/( 

+s+i^ 

e t c . 

mah#rat+j| 

mah^rat+i 

+nu 

+ £ | 

+nu/f 

+£ta 

+nu 

«t 

Chart 3. Sequential Morphemes of Gender, Number, 
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Nom. Gen./Acc. 

u a 

CASE / MOOD 

Nonu Gen./Acc. 

u i 

Nom. Gen. Ace. 

u i a 

29 

West Semitic diptota PI. kalb+ujrf +Im Sg. kalb+um +im +am 

kalbat+um +im kalbat+um +im +ara 

su+jrf 

s i + ^ 

e t c . 

+a 

+a 

+su+^ 

+si+^ 

etc. 

jam£ur+jrf +a 

etc. 

mahir+^ 

etc. 

u 
+a 

PI . mahirut+um 

mahirat+um 

PI . sut+j* 

sat+^ 

+iB 

+iu 

+i 

+ i 

+im Sg. ma£ir+um +im +am 

ma^ir|(t+um +im +am 

Sg. s+u +i +a 

sat+j^ +i +£ 

and Case / Mood. 
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quential reconstruction, it is its simplicity. While, in this first 

attempt at a sequential reconstruction of a Semitic language, I could 

not avoid providing full evidence and arguing in extenso the points 

both for and against certain interpretations, future presentations 

can replace wordy arguments with self-explanatory charts. The charts' 

vertical arrangement provides full information about the morpheme 

class, and the charts' horizontal arrangement that about the morpheme 

sequence. What could be simpler than to let the charts speak for 

themselves? 
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1.1. Markers of Gender; u // a/i 

The rank number 1 after the stem is occupied by markers of gen

der, masculine and feminine. As shown in detail in Charts 5-13* the 

markers are distributed as follows: 

Masc. Fern. 

u // a. Chart 5. Subst. Sg. kalbum kalbatum 

PI. kalbu^f kalbatum 

Chart 6. Part. Sg. maijirum mahirg[tum 

PI. mahirutum mahiratum 

Chart 7. 

Chart 12. 

Chart 13. 

Pron. Det. 

Verb 2nd 

3rd 

Stat. 3rd 

Sg. 

PI. 

Sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

su 

sutx£ 

tamhur^ 

tamhuru 

jamhur^ 

jamhuru 

maljir^ 

mah/ru 

sat>£ 

satji 

i 
tamhur^ 

tamlnira 

t i 
^amijur^ 

jamhura 

mah r̂aC t ) 

mah^ra 

u // i. Charts 8ff# Pron. Pers. Sg. >ant£ 3anti 

PI. *antunu *antin^ 

31 
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Chart 11 . Pron. Suff. 

Sg. 

PI. 

Sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

kuati 

kunua'ti 

su (a t i ) 

sut 

suatu 

satu 

sunu(t i ) 

+kjrfa 

+ku^m 

+kunu^C(ti) 

kiati 

kin^ati 

s i (at i ) 
V 

s i t 

s ia t i 

sati a 
sin^(ti) 

+ki / 

•Hkî m 

•kin^ati 

Sg. +su^ + s j ^ i + s ^ a 

PI. +sunu^C(ti) +sin^a(ti) 

a 
Chart 13. Stat . 2nd Sg. mah^ratjjf mah^rati 

a 
PI. mah^ratunu mah^ratin/ 

It is clear from the above that the reoccurring markers of gender 

are u in Masc., and a or i in Fem. 

Subst.f Part., and Det. pronoun exclusively use the markers u 

and a. 

The same u and a class of markers is represented in Arabic by 

diptota of the type shown in Chart 4. 

Masc. 'agfaru Fem. gafra'u "yellow," Masc. sakranu Fem. 

sakra^ "drunk," and Masc. 'akbaru Fem. kubrajfrf "great" show alter

nation of the stems >as,far or safr, sakran or sakr, and »akbar or 

kubr, which is irrelevant here. 

The sequential analysis of the Arabic forms clearly leads to 
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STm GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT 

Masc. Fern. 

33 

MEANING 

Masc. 

Fern. 

Masc* 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fern. 

3a§far 

safr 

sakr+an 

sakr 

Dakbar 

kubr 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+a 

+a 

+a 

* 

4 

* 

# 

•0 

+0 

+J« 

+,u 

* 

+Cj)* 

+i 

+ ( j ) * 

"yellow11 

"drunk" 

'•great11 

Chart 4. Arabic Diptota. 

the conclusion that while the marker of the Masc. is u in 3a§far+u-»#+)i(t 

the marker of the Fem. is a in safr+a+0+^u, sakr+a-»#+ .u, where it is 

followed by semi-consonantal glides _̂  or j_ which precede the case ending u 

or rf. 

The Arabic Fem. class sakrajfot is reflected also in other Semitic 

languages, as in the Hebrew personal name Sara j, aste "one," etc. 

See Brockelmann, GVG I pp. h\Zi. The long vowel a of Arabic safra*uf 

etc., cannot be interpreted in the light of sequential reconstruction, 

and must therefore represent a secondary development. 

The indication of the semi-consonantal glide ^ and j, visible in 

the Arabic writing of safra3u and sakrajyf, is generally omitted in 

my Akkadian transliterations because of the uncertainties of the cunei

form writing. Did Assur+i+fl+u+m and Assur+a+0+u+m (on which see 7.3) 

yield Assurijum (Assurijjum), Assurajum, or AssuriJum, Assura3um? 

However, it can be taken for granted that some kind of semi-consonan

tal glide is implicit in all cases in which two contiguous vowels 
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3<* 1. GENDER 

appear in my transliterations. Thus suati, siati may be pronounced 

as suwati, sijati, as in Arabic huwat hija; cf. also suwati, written 

sumati = MU #ME§ in New Babylonian. Or, they may be pronounced as 

suJati, si3ati in line with Hebrew h u 3 ^ hi3 a' or Ethiopic we^otu, 

For two other consonantal glides, namely n and t, see 2.2 and 

3.3t respectively. 

1»2. Consonant t not a Primary Marker of Feminine 

An important characteristic of the u // a class of markers is 

the existence of the consonant t after the vowels a, a of the Fern., 

as in kalbatum, mahir^tum, sat)f, and mahfra(t) in Sg., and kalbatum, 

mahiratum, and sat^ in PI. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the consonant t appears 

only between two occurring or reconstructed vowels in all instances 

listed above. The older stage of the stative mahfra in Sg. and 

mahfra in PI. has no t, which is characteristic of the Sg. mahfrat in 

later development. See 8.2. 

The occurrence of t in the Masc. PI. of Part, mafairutum and the 

determinative pronoun suty( is to be explained as secondarily derived 

from the respective Fern, majjiratum and satyf. Note also the second

arily developed t in Assyrian sut "he," beside sit "she." 

Already in my Morphology of Akkadian pp. l8f. the intrusive t 

was explained not as the original marker of Fem.t but as a secondary 

element introduced to avoid two contiguous vowels. Put more sharply, 

I interpret t of kalb+a-»-0+tu+m as a consonantal glide which was intro

duced between the vowel a (or a) of the Fern, and the vowels u, it or 

a of the case at the time when the normal case system was developed 
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1.3. Lack of t in Feminine 35 

in Semitic languages. For full evidence in favor of the existence 

of the consonantal glide £ see 3*3. 

The glide t is replaced by other glides O , j) in the u and a 

class, as exemplified in safra'u, sakra^, discussed above under 1.1. 

1.3. Lack of t in Feminine 

We have noted above the lack of t in the u // a class, as in 

Arabic Masc. ^ajgfaru Fern, safra^u (l.l), in the 3rd person of the 

Akkadian stative, as in Sg. Masc, mahir^ Fern, mahfoa, PI. Masc. 

mahfru Fem. ma&fo-a (l.l and 1.2), and of the verb, as in Sg. Masc. 

jamfaurjdf Fem. pamhurjft, PI. Masc. jam{iuru Fem. jamhura (l.l). 

An over-all characteristic of the whole u // i class is the 

lack of £ in the Fem.f as in the personal pronoun, Masc. su, +su 

Fem. sif +sif +Sa, and in the 2nd person of the stative. 

The Fem. marker i, without t, is characteristic of a number of 

Arabic substantives, such as kasabi "bitch," halaqi "death," gathered 

and discussed in Fleisch, Traite I pp. 319-32^, and Brockelraann, 

2S I p. 43A# 

1.4. General Remarks 

The reconstruction here proposed posits the existence of u and 

a/i as markers of gender with the consonant t of the Fem. taken as a 

secondarily developed glide to avoid the contiguity of two vowels. 

Let me emphasize that this reconstruction takes account not only of 

the gender of the noun, but also of the pronoun, verb, and stative. 

la other words, the description of the gender, as here given, is 

aot limited to certain parts of the grammar, but is based 
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36 1. GENDER 

on its total structure. 

For the above reconstruction see my Morphology of Akkadian pp. 

17-19 and 3 8 - ^ • as well as the brief remarks in my review of von 

Soden's grammar of Akkadian in BO XII (1955) pp. 106f. 

By contrast, all the past and present grammars of Semitic lan

guages, descriptive and comparative / historical, have emphasized the 

consonant t as the main marker of the Fem. gender in the noun, taking 

the vowel a as a secondarily developed anaptyptic, epenthetic "Hilfs-

vokal." Typical in this respect is Brockelmann, GVG I p. ^ 5 : lfDas 

wichtigste, auch dem Ag. (ZDMG 1*6, 97) eigene Femininzeichen ist t, 

das vielleicht ein demonstratives Element war." Furthermore, they 

have limited their description to the Fern, gender, and have avoided 

completely the description of gender outside of the noun. Only 

J. Barth, "Die diptotische Flexion," ZDMG XLVI (1892) pp. 68^708, 

and idem, Pronominalbildun^. passim (especially pp. xiii and 1*0 

has stressed the existence of the gender markers u and i and the lack 

of the consonant t in certain classes of pronouns in contrast to the 

noun. Unfortunately these fruitful observations have made no impact 

on the authors of grammars of Semitic languages. 

For the relation between the u // a/i markers of the gender and 

those of the case, see 3#if# For the relation of the markers of gender 

and case to the Pers. Pron. I ju and jaf see 8.2. 

1*5. Secondary Gender and Parallels 

As given in Chart 10. the standard forms of the Akkadian Pers. 

Pron. of the 3rd person (= Dem. Pron.) are Masc. su Fem. si in Norn., 

and Masc. suati Fem. siati in Gen. / Ace. From the Old Babylonian 

period onward several changes took place, with the variations 
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depending on time and area. First, Fem. siati was replaced by Masc. 

suati. Then, the Gen./Ace. form suati also was used in the Nom. 

function, as was the fully nominativized form (see on this term 

3.12) suatu, which was used for both genders and for all cases. 

Ultimately, a secondary gender differentiation developed in the Masc. 

s(u)atu and Fem. s(i)ati in the Middle Assyrian period. Similar de

velopment occurred at Mari in Masc. satu and Fem. sati, and other vari

ants with different degrees of vocalic contraction (e.g., ABMT VI 

5:llf 13). A similar case of a secondary gender differentiation is 

attested in the Ethiopic pronoun Masc. waaatu Fem. je3ati, where 

w 3at5 is derived from huatu, and .je3atl from hiati. 

For other instances of the development of secondary (double) 

features cf. secondary number, as in *isatatum (see 2.6); secondary 

object case, as in Masc. suati Fem. siati (see 3»7), and secondary 

mood, as in the Subj. sa imjjuruni (see 3 . H ) . 

A noteworthy characteristic of the secondary features listed 

above is that in all four cases it is the second morpheme in the 

binary system of contrastive features that is prone to secondary 

development, as in the Fem*(not Masc.) gender, the PI. (not Sg.) 

number, the object (not subject) case, and the Subj. (not Ind.) 

mood. For the binary system see above 0.3* 

1.6. Further Markers of Gender 

The gender contrast between Masc. an and Fem. at exists in 

certain ossified forms in Akkadian and other Semitic languages, as 

in ten, dat "this" in South Arabic, etc., or in isten, istet (from 

jastij+an. 'astij+at) "one" in Akkadian, etc. See Gelb, "On the 

Morpheme an in the Amorite Language," Studies Presented to George 
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58 1. GENDER 

V, Bobrinskoy (Chicago, 1967) pp. ^5-^8, with reference to an impor

tant article of J. H. Greenberg in JAOS LVIII (I960) pp. 317-321. 

No gender markers occur in the so-called "grammatical gender," 

as in 3ummum "mother" or 3abnum "stone," and in the 1st person 

Pers. Pron. Sg. and PI., in both the independent and suffixal forms, 

a s i n ^a^ak" "I*M n^nu "we," etc. 

A completely different pair of distinctive features of gender, 

animate and inanimate, is exemplified in the following interrogative 

and indefinite pronouns: 

mannum, mlnum quis, quid 

maji+ma, mijrt+ma quis+que, quid+que 

majd+man, mejft+meni quis+quis, quid+quid 

majft+mana+ma, meni+meni+ma quis+quis+libet, quid+quid+libet 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fem. 

Sg. Nona. Masc. kalb +u +0 +ji 

Fem. kalb +a +0 + .u 

Gen. Masc, kalb +>* +# +i 

Fem, kalb +a +# +.i 

Ace. Masc, kalb +tf +0 

Fem. kalb +a +0 

PI. Nom. Masc. kalb +u +: 

Fem. kalb +a +: 

Gen. Masc. kalb +}i +: 

Fem. kalb +a +: 

Ace. Masc. kalb +)f 

Fem. kalb 

+a 

+ t a 

H 

v 
+i 

V 
+: +i 

+a +: +ti 

+m (+ma) kalbum 
e t c . 

+m kalb at urn 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

* 

+m 

• * 

+m 

+rf 

+m 

kalbim 

kalbatim 

kalbam 

kalbatam 

kalbujrf 

kalbatum 

kalbirf 

kalbatim 

kalbljrf 

kalbatim 

1» The analysis of GENDER, Substantive applies to Substantive, 

Absolute (above), as well as to Substantive, Construct State 

and to Substantive with Pronominal Suffixes (listed in Charts 

33-35). 

Chart 5. GENDER, Substantive. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fern* 

sg. 

PI. 

Norn. 

Gen* 

Ace, 

Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

mahir 

mahir 

mahir 

mahir 

ma£ir 

mahir 

maiiir 

mahir 

mahir 

mahir 

majjir 

mahir 

+u 

4* 

+i 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+0 

+0 

* 

+0 

** 

+0 

+: 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+* 

V 

+i 

V 
+a 

V 

+tu 

V 

V 
V 

V 

V 

•HB 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

•Ha 

+m 

-HU 

+m 

+m 

(+ma) mahirum 
etc. 

mahira'tum 

ma|iirim 

mahira'tim 

mahiram 

mahir^tam 

mahirutum 

raajjiratum 

mahirutim 

mahiratim 

maj}irutin 

mahiratim 

1. The analysis of GENDER, Part, applies to Part./Adj.f Absolute 

(above), as well as to Part./Adj., Construct State and to 

Part./Adj. with Pronominal Suffixes (listed in Charts 36-38). 

Chart 6. GENDER, Participle. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fein. (Gen./Subj.) 

Sg. Nom. Masc. s +u +0 +tf kalbim (+ma) su 
etc. 

Fern. s +a +# +.u kalbia sattf 

Gen. Masc, 

Fern, 

Ace. Masc. 

Fern, 

PI. Nom. Masc. 

Fern. 

Gen. Masc. 

Fem. 

Ace. Masc. 

Fem. 

1. And older 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

s 

V 

s 

s 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

+4 

+i 

+U 

+U 

+u 

su imhura, 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

• * 

*4 

4 

tf 

+ : 

+: 

+ : 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

younger su 

+i 

V 

+a 

v 
+tu 

+ t u 

V 
V 

V 
v 

imhuru 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

nhe who 

si 

sati 

sa 

•sat/ 

suttf 

satyf 

suti 

•sati 

sut* 

Sat* 

received/' etc. 

Chart 7. GENDER, Pronoun, Determinative. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fern. 

Masc./Fem. Sg. Nom. (3an+)>a+k 

Gen./Ace. i 

Dat. i 

PI. Nom. ('an+Jna? 

Gen./Ace. 

Dat. 

ni 

ni 

+u 

+a 

+a 

+ u 
n 

+a 

(+ma) 5anaku 

iati2 

iasiffl 

(*a)nahna/u,-

(*a)nlnu 

niati 

niasim 

1. Nom. aanaku of Pers. Pron. I was replaced by i of Pers. Pron. II in 

obi. case. The latter pronoun occurs also in the Poss. Pron. iaum ,1my.M 

2. For secondary +ti and +sim see 3»7. 

3. The reconstruction of na is questionable. This pronoun appears as 

(3a)nlnu in Akkadian and (aa)nafrna/u in other Semitic languages, PI. 

suffix +nu was borrowed from Jantunu. sunu. etc. Nom. »aninu of Pers. 

Pron. I was replaced by ni of Pers. Pron. II in obi. case. The latter 

occurs also in the Poss. Pron. niaum "our." 

Chart 8. GENDER, Pronoun, Personal, 1st Person. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fem. 

Sg. Nom. Masc.(:>an+ 

Fem. (3an+ 

Gen,/Ace.Masc. k 

Fem. k 

Dat. Masc. k 

Fem. k 

)t 

•)t 

PI. Nom. Masc.(3an+)t 

Fem. (3an+)t 

Gen./Ace.Masc. k 

Fem. k 

Dat. Masc. k 

Fem. k 

1. U of =>antu is 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

reconstructed 

+0 

*$ 

4 

^ 

4 

+ u 
n 

+ i 
n 

+ u 
n 

V 
+ u 
n 

+n* 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+* 

*i 

+i 

+a 

+* 

+a 

from the PI. 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

(+ma) 
etc. 

3antunu. Nom, 

'ant?1 

»anti 

kuati 

kiati 

kuasim 

kiasim 

Dantunu 

a 
9anting 

kunu|(ti 

kin^ati 

kunu|(sim 

kin^asim 

• 5antu of 

the Pers. Pron. I was replaced by ku, etc., of the Pers. Pron. II 

in obi. case. The latter pronoun occurs also in the Poss. Pron. 

kuaum, *kiaum, kunuaum, and *kinaum. 

2. For secondary +ti and +sim see 3.7-

Chart 9. GENDER, Pronoun, Personal, 2nd Person. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fern, 

Sg. Norn* Masc* 

Fern, 

Gen. /Ac c. Masc, 

Fern. 

Dat• Masc• 

Fem. 

PI* Nom. Masc* 

Fem. 

Gen* /Ace* Masc* 

Fem. 

Dat. Masc. 

Fem* 

s 

s 

s 

V 

s 

s 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

4-i 

+i 

# 

+# 

*# 

+0 

+0 

+0 

+ u 
n 

• . * 

+ u 
n 

• « * 

+ u 
n 

V 

* 

+* 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+rf 

* 

+* 

+a 

+t 

+a 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

_—. 

— 

— 

— 

-_ 

— 

(+ma) 
etc. 

v 1 
su 

si 

sua(ti) 

siati 

suasim 

v V 

siasim 

sunu 
a 

sin* 

sunujfti 

sin^ati 

sunupsim 

sin^asim 

1. Pers* Pron* su, si, sunu, and sina occur also in the Poss. Pron. 
V V V v 

suauo, siaunu sunuaum, and *sinaum. 

Ass. Pers. Pron. is Jut in Masc, sit in Fem* 

Middle Ass. Dem. Pron. is g(u)atu in Masc, s(i)ati in Fem. 

Mari Dem* Pron. is Satu in Masc, sati in Fem. (ARM VI 5:11, 13) 

Ethiopic Pers. Pron. is we>atG in Masc., .ja>atl in Fem. 
2. For secondary +ti and +sim see 3.7. 

Chart 10. GQJDER, Pronoua, Personal, 3rd Person. 
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STJtf GENDER NUM. CASE OBJ. ATTESTED 

Masc.Fem. Gen. Dat. Ace. 

kalbu imhur irâ ur 

1st Sg.Masc/ +i _ — +a — +i(a) +i/am +(n)i 
Fern. 

PI. Masc/ +ni __ — +a — +ni/a +niasim +niati 
Fem. 

2nd Sg.Masc. +k +u +0 +a — +ka +kum +ka 

Fem. +k +i +# +a — +ki +kim +ki 

PI. Masc. +k +u + u +a — +kunu +kunusim +kunu(ti) 
n 

Fem. +k +i + i +a — +kina +kinasim +kina(ti) 
n 

3rd Sg.Masc. +s +u +0 +a — +su +sum +su 

Fem. +s +i +0 +a — -si/a +sim +si/a 

PI. Masc. +s +u + u +a — +sum +sunusim +sunu(ti) 
n 

Fem. +s +i + i +a — +sina +sinasim +sina(ti) 
n 

Ghart 11. GENDER, Pronoun, Personal, Suff ixal . 
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MSMM" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fem, (Ind.) 

Sg.lst Masc/Fem. *a+mhur +u 40 +>tf 40 (+ma) 3amhur^ 
e tc . 

2nd Masc. ta+mhur +u 40 +yl 40 

Fem. ta+mjjur +a +0 +)£ +0 

3rd Masc . ja+m^ur +u 4 0 +>{ 40 

Fem. ja+mhur +a +0 4-̂  40 

PI ,1st Masc/Fem. na+m&ur +u + 0 + ^ + 0 

2nd Masc. ta4m&ur +u +: 4-̂  +0 

Fern. ta+ml}ur 4>a +: +tf 40 

tamjiurjf 

tamhuri 

jam&urtf 

Jaipur* 

turjT namty 

tamhuru 

tamhura 

3rd Masc. ja4mhur +u 4 : +tf 40 jam&uru 

Fem. ja+m^ur +a +: 4jrf 40 jam^ura 

1. Older Akkadian tamfrur, younger irn^ur. Because tamhuru i s 2nd 

Masc , tamhuru of 3rd Fem. must be considered as secondary. 

2 . Akkadian has nimhur, other Semitic languages namhuru. 

3 . Only tamhura, borrowed from the Du. and/or Fem. P I . , occurs in 

Akkadian; once, exceptionally, a lso tamhuru ( in tu-sa-bi-lu-nim 

in CT VI 3^b 11) . Other Semitic languages have tamhuru. 

Chart 12. GENDER, Verb. 
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"STB!" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Masc. Fern, (ind.) 

S g . l s t Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

PI. 1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

ma)jir+>ak 

ma^ir+t 

maljir+t 

makir+/ 

ma£ir+/ 

mahir+na 

maljir+t 

mahir+t 

maliir+3/ 

ma^ir+^ 

— 

+u 

+u 

™ 

+u 

+u 

+i 

+a 

+i 

+a 

— 

+0 

*# 

+0 

^ 

— 

+ u n 

+ i 
n 

+: 

+: 

+u 

* 

+f 

+x£ 

+i 

+i 

+4 

+* 

+rf 

+i 

« 

— 

— 

+0 

40 

— 

— 

— 

+0 

+0 

(+ma) 
e t c . 

mah^raku 

a 
mah/rattf 

mah^rati 

ma&irtf 

mah^ra(t) 

u 
mah^ran^ 

ma^ratunu 

a 
mah^ratin£ 

mai^ru 

ma&Xra 

Chart 13. GENDER, Stative. 
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2. NUMBER 

2.1. Markers of Number: Zero // Length 

The rank number 2 after the stem is occupied by markers of num

ber, singular and plural. As shown in detail in Charts 15*23» the 

markers are distributed as follows: 

SB. PI. 

# // ±. Chart 15. Subst. Masc. kalbum kalbujrf 

Fern. kalbatum kalbatum 

Chart 16. Part. Masc. mahirum mahirutum 

Fem. majair^tum mahiratum 

Chart 17. Pron. Det. Masc. su sutjaf 

Fern. satyi S J ^ 

Chart 22. Verb 2nd Masc. tamhurjjf tamhuru 

Fern. tamhurl tamhura 

3rd Masc. jamhurjrf jamljuru 

Fem. JamljurSi jamhura 

Chart 23. Stat . 3rd Masc. ma&ir^ mah^ru 

Fem. mahira(t) mah^ra 

g // jj/i. Charts l8ff. Pron. Pers. Masc. 'ant^ 

Fem. 3anti 

48 

3antunu 
a 

>antin^ 
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2.1# Markers of Number: Zero // Length 49 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

kuati 

kiati 

su(ati) 

si(ati) 

kunu^ti 

kin^ati 

sunu(ti) 

a 
sin^(ti) 

Chart 21. Pron. Suff. Masc. +ku/(m, +kga +kunua'(ti) 

Fem. +ki^n +kin£a(ti) 

Masc. +su^ +sunu/(ti) 

Fem. +sia% +s^a +sin£a(ti) 

Chart 23. Stat. 2nd Masc. ma^rat^ 

Fem. mah^rati 

mafcfratunu 
a 

mah^ratin^ 

The markers of number are £ in Sg., and ̂ , that is, lengthening 

of the gender vowel, in PI. The lengthened genaer vowel is u in the 

Masc, and a or i in the Fem. The lengthening is achieved in two ways: 

1) by doubling the vowel quantity, as in Sg9 kalbatumf PI. kalbatum, 

and 2) by doubling the vowel and introducing a consonantal glide n 

between the two vowels, as in Sg. su PI. s u u in Masc, or Sg+ si 

PI. sij^ in Fem. 

That the vowel lengthened in the PI. is that of the gender, and 

not of the case, can be ascertained clearly from the Fem. (but not the 

Masc.) of the substantives, participles, determinative pronouns, etc. 

Thus in Masc. PI. kalbugf Sg. kalbum, it is impossible to see whether 

the length appertains to the vowel u of the gender or of the case, 

while in Fem. PI. kalbatum Sg. kalbatum, it is clear that the length 

goes with the vowel a of the gender, and not with the vowel u of the 

case. 
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Substantives, participles, determinative pronouns, and verbs 

exclusively have the markers g // j_ U doubling of the vowel quan

tity). 

Personal pronouns, both independent and suffixal, exclusively 

use the markers g[ // u in Masc. and 0 // i in Fem. 

An alternation of markers g // J, SLn(3i o f 2 // J*/i appears in the 

stative. 

2*2, Consonantal Glide n and Parallels 

An important characteristic of the PI. of personal pronouns, both 

independent and suffixal, as well as of the 2nd person of the stative, 

is the existence of the consonant n, as in s+u+n+u in Masc. and 

s+i+n+f in Fern. Already in my Morphology of Akkadian pp. kl and 6l 

the intrusive n was explained as a consonantal glide introduced in 

order to avoid two contiguous vowels. 

In addition, the following evidence can be cited in favor of the 

existence of the consonantal glide n: 

a) The standard Akkadian form iddinunim "they gave to me" has 

to be interpreted as iddinu+n+im, wherein +im is the posited, although 

very rare, form of the standard Dat. suffix +am. For +im cf., e.g. 

iddinim "he gave to me" (ARMT II 96:7), beside the standard iddinam 

"he gave to me." 

b) The unique form sa ta-qa-bi-ni-im a sa taqabbxnim "which 

thou (Fem.) sayest to me" (Sumer XIII 99:17) clearly has the original 

glide n, which is elided in the standard Akkadian taqabbaim or taqabblm. 

c) The standard Akkadian imfeurni "he received me" is to be 

explained as the old Ind. imhuru, plus the glide n, plus the Ace. 
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suffix +i, the latter occurring in the corresponding Old Assyrian 

imhuri "he received me*" The pronominal suffix +ni appears also in 

other Semitic languages. The Arabs called this secondary n nunu 

3al-cimadi "the supporting n^or nunu 3al-wiqajati "the protecting 

n." See De Lacy O'Leary, Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Lan

guages (London, 1923) p. 150. Brockelmann, GVG I pp. 52b and 307b, 

defines this n as originating "zur Vermeidung des Hiatus" between 

the vowels* 

d) The Assyrian sa imhuruni "which he received" (and other 
u 

parallel forms) is to be interpreted as the original Subj. imhur^% 

plus the glide n, plus the secondary Subj. in +i. The occurrence 

of n after a consonant in such forms of the Subj. as imhuranni, 

from imhuram+ni, is no evidence against the interpretation of n 

as a consonantal glide, because in the course of time ni became 

an enclitic which could and does appear in rank number 5. See 

1.5 for the secondary Subj., and 3.11 for the enclitic function 

of ni. 

e) The Amorite personal name 3A,1.ja+3abi "where is my father?" 

appears also with the glide n in the form aA.1jan+»ab:L. The name 

Bunu+tahtunf3ila contains the word tahtun "below," with the glide 

n added to tahtu, known in other Semitic languages. See Gelb, La 

lingua degli Amoriti pp. l63f. 

f) In a number of cases of gentilic formations in Hebrew 

(as in Slloni "man of Silo(h)." Giloni "man of Gilo(h)") and Arabic 

(San<anijjun "man of Sanca=>u"), the intrusive n was plausibly ex

plained (against other scholars) by Barth, Nominalbildung pp. 363f., 

as due to the hiatus. Cf. also Brockelmann, GVG I p. 52b. Also 

post-biblical Hebrew has Haifani "man of Haifa." 
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g) I leave open the question whether n or nn in Hebrew 

kamoni "like l,1' codinu and codennu "still hef
M mimmenni "from me,!l 

etc., can be explained as secondary intrusions of n. 

h) Baghdad Arabic has n as a glide in ^abunu (for ^abuhu) 

f,his father.11 For this and more examples in other late Arabic 

dialects, see Brockelmann, GVG I p. 52c. 

i) Consonantal glide n appears in the Anatolian personal 

names Ispunatjsu, compared with Isputa^su, Ispua, etc. For a dis

cussion of these names, as well as of other consonantal glides, 

such as t in Isputahsu above, see 3.3« 

Instead of the glide n of Akkadian and Aramaic Masc. and Fern. 

PI. of the Pers. Pron., some West Semitic languages have m in the 

Masc. and n in the Fein., as in Hebrew pattern, fatten, or Arabic 

^antumu, aantunna. The origin of this m raises several problems 

which must be discussed here. 

One way of explaining the m, // n differentiation is to consider 

m as part of the Masc. marker, and n as part of the Fern, marker. 

I reject this interpretation unhesitatingly because I find no sup

port for it in the gender structure of any Semitic language, and 

consequently of Proto-Semitic. See the discussion under 0.3. 

The other possibility to consider is that the consonant m of 

3antumu (or humu) goes back to ma of the mimation. The reconstructed 

PI. Masc. 3antuma, based on 3ant+u+:+)i(+ma could, theoretically, first 

lead to 3antumu, next to *antunu, and then, with the loss of the 

length, to *antunu. This possibility must be rejected for several 

reasons. First, mimation (or nunation) is impossible in the personal 

pronouns, because the latter cannot take an object. See 4.3. Sec

ondly, since the Sg. Norn, su has the Gen./Ace. sua, the reconstructed 
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PI. Gen./Ace. sA+u+t^jiw would have the Gen./Ace. marker a in the 

wrong position, after mimation. That this sequence is wrong is 

shown clearly, e.g., by the Arabic Du# formhuma, reconstructed as 

h+u+ua:+y( (parallel to the Du. of the noun in kalb+a+ta:+?(+n) t 

where j ^ , the marker of the Du., has the position of number, which 

regularly precedes the markers of case. 

From the transliteration of h+u+ a:+jft given just above, it is 

evident that I take m to be a consonantal glide, parallel to n in 

s+u+^u+rf and to t in kalb+a+ta;+y(+n or kalb+a*#+ u+m. While the evi

dence in favor of the consonantal glides n and t in Semitic languages 

is very good (see above and 3.3), that in favor of the glide m is not.* 

Since the phonetic change of m > n is amply documented (see ^.3), 

while that of n > m is not, I hesitate to interpret m of =>antumu as 

derived from n of 3antunu. Still, I do not see any other solution. 

I would explain the differentiation marked by m // n in Masc. 

3antunu Fem. ^antina on a dialectal basis, parallel to that marked 

bv £ // £ in Masc. he "he" Fem. se "she," for which see 0.3. I would 

posit first 3antumu, 3antima and hu, hi in one dialect (or language), 

and ^antunu, ^antina and su, si in another. Next, we may assume the 

existence of ̂ antumu, ^antina and hu, si, resulting from the influence 

of one dialect upon the other. Once the gender differentiation was 

achieved by means of two consonants, m // n and h // s, the road was 

open to give up the original gender differentiation by means of two 

vowels u // i, resulting in 3antum(u). =>antun(u) or hu, su (actually 

attested he, se). 
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2.3. Dissimilation 

In all the cases of the Fem# PI. +ni the vowel i appears dissim-

ilated to a, as in 3antini > 3antina, mah/ratini > mahfoatina, sini > 

sina, +sini > +sina, etc. For similar cases of vocalic dissimilation 

in Semitic languages, cf. Arabic Du. qas^abani, qas.sabaini (from +na), 

pl# 3ihwanun, cibdanun (Sg» 3ahun, cabdun), cited in Fleisch, Traite 

1 pp. 155f., and Brockelmann, GVG I p. 253. See also below under 4.3. 

Von Soden, GAG p. 42, cites two cases of Fern. PI, sini (for 

sina) in the New Babylonian period; I know of six more cases of sini, 

but not one of sina, from the same late period. In addition, L. 

Oppenheim, Orientalia n.s. IX (19^) p. 2.2Z^ pointed out the existence 

of Fern. PI. issini in TCL XIII 181:14, a late Babylonian text. One 

hesitates to take these spellings seriously, coming as they do from 

a period when short final vowels were elided. Still, the possibility 

that the form sini was borrowed in late Akkadian from an obscure dia

lect which had preserved the posited Proto-Semitic form sini cannot 

be completely disregarded. 

2.4, General Remarks 

In Morphology of Akkadian p. 14 and in my review of von Soden1 s 

grammar of Akkadian in BO XII (1955) p. 107b, I credited A. Poebel for 

being the first scholar to express the opinion that the PI. is formed 

by lengthening the gender vowel of the Sg. This is not quite correct. 

In rereading the typewritten notes of Poebel's course on the compara

tive grammar of Semitic languages given in 19^0 at the University of 

Chicago, I find that Poebel took -at- as the marker of Fern., u, i, a 

as markers of case, and believed that the PI. was formed by lengthen-
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ing these (case) vowels in the external PI.f or by lengthening any 

vowel in the "broken" PI, of substantives. Furthermore, I have 

noted recently that Brockelmann, GVG I p. V+l, refers briefly to a 

"lautsymbolische Dehnung" in the Fem. PI. +at from +at. 

In the past few years a number of scholars have written on 

the formation of the PI. in the noun: S. Moscati, "II plurale 

esterno maschile nelle lingue semitiche," RSO XXIX (195^) PP- 28-

5Z, esp. p. 50 incl^fn. 2; Moscati, ICG (196^) pp. 87 and 91; 

Diakonoff, SHL (1965) p. 65; and Reiner, LAA (1965) p. 60. In all 

cases the authors note with approval the principle of forming the 

PI. by lengthening the vowel of the case endings, but limit their 

observations to the noun. The abrupt and disapproving note of W. 

Vycichl on the PI. ending of the Fem. in RSO XXXIII (1958) pp. 

177f. is based on a confusion of markers of case with those of 

gender. 

What I consider to be the main contribution of my Morphology of 

Akkadian (1952) to the question of the formation of the PI. is 

1) the discovery that it is the gender vowel, not the case vowel, 

that is lengthened in the PI., and 2) the extension of this prin

ciple from the noun to the pronoun, verb, and stative. See op« 

cit. pp. 1>-16, esp. p. 14, and the charts for the Pers. Pron. 

I and II and for the verb op. cit. pp. j58f. and khif. 

2*5* Other Markers of Plural 

Not noted above are several other ways of indicating the 

number distinctions between Sgm and PI. 

PI. is often indicated by a partial or full reduplication, as in 
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Sg. >ahum PI. aahhu "brother," Sg. 3alaktum PI. =>alkakatum "road," 

Hebrew PI. meimei "waters," Syriac PI. daqd^qe "common people" ( = 

"little ones"). PI. also can be indicated by a prolonged stem, as 

in Arabic Sg. 3abun PI. 3abahatun or ^aba^un, Syriac 3abahata or 

3abahe "father," Arabic Sg. sanatun PI. sanahatun or sanawatun 

"year," Sg. ^ilum, Hebrew PI. *3ilahlm, Phoenician *3ilanim "god." 

Characteristic of the later Semitic languages is the so-called 

internal (broken) PI., derived from abstract nouns in Sg., as in 

Arabic Sg. bafrrun PI. bifrarun, bihurun, *abharun, *ab£urun "sea." 

The distinction between Sg. and PI. is also indicated by dif

ferent elements, as in the Pers. Pron. of the 1st person, ^anaku "I" 

and 3anafrnu "we," 3am^ury( "I received" and namhurtf "we received." 

2.6. Secondary Plural 

Secondary or double PI. occurs occasionally in Akkadian Sg, 

3isatum (also 3isum) PI. *isatatum (beside isatum) "fire," Hebrew 

Sg. qeset (stem qaws) PI. qasatot "bow." Many examples of "le 

pluriel d'un pluriel" culled from the Arabic language are cited in 

KLeisch, Traite pp. *+96f f., such as Sg. baladun"lieu habite, lo-

calite," internal PI. biladun "lieux habites, localites," then 

"pays," which, understood as a Sg. ^ received the form of an internal 

PI. in buldanun. For "plurals of plurals" in Ethiopic, cf. many 

examples in A. Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar (2nd ed., London, 1907) 

§ 1^1, such as *amsal "image" and *amsalat "images." 

Instead of the expected kalb+at+u+ka in Norn, and kalb+at+i+ka 

in Gen./Ace, we find in standard Akkadian the forms kalb+at+u+ka 

and kalb+at+I+ka in the PI. of Fern, nouns before pronominal suffixes. 
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The long vowels u and I of the Fem. were explained by von Soden, GAG 

I 65k, as derived from the Masc. u and 1 , as in kalbu, kalbi. The 

Gen./Ace. case has i in the Assyrian dialect, instead of 1 in the 

standard (Babylonian) dialect. The same long vowels appear also in 

Masc. PI. ending in +utu+, +uti+ (Part.) and +anu+, +ani+. 

Traditionally, the long vowel i in Hebrew PI. of nouns before 

pronominal suffixes, as in Masc. suseka or Fem. susoteka, is explained 

as derived from the oblique case of the Du. ai. See, e.g., A. Ungnad, 

Hebraische Grammatik (Tubingen, 1912) pp. 62f. 

It is obvious that the long vowels in the Akkadian and Hebrew in

stances just cited must be interpreted as being of the same origin. 

One possible interpretation is to take the long i/e of Akkadian 

kalbatl/eka and Hebrew suseka, susoteka as derived from the Du. ai; the 

long u of the Akkadian kalbatuka would have then originated by anal

ogy with the oblique case. The other interpretation, which I favor, 

is simply to regard the long vowels as secondary PI. On the general 

question of similar secondary (double) features in the gender and 

case see 1.5. 

2.7. Dual 

Still to be considered is another number distinction, namely 

the dual. In the early periods of Akkadian, especially Old Akkadian, 

the dual is used regularly with the noun. Its reconstruction is 

shown in Chart 1̂ -. 

The Du. of the noun appears without case endings in the Constr. 

St., as in mer>a PN "two sons of PN" or ma&ir^ta kaspim "two recipients 

of silver,11 and before pronominal suffixes, as isda+sa "her two foun

dations" or 3ahata+ki "thy two sisters." 
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STm GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Dual) 

Masc. Nosu 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fem. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

+i 

+4 

+rf 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a: 

+a: 

+a/ 

v ! 

v / 
+ta/ 

* 

+i 

+i 

+* 

+i 

+i 

+n 

+n 

+n 

+n 

+n 

+n 

(+ma) 
etc. 

kalban 

kalben 

kalben 

kalbatim 

kalbaten 

kalbaten 

Chart 14. Dual. 

The Du. frequently occurs in the verb in the form of imhura for 

the 3rd person, both Masc. and Fem. The 2nd person of the Du. in 

the form of tamhura may be posited, but is nowhere attested. 

The 3rd person Masc. of the stative is attested as marsa "they 

are sick,11 the Fem. as salimjfta "they are well." By the Old Baby

lonian period the Fem. form salim#(ti is replaced by the Masc. saljfoa. 

Nothing of importance concerning the structure of the Du. can 

be derived from the Akkadian demonstrative pronoun, Masc. Nom. 

3anni.1an. Gen./Ace. anniten, Fem. Gen./Acc. 3annijaten > annit8nt 

the Constr. St. of the determinative pronoun sa, and the Constr. 

v \ . 
St. of the numeral "two," Masc. sina Fem. sigta. Arabic and some 

other Semitic languages show the Du. also in the personal pronouns 

*antuma "you," huma "they," and in the parallel suffixal pronouns 

+tuma "you" and +huma "they." 

The following observations can be made concerning the entries 

in Chart Xk% 
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The markers of the Du. number are a^ in Masc. and .a£, with the 

consonantal glide t, in Fern. For the latter see 3#3. 

The gender marker of the Fern, is clearly a, as in kalbatan 

kalbaten. 

The case marker of Gen./Ace. is clearly i in kalben from 

kalbain, and in kalbaten from kalbatain, where ai yields e or i, 

depending on the dialect. 

Not clear is the situation with the first u, the gender marker 

of the Masc, and the second u, the case marker of the Nom. As 

against the standard instances of kalban and kalbatan, we also have 

kilallun "both" in Nom. f especially at Mari, which shows the preser

vation of either the gender or case vowel u. As against the stand

ard kalben, there is one occurrence of a-na ma-al-ku-i-in "for the 

two princes" (RA XXXV p. hS No. 23, early Mari), which shows the 

Masc. gender vowel u preserved in malkuin. The Masc. gender vowel 

u is also preserved in sirkua, a predicate form of sirkuan, in 

si-ir-ku-a i-da-su /sirkua idasu/ "his two arms are two strings" 

in a text of the Old Akkadian period (MAD II2 p. 129 and MAD III 

p. 2&5i a new interpretation). 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. 

Masc. Nom. Sg. kalb +u +# 

PI. kalb +u 

+li +m (+ma) kalbum 
etc, 

+: +)i +gf kalbujrf 

Gen. Ss* kalb +tf 4# 

PI. kalb +tf +• 

Ace. Sg. kalb +ii +# 

PI. kalb +tf + : 

. Nom. Sg. kalb +a 4# 

PI. kalb +a +: 

Gen. Sg. kalb +a 4# 

PI. kalb +a +*• 

Ace. Sg. kalb +a 40 

PI. kalb +a +: 

+i 

+i 

+a 

+i 

+tU 

+tu 

V 
V 

V 
V 

+m 

+rf 

+m 

+* 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

kalbim 

kalbijrf 

kalbam 

kalblrf 

kalbatum 

kalbatum 

kalbatim 

kalbatim 

kalbatam 

kalbatim 

1. The analysis of NUMBER, Substantive applies to Substantive, 

Absolute (above), as well as to Substantive, Construct State, 

and to Substantive with Pronominal Suffixes (listed in 

Charts 33-35). 

Chart 15. NUMBER, Substantive. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. 

Masc. Nom. Sg. ma&ir +u +0 

PI. mahir +u +: 

Gen. Sg. midair +)f +0 

PI. mahir +u +s 

Ace. Sg. mahir +tf +0 

PI. mahir +u +* 

Fern. Nom. Sg. mahir +a ¥} 

PI. mahir +a +s 

Gen. Sg. ma&ir +a +0 

PI. maijir +a +: 

Ace. Sg. maljir +a +0 

PI. mahir +a +: 

+}i +m (+ma) maljirum 
etc. 

V 

+i 

V 
+a 

V 

V 
V 

V 
V 

V 

V 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

mahirutum 

mahirim 

ma&irutim 

majjiram 

mahirutiffl 

mahirutum 

magiratum 

ma^ir^tim 

mahiratim 

ma^ir^taa 

mahiratim 

1. The analysis of NUMBER, Participle applies equally to Part./Adj., 

Absolute (above) as well as to Part./Adj., Construct State and to 

Part./Adj. with Pronominal Suffixes (listed in Charts 56-?8). 

Chart 16. NUMBER, Participle. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT .ENCL. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI* (Gen./Subj.) 

Masc. Nom, 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fein. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

1. And 

. Sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

Sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

older 

s 

s 

V 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

5 

V 

su 

+u 

+u 

+M 

+u 

+rf 

+u 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

tf 

<$ 

*$ 

+0 

*$ 

+0 

im^ura, later 

+ t 

+: 

+ : 

+ : 

+ ; 

+: 

sa 

* 

+tU 

+i 

V 
+a 

V 
+ t u 

+ t u 

V 
V 

V 
V 

imhuru 

kalbim ( 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

!+ma) 
etc. 

su 

siit̂  

si 

suti 

sa 

sut^ 

sat>i 

sattf 

sati 

*sati 

•sat* 

satf 

"he who received/' etc. 

Chart 17. NUMBER, Pronoun, Determinative, 
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STEM GEN. NUMBER CASE OBJ. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. 

Masc/Fem.Nom.Sg* (^an+^a+k 

PI. (3an+)na? 

3anaku 

+ u — (=>a)naljna/u, 
n ('a)ninu 

Gen./Ace. Sg. i 

PI. ni 

Dat. Sg. i 

PI. ni 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

— 

— 

— 

__ 

iati5 

niati 

iasim 

niasim 

1. Nom. Danaku of Pers. Pron. I was replaced by i of Pers. Pron. 

II in obl« case. The latter pronoun occurs also in the Poss. 

Pron. iaum "my." 

2. The reconstruction of na is questionable. This pronoun appears 

as (3a)nlnu in Akkadian and (3a)nahna/u in other Semitic lan

guages. PI. suffix +nu was borrowed from *antunu, sunu, etc. 

Nom. Danlnu of Pers. Pron. I was replaced by ni of Pers. Pron. 

II in obi. case. The latter occurs also in the Poss. Pron. 

niaum "our." 

3. For secondary +ti and +sim see 3.7. 

Chart 18. NUMBER, Pronoun, Personal, 1st Person* 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. 

_ _ _ _ _-

Masc. Norn. Sg. (*an+)t +u +0 +^ — (+ma) 3ant^ 
etc, 

PI. (3an+)t +u +
n
u +)i — ^antunu 

2 
Gen./Ace. Sg, k +u +0 +a — kuati 

PI. k +u +nu +£ — kunu^Cti 

Dat. Sg. k 4-u 4# +a — kuaeim 

PI. k +u + R U +jL — kunu^sim 

Fein. Nom. Sg, (3an+)t +i 40 4»y( — *anti 
a a 

PI. (>an+)t +i +n* +4 — 'anting 

Gen. /Ace. Sg. k +i +0 +a — kiati 

PI. k +i + X +a " kin^ati 
n 

Dat. Sg. k +i 40 +a — kiasim 

PI. k +i 4- i +a — kin^asim 
n 

!• 2 of 3antu is reconstructed from the PI. 3antunu. Nom. 

3antu of the Pers. Pron. I was replaced by ku, etc., of Pers. 

Pron. II in obi. case. The latter occurs in the Poss. Pron. 

kuaum, *kiaum, kunuaum, and *kinaum. 

2« For secondary 4-ti and 4-sim see 3.7. 

Chart 19. NUMBER, Pronoun, Personal, 2nd Person. 
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STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. 

Masc. Norn, 

Gen./Ace. 

Dat, 

Fern* Norn. 

Gen./Ace, 

Dat. 

Sg. 

PI. 

&g-

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

sg. 

PI. 

SE. 

PI. 

V 

s 

s 

s 

V 

s 

V 

8 

V 

S 

s 

s 

s 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

4t 

+0 

+0 

* 

+0 

+0 

+ u 
n 

+ u 
n 

+ u 
n 

a 

V 

V 

* 

* 

+a 

+* 

+a 

+* 

+* 

+* 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

„ 

~ 

— 

— 

— 

— 

(+ma) 
etc. 

v 1 
su 

sunu 

suaCti) 

sunua'ti 

suasim 

sunua'sim 

si 
a 

iin* 

siati 

sin^ati 

siasim 

sin^asim 

1. Pers. Pron. su, si, sunu, and sina occur also in the Poss. Pron. 

suaum, siaum, sunuaum, and *sinaum. 

2. For secondary +ti and +sim, see 3.7. 

Chart 20. NUMBER, Pronoun, Personal, 3rd Person. 
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STSM GEN. NUMBER CASE OBJ. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. Gen. Dat. Ace. 

kalbu imhur imhur 

1st Masc/ Sg. +i — — +a _ + i( a) +i/am +(n)i 
Fem. 

PI. +ni — — +a — +ni/a +niasim +niati 

2nd Masc. Sg. +k +u +0 +a __ +ka +kum +ka 

PI. +k +u +^u +a — +kunu +kunusim +kunu(ti) 

Fem. Sg. +k +i +tf +a — +ki +kim +ki 

PI. +k +i +^i +a — +kina +kinasim +kina(ti) 

3rd Masc. Sg. +s +u *tf +a — +su +Sum +su 

PI. +s +u +^u +a — +sunu +sunusim +sunu(ti) 

Fem. Sg. fi +i rf +a __ +s\/a +^im +-±/,a 

PI. +s +i +^i +a — -sina +sinasim +sina)ti) 

Chart 21. NUMBER, Pronoun, Personal, Suffixal. 
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"STJEM" GEN. NUMBER MOOD OBJ* ENCL. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. (Ind.) 

1st Masc/Fem. Sg. >a+m&ur +u +0 +xt +0 (+ma) 3am^ur^ 
etc. 

PI. na+m£ur +u +0 +tf +# 

2nd Masc. Sg. ta+mhur +u +0 +tf +0 

PI. ta+mjjur +u +: +jrf +0 

Fem. Sg. ta+mijur +a +# +j* +0 

PI. ta+mhur +a +: +*( +0 

3rd Masc. Sg. ja+mluir +u +0 +u +0 

PI. ja+m&ur +u + : +£ +0 

Fem. Sg. ja+m&ur +a +J2f +jf +0 

PI. ja+a%ur +a +: +>* +0 

namhur 

tamijurxf 

tamhurii 

tam&uri 

tamhura 

jam^urtf 

jamjjuru 

t * 

jamhura' 

jamjjura 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Akkadian has nimhur, other Semitic languages namfeuru. 

Only tamhura, borrowed from the Du. and/or Fem. PI., occurs 

in Akkadian; once also tamfruru. Other Semitic languages 

have tamhuru. 

Older Akkadian tamhur, later imjiur. 

Chart 22. NUMBER, Verb. 
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"STIM" GEN. NUMBER MOOD OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Sg. PI. (Ind.) 

1 s t Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

Sg . 

P I . 

S g . 

P I . 

Sg . 

P I . 

S g . 

P I . 

sg. 

P I . 

mahir+3ak 

majjir+na 

ma&ir+t 

mahir+t 

ma&ir+t 

ma&ir+t 

ma£ir+/ 

mahir+/ 

majjir+/ 

ma&ir+/ 

— 

— 

+u 

+u 

+ i 

+ i 

+u 

+u 

+a 

+a 

^ 

* 

^ 

4<2f 

-

-

+ u 
n 

+ i 
n 

+: 

+ : 

+rf 

+i 

+* 

+* 

+* 

+* 

^ 

+4 

+* 

+* 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

* 

* 

*# 

+0 

(+ma) 
e t c . 

raaj^raku 

mah^ranjit 

majorat? 

mah^ratunu 

mah^rati 

mah^ratin?! 

mahiryf 

mah%ru 

mah^ra(t) 

toah^ra 

Chart 23. NUMBER, Stative. 
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3. CASE / MOOD 

3«1. Markers of Case: u // a/i 

Rank number 3 after the stem is occupied by markers of case, 

nominative, genitive, dative, and accusative. As shown in detail 

in Charts 32-^, the markers are distributed as follows: 

Nom. Gen./Ace. 

u // a. Charts toff. Pron. Pers. Sg. (»anaku) iati 

PI. (3anlnu) niati 

a 
Sg. (*ant}0 kuati 

PI. (=> antunu) kunu^ti 

Sg. su sua,(ti) 

PI. sunu sunu^ti, suniti 

Charts ^5ff. Pron. Suff. Sg. (*ku) +ku^, +k?(a 

PI. (*kunu) +kunu^(ti) 

Sg. (su) +su£ 

PI. (sunu) +sunu^(ti), +suni/a 

V7. Verb 1st 

2nd 

Sg. 

PI. 

Sg. 

69 

Ind. 

^amluir^ 

namhuru 

tamlnir^ 

Subj. 

'amhura 

u 
nam^ura 

u 
tamijura 
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70 CASE / MOOD 

3rd Sg. jam&urjrf jam^ura 

u 
Chart k&. Stat. 3rd Sg. mafeir^ ma&fra 

Nom. Gen./Ace. 

2 / / a. Chart kit. Pron. Pers. Sg. ( 3 a n t i ) k i a t i 
a 

PI. ( 'anting) ki i t fat i 

Sg. s i s i a t i 

PI . s i n * s in*at i 

Charts kktt. Pron. Suff. Sg. (* i ) + i (a) 

PI. (*ni) +n ia t i , +nijg(, +n/a 

Sg. (»ki) +ki^ 

PI. (*kinj) +kin*a(ti) 

Sg. ( s i ) +si^ f +s#a 
a 

PI . ( s in*) +s in*a(t i ) 

Ind« Subj. 
i i 

& / / # . Chart k7. Verb 2nd Sg» Fern. tamhurjt tamhurrf 

PI. 

3rd Sg. 

Masc. 

Fern. 

Fern. 

tam^uru 

tam&ura 

t i 
jamfeur^ 

tam^uru 

tam^ura 

t u 
jamfcurjrf 

PI. Masc. jamhuru jamhuru 

Fern, jamljura jamhura 

Chart k&. S tat . 3rd Sg. Fern, ma^ra(t ) ma&*ra(t) 
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3.2# Diptota and Triptota 71 

PI . Masc. 

Fem. 

u / / U Chart 32. PI . Subst. Masc. 

Fem. 

Chart 3^• Part. Masc. 

Fem. 

may^ru maj^ru 

mag^ra majors. 

Norn, Gen,/Ace, 

kalbuytf kalbijrf 

kalbatum kalbatim 

mahirutum mahirutim 

makiratum ma^iratim 

Chart 39« Pron. Det* Masc. sutjf su t i 

Fem. sat]rf sat£ 

Nom. Gen. Ace, 

u / / i / / a. Chart 32. Sg. Subst, Masc. kalbum kalbim kalbam 

Fern, kalbatum kalbatim kalbatam 

Chart 36. Part. Masc. ma&irum ma^irim ma&iram 

Fem. mahirutum ma^ir|(tim maijir^tam 

Chart 39* Pron. Det. Masc. su s i sa 

Fern, sat^ s a t i *sat^ 

The list includes markers of the case and mood, since the two 

are identical; see 3.13* The question of the nominativization of the 

genitival complex ja+mhur+a to jamhur+u is taken up in 3»12. 

For the secondary +ti in iatiyetc.f see 3.7. 

3.2. Diptota and Triptota 

The first observation which can be made from the list given 

above is that certain words under certain conditions are diptotic 
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12 3. CASE / MOOD 

and have two cases, namely Nom. and Gen./Acc.f while others are 

triptotic and have three cases, namely Nom., Gen., and Ace. 

Diptota with the case markers u // a appear in the Masc. of 

personal pronouns, both independent and suffixal; in the Masc. Sg. 

and the 1st person PI. (only) of verbs; in the Masc. 3rd person 

Sg. of the stative; and in some classes of diptotic substantives 

in West Semitic languages, as in Sg. Nom. *asfaru Gen./Ace. >asfara 

"yellow" or in Nom. sakranu Gen./Acc. sakrana "drunk." For ample 

documentation of the diptotic declension in personal names with the 

extended stem in an at Ugarit, as in Nom. Nuranu, Burqanu, Gen./Acc. 

Nurana, Burqana. etc., see M. Liverani, "Antecedent! del diptotismo 

arabo nei testi accadici di Ugarit," RSO XXXVIII (1963) pp. 131-160. 

Diptota with the markers g (=^) // a appear in the Fem. of the 

2nd and 3rd persons and the Masc./Fern, of the 1st person of per

sonal pronouns, both independent and suffixal. 

Diptota with the markers g (=]0 // g (=^) occur in the Fem. 

Sg. and PI. and in the Masc. PI. of verbs and statives. 

Diptota with the markers u // i are characteristic of the PI. 

(not Sg.) in substantives, participles, and determinative pronouns. 

Triptota with the markers u // i // a are characteristic of 

the Sg. (not PI.) in substantives, participlesf and determinative 

pronouns. 

The Gen. i in *Assur+i and the Gen. a in *Assur+a, which can 

be reconstructed from the derived gentilic formations Assurijum or 

Assurajum (see 7.3), may belong to either the diptotic or triptotic 

class. 

One interesting and important feature of the diptotic and 

triptotic declensions, which to ray knowledge has never been noted 
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3.2. Diptota and Triptota 73 

in grammars of Semitic languages, is that the diptotic declension 

completely dominates the structure of the case. Thus the triptotic 

declension occurs only in the Sg. of the substantives, participles, 

and determinative pronouns. The diptotic declension occurs in the 

PI, of the substantives, participles, and determinative pronouns; 

in the Sg, and PI, of the personal pronouns, verbs, and statives; 

in the West Semitic diptotic nouns; and in the Du, of the nouns, 

pronouns, verbs, and statives. 

It can be demonstrated that the diptotic declension repre

sents the earlier stage, the triptotic the later, on the basis of 

the following evidence: 

a) Since the case markers are identical with the gender 

markers (see below under 3.*+), and the latter distinguish only 

two classes, the Masc. and Fern., it is logical to assume that orig

inally the case also had distinguished only two classes, namely 

the subject and object (or casus rectus and casus obliquus). 

b) The binary system of opposites, the dominant charac

teristic of the older stage of the structure of Semitic languages, 

evident in the opposites Masc. // Fern, of the gender, Sg9 // PI. of 

the number, should be reflected also in the opposites subject // 

object of the case (or mood). See also 0.*f. 

c) Since number is formed simply by lengthening the vowel 

of the gender, as in Sg. Norn, kalbatum PI, kalbatum, or Sg. Gen, 

kalbatim PI* kalbatim, the lack of such correspondence in Sg. Ace. 

kalbatam PI. kalbatim implies that the Sg. Ace. of the triptotic 

declension was developed later than the PI. Ace. of the diptotic 

declension. 

d) In Arabic, the diptotic declension occurs in the indefi-
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7<* CASE / MOOD 

nite state Norn, *aswadu. Gen./Acc. *aswada "black," but the triptotic 

declension occurs in the definite state Nom. 3al-3aswadu, Gen. 

^al-^aswadi, and Ace. 3al->aswada. It is generally assumed that 

the definite state, with the article ^al, is of late creation. 

I note with great satisfaction that J. Kurj/fcowicz, L'apophonie 

en Semitique (Wroclaw, 1961) p. 19^, also pleaded in favor of the 

greater antiquity of the diptotic declension. Contrast, e.g., 

Moscati, ICG p. 87 ad 12.37. 

3»3. Consonantal Glide t and Parallels 

It was pointed out under 1.2 that the consonant £ occurring 

in the Fem. of substantives, participles, and determinative pro

nouns is not a primary marker of Fem., but a consonantal glide 

between two contiguous vowels. Thus in kalb+a+t+u+m, the con

sonant t is to be interpreted as a glide between the vowel a of 

the gender and the vowel u of the case. This glide was introduced 

at the time when the normal case system was developed in Semitic 

languages. 

The following additional evidence in favor of the consonantal 

glide £ can be adduced: 

a) Below under 3»7 the consonant Jt of such pronouns as 

s+u+a+t+i is interpreted as a consonantal glide t occurring be

tween the vowel a of the original oblique case and the vowel i of 

the secondary oblique case, the latter introduced when the second

ary case system developed in the language. 

b) The glide t before markers of the Du. in Fem., as in 

kalb+a+ta;+j+n. was discussed under Z.7. 
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c) Several examples of a "Bindeelement t" before pronominal 

suffixes are listed in Barth, Fronominalbildung p. 33, such as 

WJQJMW-TH "und sie mogen ihn stellen" in inscriptional Aramaic, 

d) The first word in Bu-za-zu-ti-is ti-kal nrely on Buzazu" 

(A. T. Clay, Letters and Transactions from Cappadocia [New Haven, 

1927] 59:10) has to be analyzed as the personal name Buzazu, well-

known from the Cappadocian texts, plus the consonantal glide t, 

plus the Dat. suffix +is. The latter is discussed below under 3.8. 

e) A secondary infix t is apparent in the Nuzi personal 

names Belijutu, Ilijutu, etc., compared with Beli.1uau. Iliju*u, 

etc, (NPN pp. 320ff.). 

f) A secondary t occurs in the Anatolian personal names 

Piruta&su, compared with Piruahsu, as well as in Isputahsu, com

pared with Ispua, etc* The variant form of Isputahsu is Ispunahsu, 

with a consonantal glide n, fully discussed under 2.2. For the Anato

lian occurrences and two varying interpretations, see Bnin Bilgic, 

Die einheimischen Appellativa der kappadokischen Texte . . . 

(Ankara, 195*0 pp. 37 and 77. 

g) An intrusive t between two (original) vowels appears in 

such French forms as il faudra-t-aller, il va-t-en ville according 

to H. Frei, La grammaire des fautes (Paris, 1929) p. 10̂ f. But E. 

Bourciez, Elements de linguistique romane (Paris, 1930) pp. 664f., 

takes the t in aime-t-il, donne-t-elle not as "euphonique," but as 

Mdu a l'action analogique des groupes tels que dort-il, vient-elle." 

For semi-consonantal glides ^ and j, see 1.2. 

3-^. Markers of Case = Markers of Gender 

The overt markers of case in the substantives, participles, and 
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pronouns are u for the Nom., and a and i for the Gen. and Ace* The 

reconstructed markers of mood in verbs and statives are u for the Ind. 

and a (and possibly i) for the Subj. See 3.13. 

As reconstructed under 1.1, the markers of gender are u for the 

Masc. and a or i for the Fem. Thus it is a priori plausible that the 

markers of gender correspond to the markers of case / mood, and con

sequently that gender is identical with case / mood. 

Since the case system most probably was developed later than and 

independently of the gender system (see 3*6)» the ̂ act tliat the s a m e 

markers are used for both the gender and case leads to the supposition 

that there was some synesthesic recognition, in the language-culture 

patterns of the Semites, of the marker u, on the one hand, and a/i, 

on the other. It manifested itself in the feeling that the vowel u 

was strong and dominant and could be used for both the Masc. gender 

and the subject case (= casus rectus); while the vowels a and i were 

weak and dependent and could be used for both the Fern, gender and 

the object case (= casus obliquus). 

The synesthesic feeling that both a and i represent an oblique 

object vowel comes best to the fore in the analysis of the oblique 

case of the personal pronouns, independent and suffixal, suniti, 

+suni, +suniti, and +sunisim, listed in Charts ^2 and **6. The sub

stantive plus the pronominal suffix of the 3rd person PI. is recon

structed as kalbu+sunu+a udog of theirs," with the vowel a repre

senting the oblique case of the personal pronouns. This kalbu+sunu+a 

is realized as kalbu+sunu in standard Akkadian and as kalbu+suna in 

a few cases in Old Akkadian. But in addition to kalbu+suna, there 

are also cases of kalbu+suni in Old Akkadian, where i cannot be the 

result of a phonetic contraction of the u+a of kalbu+sunu+a, but 
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must represent replacement of one oblique vowel, namely a, by another 

oblique vowel, namely i. 

For other cases of synesthesia, 3ee below under 3.5 and 3.7. For 

a discussion of synesthesia, mainly in relation to sounds and colors, 

see Gladys A. Reichard, Roman Jakobson and Elizabeth Werth, ,fLanguage 

and Synesthesia" Word V (19^9) pp. 22^-233. 

For the relation of markers of gender and case to Pers. Pron. I 

ju and ja, see 8.2. 

3#5. Relation of Markers of Gender to Markers of Case / Mood 

The relation of the vowels of the markers of gender (plus/minus 

number) to the vowels of the markers of case is shown in Charts 2^-

27. 

The following comments are appended to the charts on the next 

four pages: 

The vowels u+u and u+i are preserved with the help of the 

consonantal glide t in u+.u and u+.i in the Masc. PI. of participles 

and determinative pronouns, as in ma^irutum. This t glide of the 

Masc. was borrowed from t glide of the Fem. of substantives, parti

ciples, and determinative pronouns (see 3.3). The glide appears as 

a+. u < a+u, a+. i < a+i, a+jx < a+a, a+ u < a+u, and a+.i < a+i. 

This glide appears also in a+.a < a+a in the Du. kalbatan, kalbatain. 

See 2.7. 

The vowels u+a and i+a are preserved with the help of semi-con

sonantal glides w, ̂ , or _̂ , as in suwa and sija or su3a and si3a. 

See 1.1. 

The vowels i+u and a+u are preserved with the help of semi-

consonantal glides J or 2.* as in Assuri.jum and Assura.jum or Assuriaum 
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u+u 

u+u 

u+u 

~ u+tf 

« u+tf 

* a+
t
t t 

"STB!" 

kalb 

V 

6 

>ant 

V 

5 

V 

8 

jamhur 

mahir 

kalb 

jamhur 

ma^ir 

mahir 

V 

s 

GENDER 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

NUMBER 

+0 

+0 

+ u 
n 

+0 

+ u 
n 

40 

40 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+: 

CASE 
MOOD 

+rf 

+ri 

+* 

* 

+i 

* 

* 

+tf 

*t 
*t 

V 
V 

OBJECT 

+m 

sarrim 

— 

— 

— 

+0 

+0 

+rf 

+0 

+0 

+ffl 

sarrim 

ATTESTED 

kalbum 

eu (Rel . ) 

*antunu 

su (Pers. ) 

sunu, e t c . 

jamhurtf 

majjirtf 

kalbugi 

jamguru 

malĵ ru 

mahirutum 

sutj* (Rel . ) 

Chart 2k. Relation of Marker u of Gender to Marker u of 

Case / Mood. 
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79 
"STEM" GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ATTESTED 

MOOD 

u+i = tf+i k a l b 

u+ i a jJ+i k a l b 

+yi +0 +i +m kalb im 

+jf +0 +i sarrim s i (Rel . ) 

+* +: 

u+a = jff+a kalb 

s 

+k 

jamhur 

maijir 

u+a = u+a' +k 

V 

+s 

+u 

+u 

u+a = u+̂ C jamhur +u 

ma^ir +u 

+0 

+0 

+0 

+0 

+0 

+ u n 

+ : 

+: 

+i 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+1* 

u+i = u+,i 

u+a = u+a 

mahir 

V 

S 

s 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+: 

+: 

* 

V 
+ t i 

+a 

+m 

sa: 

+m 

sarrim 

+0 

+0 

+0 

+0 

kalbljrf 

ma{jirutim 

sua (Pers . ) 

kalbam 

sa ( R e l . ) 2 

jam&urj&a 

jamhura 

maj^ra 

jaminirjfkum 

jam&urusunu 

jamluiru 

ma^ru 

1. Also in suas, kuati, suati, kuaum, suaum, kunuaum, and sunuaum, 

2, Also in the Pers. Proju II sjrf+a in ju+sa+mtjir. 

3» Also in kalbu+sun #+a, 

*+• Also in jamhuru+su+a/. 

Chart 25, Relation of Marker u of Gender to Markers i 

and a of Case / Mood. 
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80 
"STEM" GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT 

MOOD 
ATTESTED 

i+u = i+tf >ant 

V 
S 
V 

8 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+ i 
n 

* 

+ i 
n 

i+a = i+a s +0 

a 
3anting 

si (Pers.) 
a v. ./ 

sin* 

siati(Pers.) 

i+a = ^+a 

i+a = i+̂ C 

+n 

+s 

V 

+s 

+n 

+k 

+s 

*x 
+x 
+i 

+i 

+i 

+i 

+0 

+0 

+n* 

# 

4 

+0 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+* 

+rf 

+rf 

kalbuna 

kalbusa 

kalbus ina 

kalbuni 

kalbuki 

kalbusi 

1, Also in iati, kiati, niati, iaum, and niaum. 

Chart 26. Relation of Marker i of Gender to Markers u and a 

of Case / Mood, 
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"ST2M" GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ATTESTED 
MOOD 

a+u = a+tf jan%ur +a +0 +rf +0 jamhura 

mahir +a +0 +>( +0 mah^ra(t) 

a+u = 

a+u = 

a+u = 

a+i -

a+tu 

. a +* 

•• a+ tu 

= a+ti 

a+i a a + i 

a+a : 

a+a : 

a+a : 

= GL+jL 

= a+ta 

= a+j( 

kalb 

s 

jamhur 

ma£ir 

kalb 

V 

s 

kalb 

V 

s 

kalb 

V 

s 

jamhur 

mahir 

kalb 

s 

jamhur 

ma^ir 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

•H? 

+0 

+: 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+0 

* 

+: 

+: 

-K* 

+0 

4 

+0 

+: 

+: 

V 
V 

* 

+* 

V 
V 

V 
V 

V 
V 

+rf 

+* 

V 
+ t a 

+t 

+/L 

+m 

sarrim 

* 

+0 

+m 

sarrim 

+m 

sarrim 

+m 

sarrim 

-# 

m 

+m 

sarrim 

+# 

* 

kalbatum 

satyf 

jamhura 

maj^ra 

kalbatum 

sat̂ f 

kalbatim 

sati 

kalbatim 

sati 

jam&ura 

mah^ra(t) 

kalbatam 

•sat*7 

jamhura 

mah^ra 

Chart 27. Relation of Marker a of Gender to Markers u, i, 

and a of Case / Mood. 
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and Assura*um. See 1.1. 

With the loss of length in a^, the vowels a/+i are preserved 

in the West Semitic Du. kalbain, kalbatain, but contracted to 

kalben or kalbin and kalbaten or kalbatin in Akkadian. See 2.7. 

The vowel combinations just listed, as well as all other 

vowel combinations, are exposed to certain vocalic changes, as 

shown in the charts: £fi, g+i, jrf+a, u+£, u+jC, i+g, £+a, i+g, 

a+g, and a+g. Cf. also jrf+a and a+jrf in Du. kalb+){+a t+)d(+n and 

kalb+a+.a:+»l+n. See 2.7. 

Because it is the second vowel in these vowel combinations 

that is usually elided, I assume similar conditions in the combi

nations of identical vowels in u+jd[, u+g, a+jtf, and a+a'. 

The various phonetic changes may be due to several causes 

arising from the incompatibility between certain vowels or markers. 

Some vowel combinations such as u+u, a+a, u+i, i+a, a+u, or a+i 

are resolved by having one of the vowels dropped, as in u+u > u, 

or u+i > i, or by the introduction of a consonantal glide between 

the two vowels, as u+u > utu or u+i > uti. The vowel combinations 

u+a and i+a are either preserved as ua and ia, or are contracted to 

u or a and i or a, respectively. 

One important remark is needed concerning the relation of the 

markers of gender to those of case / mood. In such sequential re

constructions as kalb+u+ff+^+m. where the second u, that of the Norn. 

case, is crossed out or is described as having dropped out, I do 

not mean to imply that the marker u of case was actually added to 

the markers of gender and number. When the case system was devel

oped, u became the marker of the Norn, case, which must be marked 

in its proper place by the rules of sequential reconstruction. 
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Actually, the original kalb+u+& already containing the vowel u of 

the dominant Masc. gender (see 3.1), needs not another marker u to 

denote the dominant Norn, (subject) case. By contrast, the original 

kalb+a+0t containing the dependent vowel a of the Fern*, needs and 

has acquired the subject marker u of the Nom., as evident in 

kalb+a+0+ u+m. For a discussion of synesthesia, cf. also 3.4 

and 3.7. 

It is this discrepancy between the force of a linguistic re

construction and reality that led me in 1952 to call the procedure 

"ideal reconstruction," with a further remark that "because it is 

ideal, it could have never corresponded to reality" (Morphology of 

Akkadian p. 3). See on this point the important discussion near 

end of 0.3. 

3.6. Time of the Development of the Case System 

The question arises in respect to the time of the evolution 

of the case system in Semitic languages. Was it developed at the 

same time as the gender and number systems? Or was it developed 

at some later date? The answer I propose is in favor of the second 

alternative in the basis of the following considerations: 

a) The case system is represented as rank number 3 and fol

lows ranks 1 and 2f which represent the gender and number systems* 

Consequently, it is possible to assume tentatively that the case 

system had developed later in time than the gender and number 

systems. 

b) As shown under 3.5* the markers of gender (u // a/i) 

are the same as the markers of the case / mood (u // a and possibly 

i). It would seem very unlikely that the same markers would have 
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been used for both gender and case if the two systems had developed 

at the same time* 

c) The case system, especially the Norn., is rather poorly de

veloped in the personal pronouns, leading to the supposition that 

the personal pronouns preserved the caseless system of the previous 

periods better than the other word classes. 

d) As shown by many examples listed in Gelb, MAD II 2 pp. 139ff., 

divine names, such as Pagan, Hanis, 3I1, month names, such as Bafeir, 

§alul, geographic names, such as Kakkaban, Maskan, old personal 

names, such as Zuqaqlp. Tizkar, Samuk, and very early Akkadian loan 

words in Sumerian, such as hasin "ax," sadu "mountain," sum "garlic" 

(or "onion"), have no case endings whatsoever and may possibly go 

back to a period before the development of the case system. However, 

the occurrence of Fern, names (ibid,), such as Hibilat (geographic), 

*Illat (divine), and Hirisat (month), is disturbing because the final 

t posits the existence of Hibila'tum, 3Illatum, and Hiris^tum with case 

endings and mimation. See 3.3. Also Amorite has similar examples 

in such names as Jaqar (personal), Medbir (personal), cAnat (divine), 

and Bisir (geographical). See Gelb, La lingua degli Amoriti § 3.2.3.1.3.* 

e) The older Akkadian forms of the interrogative pronouns are 

caseless man "who?" and min "what?" for later mannum and minum (Gelb, 

MAD II2 pp. 136f.)# 

f) Two forms of the Fem. noun in Abs. St. occur in Amorite: 

a full form with case endings and mimation, as in Tabatum "good," 

Hakamatum "wise," or Pa-te-ha-tum "opened," and a form without 

case endings and mimation, as in Taba "good," Gazala "gazelle," or 

Pa-ti-ha "opened." See Gelb in Symbolae Kuryiowicz p. 76. 
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3»7« Secondary Object Case 

The characteristic of personal pronouns, both independent and 

suffixal, is the existence of the suffixes +ti and +sim (listed in 

Charts **0-46) in the object case. 

The suffixes +ti and +sim occur in all persons, genders, and 

numbers of the independent pronouns, as in iati, iasim, niati, niasimt 

etc. The suffixes +ti and +sim are found in the PI. (never Sg.) of 

the suffixal pronouns in the Ace. and Dat. cases, attached to a 

verb, as in im^ur+niati, im^ur+niasim, etc. The suffix +ti never 

appears in the suffixal pronoun in the Gen. case attached to a noun; 

thus we have only kalbu+ka and kalbu+kunu, never kalbu+kuati and 

kalbu+kunuti. 

Some important dialectal divergencies should be noted. 

Forms without +ti are found in Old Akkadian sua (for suati) and 

+sunif +sunu (for +sunuti). 

While Old Assyrian uses the independent pronoun in forms known 

from standard Old Babylonian, the usage of the suffixal pronouns is 

different. With the exception of+niati, all other persons in the 

PI. appear without +ti in the A c e , as in iinhur+sunu "he received 

them.,f By contrast, forms with +ti regularly have the function of 

a Dat., as in imhur+sunuti Hhe received for them." 

Forms without +i are found in Old Akkadian suas (for suasim), 

+nias (for +niasim), and +sinat (for +sinati). Forms without +i are 

a regular feature of the Babylonian poetic language. 

I interpret i of suati, siati, suasim, siasim, etc., as a 

secondary marker of the oblique case which developed in addition 

to the earlier and primary marker a of the oblique case in sua, 

etc. For parallel instances of secondary features, see 1.5. 
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Of the two consonantal infixesf namely t in suati, etc., and 

£ in suasim, etc., the interpretation of the latter is simple. 

The consonant s clearly represents the old Dat. suffix, as 

in kalbis "to the dog," fully discussed below under 3#8. 

The existence of mimation in the Dat. suasim, etc., and the 

lack of it in the Gen./Ace. suati, etc., cannot be satisfactorily 

explained. Since mimation (in rank k) is the marker which signals 

the lack of pronominal suffix (also in rank k\ see ^.3) f the occur

rence of m with pronominal suffixes is disturbing. One might specu

late that the m of the Dat. of the personal pronouns is not identical 

with the m of the mimation in the noun, but that it represents some 

ossified remains of an old pronominal suffix with a datival function. 

The question of the origin of the t infix in suati, etc. is 

controversial. Two possible interpretations can be given. 

a) The usual interpretation of t is to regard it as the nota 

accusativi, comparable with the datival function of s. In favor of 

this assumption one can cite kut "thee" in Ace. and kus "to thee" in 

Dat. in Agau; lack of +ti in the suffixal pronoun functioning as Gen. 

in kalbu+kunu never kalbu+kunuti; and the existence of+sinat already 

in Old Akkadian and the frequent occurrence of t without final i in 

Babylonian poetic language, which is characterized by many archaic 

features. Against this interpretation one can argue that the inde

pendent pronouns suati» etc., are used not only for the Ace, but also 

for the Gen.; that pronouns functioning as Dat. never occur without 

s(i), while those functioning as Gen. or Ace. can appear with or with

out t(i); that the suffixal +sunuti. etc., are used with the function 

of a Dat. in Old Assyrian; and that old Akkadian, Babylonian poetic, 

and some dialects of Assyrian know of clear cases of vowel apocopation, 
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such as im^uru+s for imhuru+su (in Masc.) or im&uru+si (in Fern.), 

depending on the period or dialect. This shows that the function 

of t cannot be restricted to the nota accusativi, but to the ob

lique case in general. However, even this broader interpretation of 

t in personal pronouns stumbles against the fact that the intrusive 

t appears in the feminines of substantives, participles, and deter

minative pronouns, as in kalbatum, mahira'tum, or sattf, in which t 

certainly had nothing to do with the Ace, case. For its function 

as a consonantal glide between two vowels, a of gender and u, i, a 

of case, see 1.3* 

b) Thus the other interpretation of t—and the one here 

favored—is that of a consonantal glide. This means that t had 

no inherent morphemic function, but was developed secondarily as a 

glide between the vowels a and i, the primary and secondary markers 

of the oblique case. 

The regular use of the consonantal glide t in the secondary 

object case (see just above) and in the Fern, gender (see 1.2 and 

1.5) may well have resulted eventually in a synesthesic recognition 

of the force of the consonant t in the function of the object case 

and Fem. gender. Cf., e.g., the development of the West Semitic 

nota accusativi 3it (= Hebrew aefc) and the form tamhur of the Fem. 

3rd person Sg. of the verb in Old Akkadian and elsewhere. See 9.2 

end. For other cases of synesthesia, see J>.k and 3#5. 

3.8. Other Markers of Case 

In addition to the Nom., Gen., and Ace. discussed above, two 

more cases, Dat. in is and Loc. in um occur in Akkadian and partially 

in other Semitic languages. 
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The use of the case marker is is illustrated in Chart 28. 

Note the following about the distribution of the marker is: 

The marker is is productive only in Old Akkadian. In later 

periods only the adverb in is is fully productive in different 

genres and areas of Akkadian. Its frequent occurrence in the 

poetic language must be considered an archaic feature. For Old 

Akkadian, see Gelb, MAD II2 pp. 1^2-1^5; for the poetic (= "hym-

nisch-episch") language, see von Soden, Zk XLI (1932) pp. 90-

130. 

The marker is represents a full case in the noun, as in Subst., 

Part./Adj., and also in Inf., as in 3a^azis "for the taking" or 

liussusis "in reminder," 

A noun with the case marker is can be followed by Pron. Suff. 

+ka (also +ki) and +su (also +sa, +sunu)• Apparently it is never 

used in the 1st person Sg. or PI. 

The marker is is not attested after the noun in Masc. PI. It 

is used after Fem. Sg, and PI. nouns, as in sallatis "as booty," 

dari.jatis (beside daris) "forever," partis, 3ahrxtis, and 3ahratas 

"for the future." 

The marker is is frequently used to form adverbs and prepositions, 

the latter often corresponding simply to the Constr. St. of the noun. 

The stem of the noun can be simple, as in qat+is "to the hand," 

or extended, as in sinnis+an+is "like a woman." 

A combination of two markers can occur either as +is+um, in 

kirij+is+um "into the orchard," qaqqar+^s+um "into the ground," 

um+jS+um "daily;" or as +is+am, in um+is+am "day by day." See Gelb, 

MAD II2 p. 145. 
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STEM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ATTESTED 

Subst., Abs. 

Adverb 3afc 

dann 

sinnisan 

Subst•,Constr.St. kiri j 

Preposition ma^Cr 

Subst., Pron.Suff.*qat 

qat 

qat 

+ji +0 +is +# 

+*£ +0 +is 

+>f 4# +is 

+̂ ( +# +is 

+y( +# +is Sin 

+0 +0 +is 3ilisu 

+tf 4# +±s +i 

+x( +0 +is +ka 

+y{ +0 +is +su 

3ilis "to the 
god" 

'ahis "like a 
brother," 
"together" 

dannis "strongly" 

sinnisanis "like 
a woman" 

kiris Sin "to 
the orchard 
of Sin" 

mat^ris 3ilisu 
"before his 
god" 

qatiska "to your 
hand" 

qatissu "to his 
hand" 

Pers. Pron. s 

s 

+s 

s 

V 

+s 

+ni 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

— 

+0 

*$ 

# 

+ u 
n 

-»- u 
n 

--

+as 

+as+im — 

+as+im « 

+a/s+im — 

+^s+im — 

+as 

suas to him" 
(Old Akk.) 

suasim "to him" 

+suasim "to him" 

sunusim "to them" 

+sunusim "to them" 

+nias "to us" (Old 
Akk.) 

+as+ira +niasim "to us" 

Chart 28. Dative Case is. 
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Much confusion exists, even in the Old Akkadian period, in the 

use of the markers is and um. This is due partly to the difficulties 

in distinguishing such frequent occurrences as qatussu, which devel

oped from qatissu (through is > us), and qatussu, which developed 

from *qatumsu (through ras > ss). 

The misunderstanding of the function of the is and um markers 

in later periods can be recognized in the frequent use of the pre

positions ina and ana before words with markers is or um. 

Worthy of mention, although not discussed further, are the oc

currences of iss in (w)ed+iss+I+;ia ,fI alone" (also with +ka, etc.), 

er+iss+1+sunu "in their nakedness" (also with +ja, etc.), where the 

double ss cannot be explained. See von Soden, ZA XLI (1932) pp. 

115ff., and GAG § 6?f * 

Personal pronouns, both independent and suffixal, have the 

marker as, never is. For the secondary +im in suasim, etc., see 3.7. 

Enclitics, such as +ma, are often found used with adverbial 

function after the markers of the object. 

Outside of Akkadian, the marker is is rare in Semitic languages. 

J. Barth, ZA XXVIII (191*0 pp. 307ff., pointed out that such Syriac 

adverbs as saplra^lt "beautifully," marira^it "bitterly," contain an 

element it (= 3It), which he connected with the Akkadian is. He also 

compared Hebrew %orannit "backwards" and qedorannlt "in dirty 

(attire)" with Akkadian sinnisanis "like a woman," etc. 

The existence of the element is (and variants) after a noun in 

Araorite has been noted by Gelb, La lingua degli Amoriti § 3.2.3.1.6, 

in such examples as A-hi-is-tu-ia, A-hi-is-du-ka, Da-di-is?-me-El, 

Du-du-us-me-El. The interpretation and comparison with Akkadian is 

is uncertain. 
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The evidence for +s or +s in the so-called Hamitic languages 

was gathered by von Soden, ZA XLI pp. 119f. These markers are 

used there apparently as postpositions, with varying functions of a 

Dat., Abl., or Loc. 

For some possible parallels to Akkadian is in Egyptian and 

other African languages, see F. Rundgren, Uber BildunKen mit s 

und n-t-Demonstrativen im Semitischen (Uppsala, 1955) pp. 28ff., 

33ff., and 157ff. 

An +|b (= Oh) suffix occurs frequently in Hebrew to denote 

direction or location, as in 3arsah "to the land," hassamajmah "hea

venwards," sa3olah "to Shepl," Kasdimah "to the Chaldeans.1' It also 

occurs in a noun in Constr. St., as in aarsah Misrajim "to the land 

of Egypt," midbarah Dammaseq "to the desert of Damascus." 

That the final h in Hebrew is a full consonant and not a mater 

lectionis was proved by Ugaritic spellings with H, as in *aRSH 

"earthwards," and SMMH "heavenwards." 

The connection between the Hebrew -fah and Ugaritic +H (= ah) 

was discussed by E, A. Speiser, "The Terminative-Adverbial in Canaan-

ite - Ugaritic and Akkadian," Israel Exploration Journal IV (195*0 

pp. 108-115, He pointed out (pp. 109f.) that the Hebrew marker is 

an unstressed enclitic corresponding to the prepositional particles, 

and concluded that ah of Hebrew and Ugaritic is related to Akkadian 

is or as not by a phonological process, but via parallels in the mor

phemic distribution of the s and h elements. For phonological 

problems affecting s, h, see 8,1. 

For the time being, I prefer to omit the adduced Ugaritic and 

Hebrew parallels. Even if we admit the correctness of Speiser's in

terpretations, the fact still remains that Hebrew ah is an enclitic 
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which functions as a postposition placed after the inflectional ele

ments, while Akkadian is is a case, which must appear in the sequence-

rank number three. See also below* 

Since I do not know of any parallels to the borrowing of either 

postpositional or case elements by Akkadian from Sumerian, 1 prefer 

to leave open the question of the relationship of the Sumerian post

position es "to" to Akkadian is, even though the attested Sumerian 

allomorph is (besides es, as, us in B, Landsberger et al., Materialien 

zum sumerischen Lexikon IV [Roma, 1956] p. 150), sounds exactly like 

Akkadian is. 

We found above a full is used in the noun; ̂ s used in the nounf 

with the short vowel i elided as the result of stress, as in um+^s+um; 

and it (from is) in Syriac and Hebrew adverbs based on nouns. 

On the other hand, as and ^s occur in personal pronouns, both 

independent and suffixal, with the vowel a of ̂ s coalescing with the 

vowel u of the PI., as in s+u+ u+a'sim. As is found also in 3aferatas 

"for the futuref" a noun used adverbially. For possible, though 

doubtful, interpretations of this unique and disturbing occurrence, 

cf. von Soden, ZA XLI p. 128. 

Considering that is is found in the noun and as in the personal 

pronoun, it would seem plausible to assume that the marker of the Dat. 

V v 

case was s, with i of is being the Gen. marker of the noun, and a of 

as being the Gen. marker of the personal pronoun. For the Gen. markers, 

i in the noun and a in the pronoun, see above under 3.1, 

On the other hand, the marker +is appears as a true preposition 

is, in which the vowel i must be considered as primary. This preposi

tion is found in early Mari texts, dated to the time after the Third 

Dynasty of Ur and before the Old Babylonian period, published by R. 
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Jestin, RA XLVI (1952) pp. 183-202, and discussed by Gelb, RA L 

(1956) pp. 1-10. From over a dozen cases listed by Gelb, op. cit-

pp. *ff., note the following: is qirab matim "to the heart of the 

land," is nakrim "to the enemy," and is A2GAB "for the leather-worker." 

If is is to be considered as primary, then the form as in the 

pronoun may be interpreted as is which changed to as under the in

fluence of a of the oblique case of the pronoun, resulting in 

s+u+gf+a+j& = s+m#+as. See p. 80. 

For the secondary case +i in suasim, etc., see 3»7. 

We conclude by suggesting that is was originally a preposition 

with the meaning "to," which,used postpositionally after the marker 

of gender and number, became the marker of the Dat. case. Both the 

preposition is and +is, the marker of the Dat. case, were replaced 

in the course of time by prepositional phrases with ana "to." 

The use of the case marker urn is illustrated in Chart 29* 

Notes to urn: 

The marker um is productive only in Old Akkadian. Its occurrence 

in the later poetic language must be considered an archaic feature; 

see Gelb, MAD II 2 pp. lte-1^5; von Soden, ZA XLI pp. 90-130. 

The marker um represents a full case of the noun, including the 

Subst. and Part./Adj. 

A noun with the case marker urn can be followed by Pron, Suff. 

+l/*« +ka (also +ki, +kunu), +su (also +sa% +sunu), and +ni. 

The marker um is not attested after a noun in Masc. PI. It may 

occur after the Fem. Sg. noun, as in qibitussa "by her command," and 

tanittukka "in thy glory." See von Soden, ZA XLI p. 97. 

The marker um is frequently used to form adverbs and prepositions, 

the latter often corresponding simply to the Constr. St. of the noun. 
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STEN GEN, NUM. CASE OBJECT ATTESTED 

Subst.,Abs. kurr +yi +0 + Um +0 

Adverb >al +rf +0 + u m _ 

saplan +>{ +0 + Um __ 

kurrum "per 1 kur" 

3 alum '•where?" 

saplanum "below" 

Subst.,Constr.St. qirb +tf +0 + u m Babilim qirbum B. "in the 
midst of Babylon" 

Preposition bal +tf +0 + u m Dagiin b a l u m D# n w i t h o u t D.« 

a 
Subst . tPron.Suff« qat +y[ +0 +{grf +•£ 

k 
qat +tf +0 + u y + k a 

* s 
qat +yi +0 +UJrf + s u 

s 
qibij +^ +0 + 5rf +sa 

saplan +£ +0 + uy 
n 

3asar +>{ +0 + uy 

+su 

qatu^i "in my hand" 

qatukka "in your 
hand" 

qatussu "in his 
hand" 

qibitussa "by her 
command" 

saplanussu "below hirn" 

^asrunni "in our 
place" 

Chart 29, Locative Case urn. 
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The stem of the noun can be simple, as in qat+um nin the hand," 

or extended, as in sapl+an+ua "below," 

The marker um is never used with personal pronouns. 

For the combination of two markers, is+um, for possible cases 

of confusion between is and um, and for use of enclitics, such as 

+ma after the markers of the object, see above under is. 

In older periods the marker um appears regularly either as um or 

in a form in which m is assimilated to the following consonant of 

the pronominal suffix, as in *qatum+ka > qatuk+ka, *qatum+su > 

qatus+su. or *qatum+ni > jjatun+ni. Only *qatum+i > qatu+3a in the 

1st person Sg. causes difficulties* Beginning with the Old Baby

lonian period, the consonant m of um often disappears, as in ina 

libbu matim "in the land," and warkanu "later." 

Outside of Akkadian, the marker um is found in Arabic adverbs, 

as in tahtu "beneath," bacdu "afterwards," or, with a preposition, 

^ ^ t a £ t u ' m i n Pacdu; and in Ethiopic, as in tahtu "beneath," qadLml 

"earlier," lacalu "above." The adverb kadu "enough" in Syriac (and 

other Aramaic languages) is cited by von Soden, ZA XLI p. 118 n. lf 

after C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum (2nd ed., Halle, 1928) p. 3l8b, 

as belonging here, but J. Payne Smith, A Compendious Syriac Dictionary 

(Oxford, 1903) p. 205a, derives kadu from kad hu. 

I leave out of consideration such Hebrew adverbs as pit3om "sud

denly," 3omnam "really," and carom "naked," because of the difficul

ties in establishing their original final morpheme. The element +umma 

in the paronomastic infinitive construction of the type kasadumma 

aksudam "I arrived" (ARMT III 7:7f.) in Akkadian and some other Semitic 

languages (see E. J. Young, "Adverbial -u in Semitic," The Westmin

ster Theological Journal XIII [1950] pp. 151-15*0, is certainly derived 
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from 1+ma, that is, the adverbial 1 (from ai) plus the enclitic ma. 

This can be proved by examples of the type qatali+ma in Amarna 

Canaanite (see William L. Moran, "The Use of the Canaanite Infini

tive Absolute . . .," JCS IV [1950] pp. 169-172), as well as by 

eddesi+ma epus "I made anew," compared with eddesum+ma lpas "he 

made anew." See Gelb, MAD III p. 20. Note i > u before a, as in 

^immum > >ummum "mother," simum > sumum "name," in Akkadian and 

other Semitic languages. 

Parallelism with is suggests that um may have originally repre

sented a preposition and/or a postposition. There is, however, no 

evidence in either Akkadian or other Semitic languages to support 

this suggestion. 

Two main questions in respect to the marker here symbolized as 

um are: Is the vowel short or long? If the vowel is short, does 

the Loc. um correspond to the Nom. um? 

Von Soden, GAG § 66, calls um "Der Lokativ-Adverbial auf -um," 

but considers the possibility that the vowels of the Loc. and Nom. 

may have been different. In ZA XLI p. 118 he writes -um and -u for 

Akkadian occurrences, but -u for other Semitic languages. Moscati, 

ICG p. 95, states that the material at hand seems to favor a short 

u. Diakonoff, SHL p. 58, writes short u and connects the Loc. with 

the Nom. via their ergative function. 

In considering the answers to these two questions, it is neces

sary to examine carefully the complementary-distribution patterns of 

the Nom. and Loc. cases, as illustrated in Chart 30. 

The comparable items within the pairs need very few comments. 

Ka and Babilim represent objects in rank number *t. Mimation marks 
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STEM GEN, NUM. CASE OBJECT ATTESTED 

Nom, qirb +u +# +)£ +ka qirbuka "your middle" 

Loc. qirb +u +0 +tfsm +ka qirbukka "in your middle" 

Nom, qirb +u +0 +yL Babilim qirbu Babilim "the middle of B,»* 

Loc, qirb +u +0 +)£im Babilim qirbum Babilim "in the midst 
of B." 

Nom. qirb +u +0 +& +m qirbum "the middle" 

Loc. qirb +u +# +y(:m — qirbum "inside" (adverb) 

Chart 30. Comparison Between Nominative and Locative. 

the absence of the object in rank number 4, U is the marker of the 

Nom. case in rank number 3. Since both u and um occupy the same rank 

3* the two markers must represent the case. Since they are different 

in shape (u and um) and react differently to the markers which follow 

them (+u+ka, but -fum+ka; +u Babilim, but +um Babilim), they must repre

sent different cases. Consequently the Loc. is not the same as the 

Nom. 

For years I have been writing long u in um of the Loc. for no 

other reason than to differentiate it from um of the Nom. Now, in 

the light of evidence provided above in favor of the separation of 

the Loc. and Nom. cases on the basis of sequential reconstruction, 

I feel free to suggest that the two markers actually were distin

guished by vocalic quantity. 

Non-Akkadian evidence in favor of the long vowel u in um is weak. 

Arabic parallels with the short vowel, as in bacdu» and the Ethiopic 

examples with the long vowel, as in qadimu, yield nothing decisive. 
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Neither the plene spellings in Semitic writings nor our conventional 

ways of transliterating them necessarily indicate long vowels. Cf., 

e.g., our way of transliterating the Hebrew Mgtu+Selan. with long u 

in Matu+, which must represent a short u of the original Mutu+ 

"mate of." 

The Akkadian spelling conventions are of no help in settling 

the question of the vowel quantity in um or um because, in contrast 

to the phonemic vowel quantity, as in rabu, same, morphemic vowel 

quantity, as in kalbu, imhurug(u), is almost never indicated in 

cuneiform writing. Still, in a few cases plene spellings do occur 

as in lib-bu-u "belonging to" (as well as lib-bu-u-su, li-ib-bu-us-gu), 

kiImu=u "in place of" (as well as ki-mu-uk-ka)• a-du-u "now then," 

and a-hi-in-nu-u "each separately" (see von Soden, GAG §§ 66d and 

113h, and Akkadian dictionaries). Some of these spellings begin 

already in the Middle Babylonian and Middle Assyrian period, where, 

in contrast to the New Babylonian period, plene spellings indicate 

long vowels. 

3.9. Markers of Mood: u // a 

As here reconstructed, Semitic languages have two primary moods, 

indicative and subjunctive, characterized by the markers u // a. 

The mood occurs in the fientive verb and stative (only the 3rd 

person). It never occurs in the imperative. 

For the various aspects of vocalic incompatibility resulting 

from the contact between the vowel markers of the mood and those of 

the gender (plus number), see above under 3.3. 

As described in all current (and older) grammars of Akkadian, 

the markers of the mood are g in the Ind., as in imfeur, and u in the 
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Subj., as in imhuru. 

The overt marker of the Ind. in Semitic languages other than 

Akkadian is u in Arabic, Ugaritic (Gordon, UT p. 71ff)« and Amarna 

Old Canaanite (W. L. Moran, "Early Canaanite Yaqtula," Orientalia 

n.s, XXIX [I960] pp. 1-19, esp. p. 2 n. 2, p. 7 n, 3, and pp. 9f.). 

As for Amorite, u is found in the Ind., but only before pronominal 

suffixes, as in Ia-ah-zi-bu-u /Jaczibu+hu/ (Gelb, La lingua degli 

Amoriti §§ 3*1.1.2.2 and 3.3.3.1). 

W. Leslau discovered recently (JNES XXVT [1967] p. 123) that in 

some dialects of Gurage not only the imperfect but also the perfect 

has two markers: u, as in sabbaro "he broke," in the main perfect, 

and a, as in sabbara (not translated^ in the subordinate perfect 

and the negative perfect.* This would correspond to the u // a 

markers of the Ind, // Subj. in the Akkadian stative, a differentia

tion hitherto unattested in the perfect of West Semitic languages. 

The overt marker of the Ind. in all dialects of Akkadian is g, 

as in imhur "he received." Its reconstruction as jamhuru, with u, 

is based mainly on other Semitic languages. In addition, we can 

provide the following supporting evidence: 

a) Since the PI. is regularly formed by lengthening the gen

der vowel of the Sg., the occurrence of the PI. imhuru and mah^ru 

implies the existence of the Sg. imhuru and mahfou, that is, with 

u in the Ind. 

b) The standard Babylonian form imhurni "he received me" 

can be best derived from the original imhuruni. Since the posited 

pronominal suffix for the 1st person is i in Akkadian (as in Old 

Assyrian imhuri "he received me"), the suffix +ni can be best ex

plained as the original i preceded by the consonantal glide n 
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introduced between two vowels, namely u of the reconstructed Ind. 

*•%""* i and i of the Pronominal suffix i. For the consonantal 

glide n, see 2.2. 

The overt marker of the Subj. in West Semitic languages is a. 

The Subj. is used in Arabic after certain conjunctions (prepositions) 

with verbs often expressing a wish or intention, as in li-Kiaqtula 

"so that he may kill," or 'an+jagtula "that he may kill." The in

stances of Ugaritic Subj. in a, as interpreted by Gordon, OT p. 72 

and n. l,were considered no more than "une survivance" by A. Herdner 

in Syria XXIV ( 1 9 ^ 5 ) p. 117. Many good occurrences in the functioi 

of a volitive expressing wish, request, or command have been noted in 

Amarna Old Canaanite by W. L. Moran, "Early Canaanite Yaqtula," 

Orientalia n.s. XXIX (i960) pp. 1.3.9. Moran, op. clt. p. ^ c o m 

pares the Canaanite volitive with the Hebrew cohortative. Amorite 

has a morpheme a in Ia-di-ha-El /Jadic^S!/. which possibly may 

be related to the volitive of Old Canaanite. The evolution of an 

original Subj. into a volitive or cohortative finds support in 

parallel instances known from the Old Babylonian dialect at Mari, 

such as itti sarrim la innamru "may h e not meet with the king." 

See A. Finet, L'Accadien des lettres de M.^4 (Bruxelles, 1956) pp. 

262f. A similar function is found in the Latin Subj. oremus. ne 

deleaa* 

Some comments are necessary about the Hebrew cohortative in 

a, which occurs in the fientive verb, as in >asall3ha "may I send," 

and in the imperative, as in auma "stand up!" Scholars generally 

derive this a from an of the energic I. See, e.g., A. Ungnad, 

Hebraische Grammatik (Tubingen, 1912) p. U A n. 1; Georg Beer and 

Rudolf Meyer, Hebraische Grammnt-itr n (Berlin, 1955) p. 13. For 
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occurrences of the Arabic energic I an as a, as in sidriban or 

*idriba "strikey see W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language 

(3rd ed., Cambridge, 1955) pp* 6lf. See also below under *f.2. 

The other interpretation of the Hebrew cohortative is to link it 

with the West Semitic Subj. in a (Moran, op, clt. p. 12). The dif

ficulty with this interpretation is that the Hebrew cohortative, 

occurring as it does in both the fientive verb and imperative, can

not easily be taken to represent a primary mood (case), such as the 

Subj,, because imperatives cannot have a primary mood. Still, the 

fact that several languages in the Syro-Palestinian area have a Subj, 

in a makes it plausible to assume the existence of that morpheme also 

in Hebrew. I conclude, therefore, that the Hebrew marker a is the 

result of a conflation of two original markers, an of the energic I 

and a of the Subj. 

The over-all characteristic of the West Semitic Subj. is that 

it is nowhere employed in its full capacity, but only in some sub-

functions such as a volitive, cohortative, or the like. Even in this 

limited capacity the Subj. is not used rigorously, but often alter

nates in the same general surroundings with other moods, such as the 

indicative or jussive. 

The marker of the Subj. in standard Akkadian is u,as in sa 

iffl&uru "which he received." 

Over ten years ago I showed, on the basis of newly discovered 

texts, that the Old Akkadian dialect of the Diyala Region had a Subj. 

ift &» beside the Subj. in u known from standard Old Akkadian and 

later dialects of Akkadian (Gelb, Old Akkadian Inscriptions in the 

Chicago Natural History Museum. Fieldiana: Anthropology XLIV/2 

[1955] p. 190). This was the evidence presented there: 
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a) gibut PN1 bitam ana PN2 isduda "witnesses that PN measured 

off the house for PN ." 

b) Sibut 1 PI se3am PN1 ana PN£ iddina "witnesses that PN gave 

1 PI of barley to PN ." 

c) In b£tim si us-da-a-bi-la "in the house in which I had . . ." 

d) fu ana PN addina "(various amounts of flour) which I gave to 

PN." 

e) §E.HAR.AN PNX SU PN2 in ittisu iksura "of the HAR.AN-barley 

of PN which PN made good on time." 

f) and g) Two more occurrences of verbs in -a, ik-su-ra and 

[u] ?-s[a-r]i-bat are found in broken contexts. 

In addition to the reference given just above, I have discussed 

the Subj. in a also in Morphology of Akkadian pp. lOf. and 6l, and 

2 
in MAD II p. 171. Scholars expressing themselves (in a qualified 

fashion) in favor of my interpretation are: 

Jacobsen, JNES XIX p. 110 n. 12, Moscati, ICG p. 135, and Dia-

konoff, SHL pp. 92 and 9^. 

B. Kienast, in Qrientalia n.s. XXIX (i960) pp. 152f. n. 2, 

finds that my proposed interpretation of the Subj. in a in Old Ak

kadian does not fit his own interpretation of the Semitic verbal 

system. Consequently, he rejects the possibility of the existence 

of the Subj. in a in Old Akkadian, preferring instead to interpret 

all the cases listed above as the ventive without mimation. Kienast 

was supported in this conclusion by G. Garbiniin Studi orientalistici 

. . • a Francesco Gabrieli (Roma, 1964) p. 128 n. 3* The following 

can be said in comments to the above; 

a) Not a single instance of dropping the consonant m of the 

ventive / allative is known from Old Akkadian. Cf. iddinam, iojtsam, 
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illakaau imtuirunim, listuruniin, etc., in MAD II p. 131 ad 1) and 

2). 

b) Neither the posited older ventive / allative addinam nor 

the younger addina are attested in any phase of the Akkadian language• 

While occasionally not only verba movendi but also other classes of 

verbs can employ a ventive / allative in the 1st person, as in aspuram 

"I sent" (A, Ungnad, Babylonische Briefe . • . [Leipzig, 191^] Nos. 

^3:20, 59:7, 233:31)* the ventive / allative addina(m) does not occur 

once among thousands of occurrences of nadanum in the files of the 

Chicago Assyrian Dictionary. It was in fact the lack of such occur

rences as addina, anaddina, addan, and anaddan that enabled Thorkild 

Jacobsen and myself to reach independently the conclusion that the 

verb nadanu in the New Babylonian period belongs to the iddin, inaddin 

class, not to the iddan, inaddan class, and that such occurrences as 

i-nam-da-as-su, a-nam-dak-ka-su-nu-tu, ad-dan-ka, represent contracted 

inand&fassu. anandjfrfeikkasunutu, addj#assu, and not inandan, anandan, 

addan plus the pronominal suffixes. See Gelb, MAD II p. l8o. 

c) Under normal circumstances, addina(m) should not be taken 

as a ventive, but a simple Ind. plus the Dat. pronominal suffix +a(m) 

"to me." However, while iddina(m) "he gave to me" can and does oc

cur, addina(m) "I gave to me" is inconceivable in administrative / 

legal texts. 

d) The first two examples in the Diyala Region texts a) and b) 

cited above have the structure of a noun in Constr, St. plus the 

verbal clause ending in a: sibut PN . . . isduda / iddina, "wit

nesses that PN measured off / gave ..." That the verb ending 

in a in the Diyala Region texts represents a Subj. can be proved by 

examining the Old Akkadian texts from areas other than the Diyala 
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Region, The latter have the identical structure of a noun in Constr. 

St. plus the verbal clause ending in the standard Subj. marker u. Cf., 

e.g., slbut . . . PN . . . imhagu "witnesses . . . that PN . . . 

struck" and slbut . . . PN . . , Sblu "witnesses . . . that PN , . . 

brought," cited in MAD III p. 257. The structure of a noun in 

Constr. St. plus verb in Subj. is paralleled by the structure of a 

noun in Constr. St. plus a noun in Constr. St. in Old Akkadian, as 

in sxbut kusurraaim "witnesses of the completed payment" (MAD III pp. 

256f.). For a general statement on the structural identity of the 

verb in Subj. with the noun in Gen., see 3.13. 

e) Having carefully reconsidered the evidence, I find that 

the Diyala Region verbs represent a Subj. in the oblique case of 

the type "of the king who received" (Gen.) or "the king who received" 

(Ace), and not a Subj. in the subject case of the type "the king 

who received" (Nom.). This could possibly lead to the conclusion 

that the Gen./Ace. Subj. in a may have been formally different from 

the Nom. Subj. in u. There is nothing, however, in either Akkadian 

or other Semitic languages to favor ohis possibility. Whether in

terpreted as a Gen./Acc. Subj. or a general Subj., the Diyala Re-

gion verbs ending in a are to be interpreted as a Subj. and nothing 

else. 

The following additional evidence can be adduced in favor of 

the existence of the Subj. in a in Akkadian: 

a) In the common Old Akkadian construction, Sargon su Enlil 

mifeira i£ iddinuium possibly to be translated as "Sargon to whom 

Enlil did not give one who is an adversary," the troublesome mahira 

could be explained as an ossified form of a predicate (stative) 

Subj. ending in -a (MAD II2
 p. 152f.). * 
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b) In several Mari occurrences of i-nu-ma PN il-li-ka (AHMT IX 

2to:̂ f; XI 207:5,* 259:^, 11, 15? 260:12, 16; 265:5), the verb illika 

can be explained either as standing for the true ventive illikajf 

(as in ARMT IX 1^:11) "(when PN) came" or as a Subj. in +a "(when 

PN) went." The choice of translation depends on whether one under

stands the issue of honey as being made to a person upon his arrival 

or upon his departure from Mari. 

c) The statements of von Soden, GAG § 83a, Reiner, LAA § 5 A 2 . 3 , 

and Ungnad-Matous, GA § 59c, that the Subj. does not occur in ventive 

/ allative must be modified. First of all, there is no reason why 

the ventive / allative should not occur in the Subj. Secondly, the 

existence of such forms as sa iddinusum "which he gave to him," with 

the Subj. marker u (from a), leads to the conclusion that such forms 

as sa iddinam "which he gave to me" also contain, overtly or covertly, 

the marker of the Subj. I therefore interpret iddinam as iddin+»(+0» 

a+am, with the old Subj. marker a, A clear case of the Subj. is 

found in the unique ki tadammiqunim, in place of the expected ki 

tadammiqam. in Nougayrol, Revue Biblique LIX (1952) p» 2^f.f strophe 

8:10. This is translated by Nougayrol as "quand tu auras recouvre la 

sante'," by von Soden, Orientalia n.s. XXX (1961) p. 160, as "wenn es 

dir (wieder) gut gent," and by Jacobsen, JNES XXII (1963) p. 27* as 

"as you prosper for me here." 

d) In the older Mari dialect, attested between the end of the 

Third Dynasty of Ur and the beginninng of the Old Babylonian period, 

we find two instances of a Subj. jilqa3+a in sa . . . il-qa-*a(E) and 

sa . . . il-qa-a "which he took" (M. Ratten, RA XXXV [1938] p. hz 

No. 3 and p. kj, No. 9). 

e) For a secondary Subj. in a in imhuruna, see 3.11» 
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3.10. Subjunctive in i? 

Beside the two Mari forms in a just listed above under d), there 

are some doubtful cases of a Subj. in i in in-TI-i (op. cit. p. h2 

No. 5), i-ba-al-ki-ti-su (p. k2 No. 6), and i-la-q£-i (p. hk No. lib). 

While quite uncertain in their interpretation, these Mari cases are 

listed here because of the possibility that the Subj. in i also occurs 

in texts of later Babylonian date. Cf. sa . . . indudi "which he mea

sured" (Kassite, unpubl.); sa . . . itanappali "which he will repay" 

(Kassite, unpubl.f both refs. from Professor Gurney); sa . . . inagsari 

"who will guard" (F. H. Weissbach, Babylonische Miscellen [Leipzig, 

19033 p. 9 No. 1:5) and sa . . . isa^ari "who will write" (p. 10 iii 

7; beside standard forms in u); sa ikappapi "who will bend" (0. Neuge-

bauer, Astronomical Cuneiform Texts [Princeton, N.J., 1956] II p. 395: 

15). One difficulty in suggesting the existence of the Subj. in i in 

these Babylonian texts is that these examples come mainly from later 

periods, in which the final written vowel may be irrelevant. In ad

dition, there are occurrences of Ind. in i in texts from the Old 

Babylonian period on, where i often appears as a form of affectation 

in the speech or writing habits of women. For bibliographical in

formation and a different interpretation, see T. Jacobsen in JNES 

XIX (I960) p. Ill n. 12. 

For a secondary Subj. in i in ijohuruni, see 3.11. 

3.11# Secondary Subjunctive in i/a 

Both vowels i and a occur in Subj. of the type imiuiruni or 

imfruruna, which show a secondary n i o r n a added to the standard 

Subj. imhuru. The latter is interpreted below under 3.12 as the 
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nominativized form of older imhura. The Subj. imhuruni occurs in 

all periods of the Assyrina dialect, but also sporadically in Old 

Akkadian. The Subj. imhuruna appears in a few cases of early and 

2 
classical Old Babylonian, gathered and discussed in MAD II p. 1?0. 

The Subj, imjyiruni/a is to be explained as containing two Subj. 

markers, the first being u (from a) of imhuru, and the second the 

final i or a, joined to the preceding u by the consonantal glide n, 

on which see 2.2. For similar instances of the development of sec

ondary (double) features, see 1.5. 

The Subj. marker ni eventually became an enclitic occupying 
n 

rank number 5, as in sa imjjurusu+ni, sa imljuragf+nî  or even after a 

noun, in sa gatatua+ni Mof which they are the guarantors." In such 

occurrences as sa imhuru+su+ni+ma, the enclitic ma apparently occupies 

rank number 6. 

3»12. Nominativization and Parallels 

While the occurring or reconstructed marker of the Subj. in 

older Akkadian and other Semitic languages is a (and possibly i), 

the marker of the Subj. in standard Akkadian (but nowhere else in 

Semitic languages) is u, as in imhuru. This is—if I may be per

mitted to coin a horrible sounding term—nominativization. It is 

realized by the replacement of the oblique vowel a (and possibly i) 

of the Subj. (or Gen.) by the Nom. u. The term "nominativization" 

is different from "substantivation" (French "nominalisation," Ger

man "Nominalisierung"), which denotes the replacement of a verbal 

form by a nominal form. 

A case of nominativization comparable with imhuru (from imhura) 

discussed just above is found in the rare occurrences of imlnirunu 
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(from imhuruni/a), best attested in New Assyrian, Cf. Gelb in BO 

XII (1955) p. 109f. 

For other examples of nominativization in Akkadian, cf. suati/u, 

used for both genders and all cases (see 1.5); uma3 la surratum "I 

swear that these are not lies," beside uma* la surratim (see below, 

3.13); and standard Akkadian marsiprum "messenger" developed from 

mar+siprim or samassammum "sesame?" from *saman+sammim. 

The Sumerian language uses the marker a in the Subj. of the 

verb, as in lu e du+a "the man who built the house.11 E.. Sollberger, 

Le systeme verbal . . . (Geneve, 1952) pp. 199f. (following A. Deimel), 

placed this structure under the heading "La nominalisation du complexe 

verbal." The same analysis is apparent in the use of the terms "die 

Nominalisierung" by A. Falkenstein, Das Sumerische (Leiden, 1959) pp. 

35, **3» and 52, and "Satznominalisierungen" by B. Kienast in Orientalia 

n.s. XXIX (I960) pp. 156f. 

3*13. Mood « Case 

As shown in 3*1 and 3.2, the overt markers of case in nouns and 

pronouns are u in the subject case U Nom.), and a or i in the object 

case U oblique case or Gen./Acc. From 3.9 - 3.11 we learned that the 

reconstructed markers of the mood in verbs and statives are u in the 

Ind. and a (and rarely i) in the Subj. 

Since the markers of case and mood are identical, as is their rank 

number 3 in the morpheme sequence, we may draw the obvious conclusion 

that the case of the nouns and pronouns is structurally identical with 

the mood of verbs and statives. Note the supporting evidence in Chart 

31. 
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The identification of the mood with the case in Semitic lan

guages was suggested by Gelb, Morphology of Akkadian pp. lOf. and 

6l, and MAD II p. 171. Other scholars expressed a similar opinion* 

Cf. von Soden, GAG § 83a: tfSubjunktiv . . . der eine Art Genetiven-

dung des Verbum finitum ist;" and similarly in § l63c: ,!syntaktisch 

sind die Nebensatze Genetive." Diakonoff, SHL p. 91 n. 88: "the end

ings of the Subjunctive, -u, -a, as shown by A. P. Hiftin, originally 

belonged to nominal constructions." G. Beer and R. Meyer, Hebraische 

Grammatik II (Berlin, 1955) p. lV?: "Der asyndetische Attributsatz 

(= "der sogenannte Relativsatz") steht zu seinem Beziehungswort im 

ideellen Gen.-Verhaltnis." 

Powerful support for mood = case comes from Arabic. The Arabic 

language uses only one term, nasbun, for both the Ace. of the noun 

and Subj. of the verb, just as it has only one term, rafcun, for both 

the Nom. and Ind. See G. Jahn, Sibawaihi's Buch uber die Grammatik I 

(Berlin, 1895) pp. If. § 2 = M. Derenbourg, Le livre de Slbawaihi I 

(Paris, l88l) pp. If. Cf. also J. KuryZowicz in Bulletin de la 

Societe de Linguistique de Paris XLV (19^) p. 53, and idem, Melanges 

Cohen (soon to appear) p. 162. I acknowledge gratefully Prof. KuryZo-

wicz' kindness in providing these references. 

Relying upon a fundamental analysis of the relative phrase by 

E. Benveniste, "La phrase relative, probleme de syntaxe generale," 

Bulletin de la Societe" de Linguistique de Paris LIII (1957-58) pp. 

39-5^, H. Fleisch pointed out in a recent article "Phrase relative 

en Accadien," Melanges de l'Universite' Saint-Joseph XLII (1966) pp. 

2*f7-28*f, esp. p. 251, that the relative phrase behaves like an adjec

tive in relation to the antecedent and that the relative pronoun 

plays the role of a determinative article. Disregarding 
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CASE / MOOD OBJ, TRANSLATION 

Nom.Ind.Gen.Subj. 

kalb 

jamhur 

+m "the dog" 

+0 "he received" 

kalb 

su 

kalbu+k^f 

sakran 

jamhur 

^ 2 v 
kalbum su sarr 

kalbum su imhur 

sibut kusurra3 

sibut iddin 

li-*Makkat 

li+jaqtul 

+a 

+a 

+m "of the dog" 

"of him" 

"dog of thee" 

+a +0 Mof the drunk" 

+a +0 "who received" 

+i +m "the dog of the king" 

+a +0 "the dog who received" 

+i +m "witnesses of the payment" 

+a +0 "witnesses which he gave" 

+0 "to Mecca" 

J* 
+a *gl "that he kill" 

istum urn 

istum imhur 

+i +m "since the day" 

+a +0 "since he received" 

assum sabum la alak 

assum sabum la illak 

* 7 -
uma°' la surrat 

uma3 la imhur 

+i +m "that the army not go" 

+a +0 "that the army not go" 

+m "I swear that these are 
not lies" 

+0 "I swear that he did not 
receive" 

Chart 31. Comparison Between Case and Mood. 
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Notes to the Chart 31: 

For the occurrence of Arabic and (partially) Ugaritic diptota 

with the Nora, u, Gen./Ace. a, see 3.2. 

The Old Akkadian determinative / relative pronoun su, si, sa, 

etc., is replaced by sa in later periods. 

For Old Akkadian structural parallels between the noun in 

Constr. St. plus noun in Gen., and the noun in Constr. St. 

plus verb in Subj., see 3.9. 

This is the standard Subj. in classical Arabic. See 3.9. 

The same formations occur with adi, adum and balum in Old 

Akkadian. See Gelb, MAD II 2 p. ikh. 

The two constructions are abbreviated from the Mari examples 

cited in MAD II 2 p. 17U 

U-ma la zu-ra-tim occurs four times against the single u-ma 

' 2 

la zu-ra-tum in Old Akkadian texts listed in MAD II p. 171. 

The form surratum represents the nominativization of the 

Gen. surratim, for which see 3.12. 
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112 3. CASE / MOOD 

the existence of the Subj. in a in Old Akkadian (see above 3.9)* 

Pere Fleisch unhesitatingly takes the u of standard Akkadian as 

the primary marker of the Subj,, and the a of Arabic as the sec

ondary marker (op, cit« p. 28l; also previously in Melanges de 

rUniversite Saint-Joseph XXVII (19^7-48) pp# 39-60, esp. pp. 57f., 

and in an article to appear in the Brockelmann-Gedachtnisband). I 

have, of course, no objection to the nominal analysis of a relative 

clause as given by Benveniste and Fleisch, as it is apparent from 

the interpretation of Akkadian sa imhur+u and Sumerian lu e du+a 

given above in 3.12. However, Pere Fleisch1 assumption of the pri

macy of the nominal analysis militates against the historical de

velopment of the Subj. indicated in the previous sections. 

3.1^. Other Moods 

Beside the two primary moods with a binary structure, in which 

the Ind. is contrasted with the Subj., just as the Norn, (the subject 

case of the noun) is contrasted with the Gen./Ace. (the object case), 

there are several secondary "moods" in Semitic languages variously 

subsumed under such headings as ventive / allative, (co)hortative / 

volitive, energic, jussive, and imperative. All these "moods" are 

discussed briefly under 3.9 and 4.2. Here I list the imperative 

under "moods," (like the vocative under "cases") for convenience only, 

since I do not understand the place of the imperative and vocative 

within the structural framework of the language. 

3.15. General Remarks on Case / Mood 

In contrast to the incomplete and inadequate descriptions of 

gender and number in grammars of Semitic languages, the description 
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3.15. General Remarks on Case / Mood 113 

of case is well presented in terms of overt, external characteristics. 

This results mainly from the fact that the markers of case, being at 

or near the end of a word unit, are easier to describe than the mar

kers of gender and number, which follow immediately upon the stem. 

Still, the important question of the relationship of markers of case 

to those of gender and number has been completely misunderstood in 

the Semitic field. 

Several rather startling conclusions about the structure of the 

case / mood have been presented in this chapter. The conclusion that 

the case of the noun is identical with the mood of the verb was reach

ed partly on the basis of general structural considerations (3.13)» 

but mainly on the basis of sequential reconstruction. Sequential 

reconstruction shows the same markers, namely u and a/i» in the same 

rank, namely rank 3, used for both the case and mood (3.2 and 3.9 -

3*11). Thus all the current reconstructions of Semitic mood, posit

ing u as the primary marker of the Subj., cannot be right. The con

clusion that the markers of case / mood u and a/i of rank number 3 

are identical with the markers of gender of rank number 1 (3.^) is 

again the result of sequential reconstruction. It has been suggested 

above (3.6) that the development of the gender and number system 

chronologically preceded that of the case / mood. 
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STEM GB*. NUM. CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Nom.Gen.Acc. 

Masc.Sg.Norn. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

PI. Norn. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fem.Sg. Norn. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

PI. Norn. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

+u 

* 

* 

+u 

+* 

* 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

*$ 

*} 

*# 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+0 

*v 
<# 

+ ! 

+: 

+: 

+rf 

+i 

+rf 

+i 

V 
V 

+ t u 

V 

+a 

+i 

V 

V 

+m 

+m 

+m 

* 

+* 

+* 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

(+ma) 
etc. 

kalbum 

kalbim 

kalbam 

kalbujrf 

kalbltf 

kalblrf 

kalbatum 

kalbatim 

kalbatam 

kalbatum 

kalbatim 

kalbatim 

Chart 32. CASE, Substantive, Absolute State. 
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STEM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Nom.Gen.Ace. (Gen.) 

Masc.Sg.Nom. kalb +u +0 +>{ 

Gen. kalb +)f +0 

Ace. kalb +>f +0 

sarrim (+ma) kalb(u) 
etc, 

+i sarrim kalb(i)c 

v 3 
+a sarrim kalba' 

PI. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fern. Sg.Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

PI. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

kalb +u 

kalb +tf 

kalb +tf 

kalb +a 

kalb +a 

kalb +a 

kalb +a 

kalb +a 

kalb +a 

+ : 

+ : 

+: 

# 

+0 

# 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+* 

+i 

+i 

+tu 

V 
+ta 

V 
V 

V 

sarrim 

sarrim 

sarrim 

sarrim 

sarrim 

sarrim 

sarrim 

sarrim 

sarrim 

kalbu 

kalbl 

kalbl 

kalbat(u) 

kalbat(i)2 

kalbata^ 

kalbat(u) 

kalbat(i)2 

kalbat(i) 

1. Nom. in +u attested in Old Akkadian, later Akkadian poetryf 

and Akkadian of Ugarit. 

2. Gen. in +i in Old Akkadian and later poetry. 

3. Ace. in +a not attested in Akkadian. 

Chart 33. CASE, Substantive, Construct State, 
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STEM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Nom.Gen.Ace. (Gen*) 

Sg.Masc.Nom. kalb +u 40 +)i +i+a (+ma) kalb(u)i(a) 
etc. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fern. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Pl.Masc.Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fem. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

+* 

+i 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+u 

* 

* 

+a 

+a 

+a 

4 
+0 

40 

+0 

40 

+: 

+ : 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+i 

+t 

V 
V 
V 

* 

+i 

+i 

V 
V 

V 

+i+a 

+i+* 

+±+t 

+i+a 

+i+^ 

+i+a 

+i+a 

+i+a 

+i+a 

+i+a 

+i+a 

kalbi(ia) 

kalbi 

kalbati 

kalbati(ia)2 

kalbati 

kalbuia 

kalblia 

kalblia 

kalbatuia 

kalbatiia 

kalbatiia 

1. Standard Akkadian has kalbi. Dialectal Akkadian and Akkadian of 

Ugarit also has kalbu(i)a. For -a-hu-i on a seal, cf. JCS V 

132 and similar forms in Barth, Pronominalbildunff p. 38. 

2. Old Akkadian has (ana) kalbi; later only (ana) kalbi(i)a. 

Chart 3^. CASE, Substantive, Pronominal Suffix, 1st Person Sg. 
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ST£M GEN. NUM. CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Nom.Gen.Acc. (Gen.) 

Masc.Sg.Nom. kalb +u +0 +yl +su+̂ f (-una) kalb(u)su 
etc. 

Gen. kalb +jl 

Ace. kalb +>( 

PI. Nom. kalb +u 

Gen. kalb +tf 

Ace. kalb +x( 

Fem. Sg.Nom. kalb +a 

Gen. kalb +a 

Ace. kalb +a 

Pl# Nom. kalb +a 

Gen. kalb +a 

Ace. kalb +a 

# 

# 

+: 

+ : 

+: 

+0 

# 

*0 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+i 

+a 

+* 

+i 

+i 

V 
V 

V 

+ t u 

V 
V 

+su+j( 

+su+a/ 

+su+j( 

+su+̂ £ 

+SU+*' 

+SU+j( 

+su+̂ £ 

+6U+K 

+su+|C 

+su+a/ 

+SU+jf 

kalbisu 

kalb(a)su 

kalbusu 

kalbisu 

kalbisu 

v ^ 
kalbat(u)su 

kalbatisu 

kalbat(a)su 

- v 1.3 
kalbatusu ' 

kalbatisu 

kalbatisu 

1. Nom. in +u in Old Akkadian and later poetry. 

2. Ace. in +a attested in Old Akkadian, later poetry, and Akkadian 

of Ugarit. 

3« For secondary development of u/1 in kalbatu/Isu see 2.6. 

Chart 35. CASE, Substantive, Pronominal Suffix, 3rd Person Sg. 
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STIM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Nom.Gen.Ace. 

Masc.Sg.Nom. 

Gen, 

Ace. 

PI, Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fern* Sg.Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

PI. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

mahir 

mahir 

majjir 

ma]}ir 

majjir 

ma^ir 

mahir 

maijir 

ma]}ir 

mahir 

majiir 

mahir 

+u 

*t 
* 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+a 

^ 

+0 

* 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

Mf 

4 

* 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+* 

+i 

+a 

+ t u 

V 

V 
+ t u 

V 
+ t a 

+ t u 

V 
V 

-Wl 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

(+ma) 
etc. 

mahirum 

mahirim 

mahiram 

mahirutum 

mahir utim 

mahirutim 

mahiratum 

ma^ir^tim 

maljir^tam 

mahiratum 

mahirat im 

mahiratim 

1. Original (kalbu) mahiru developed to mahirutum by analogy with 

(kalbatum) mahiratum. 

Chart 36. CASE, Participle, Absolute State. 
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STJM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Norn.Gen.Ace. (Gen.) 

Masc.Sg.Norn, mahir +u 

Gen. mahir +*( 

Ace. mahir +yL 

Pl# Norn, majjir +u 

Gen. ma&ir +u 

Ace. mahir +u 

Fem. Sg.Nom. mahir +a 

Gen. mahir +a 

Ace. ma£ir +a 

PI. Noa. ma^ir +a 

Gen. maijir +a 

Ace. mahir +a 

^ 

+0 

* 

+: 

+: 

+ : 

+0 

+0 

4 

+: 

+: 

+ : 

* 

V 

V 

V 

+i 

V 

V 

V 

+a 

V 

V 

V 

kaspim ( 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

kaspim 

+ma) 
etc. 

mahir(u) 

2 
mahir(i) 

ma^ira' 

mat>iru(t)(u)1,if 

2 
mahirut(i) 

mahirut(i) 

mahir^Ct(u) 

mahira't(i)2 

mahirata' 

maijirat(u) f 

2 
mahiratCi) 

mahirat(i) 

1. Nom. in +u attested in late poetry. 

2. Gen. in +i attested in Old Akkadian and late poetry. 

3. Ace. in +a not attested in Akkadian. 

4. Old Akkadian has mahiru kaspim in Masc; therefore, pre

sumably also *mahira kaspim in Fem. 

Chart 37. CASE, Participle, Construct State. 
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STQ4 GEN. NUM. CASE OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

Nom.Gen.Acc. (Gen.) 

Masc.Sg.Nom. ma^ir +u +0 +)£ 

Gen. mahir +)l +0 +i 

Ace. ma^ir +£ +# 

PI. Norn, mahir +u +: + u 

Gen. ma&ir +u +: + , i 

Ace. maijir +u +: v 
Fern. Sg. Norn, mahir +a +0 +.u 

Gen. majiir +a +0 + . i 

Ace. ma^ir +a +# 

PI. Nom. mahir +a +: +.u 

Gen. majjir +a +: + . i 

Ace. mahir +a +: v 

+su+^ 

+su+̂ C 

+su+a/ 

+su+a/ 

+su+a/ 

+su+j£ 

+su+ (̂ 

+su+^ 

+su+̂ C 

+SU+ft' 

(+ma) mahir(u)su 
etc . 

majiirisu 

/ v^ 2 ma^ir(a)su 

mahirut(u)su* 

mahirutisu 

ma&irutisu 

maliira/t(u)su 

mahirutisu 

maljira/t(a)sa 

v 1 3 mahiratusu ' 

mahiratisu 

ma^iratisu^ 

1. Nora, in +u attested in late poetry. 

2. Ace. in +a attested in late poetry. 

3* For secondary +usuf +Isu see 2.6. 

Chart 38. CASE, Participle, Pronominal Suffix. 
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STEM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJECT ATTESTED 

Nom.Gen.Acc. (Gen./Subj.) 

Sg.Masc.Nom 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fern. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

PI.Masc.Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

Fern. Nom. 

Gen. 

Ace. 

V 

s 

s 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 
V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 

s 

s 

!• And older su 

+u 

+* 

* 

+a 

+a 

+a 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+a 

+a 

+a 

imluira, 

• t f 

# 

+$ 

*$ 

*V 

# 

+: 

+: 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+: 

later 

* 

+i 

+a 

+ u 
t 

+ti 

+ta 

«tu 

+ti 

V 

-»tu 

V 

V 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

kalbim 

sa imhuru, "he who received, 

v 2 
su 

si 

V 

sa 

sat* 

sati 

*sat* 

sut* 

suti 

sut^ 

sat* 

*sati 

sat^ 

," etc* 

2. The full declension of this pronoun exists only in the Sargonic 

period; see MAD II pp. 133f. The full reconstruction of the 

cases is based on Arabic Sg^ Masc. du, dl, da, Fern, datu, dati, 

data, PI. Masc. dawu, dawi, Fem. dawatu, dawati. 

Chart 39. CASE, Pronoun, Determinative. 
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OBJ. ATTESTED 

— *anaku 

2 
— iati 

— iasim 

— (aa)nahna/u 
(3a)nlnu 

— niati 

— niasim 

Nom. 3anaku of Pers. Pron. I was replaced by i of Pers. Pron. II 

in obi. case. The latter occurs also in the Poss. Pron. iaum 

"my." 

For secondary +ti and +sim see 3*7. 

The reconstruction of na is questionable• This pronoun appears 

as (Ja)ninu in Akkadian and (3a)nafrna/u in other Semitic languages, 

PI. suffix -nu was borrowed from 3antunu, sunu, etc. Nom. 3anlnu 

of Pers. Pron. I was replaced by ni of Pers. Pron. II in obi. 

case. The latter occurs in the Poss. Pron. niaum "our." 

Chart 1*0. CASE, Pronoun, Personal, 1st Person, 

122 

STEM GEN. NUM. CASE 

Masc ./Fern. Sg. Nom. 

Gen./Ace. 

Dat. 

PI . Nom. 

(3an+)'a+k 

i 

(3an+)na? 

— 

— 

— 

— 

N o n u ^ D a t . 

— +u 

+a 

+a 

— + u n 

Gen./Ace. ni 

Dat» ni 
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STM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ATTESTED 

N o m ' l c c ; D a t ' 

Sg.Masc.Nom. (*an+)t +u +0 +ji — 3ant^ 

Gen./Ace. k +u +0 +a — kuati 

Dat. k +u +0 +a — kuasim 

Fem. Nom. (3an+)t +i 40 +tf -- 'anti 

Gen./Ace. k +i 4# +a — kiati 

Dat. k +i -K2T +a — kiasim 

Pl.Masc.Nom. (3an+)t +u + u +rf — 'antunu 
n 

Gen./Acc. k +u + Q U +rf — kunu^ti 

Dat. k +u + u +*( — kunu^sim 
n 

a 
Fem. Nom. (>an+)t +i + i +tf — 'anting 

n 
Gen./Acc. k +i + i +a — kin^ati 

n 
Dat. k +i + i +a — kin^asim 

n 

1# U of »antu is reconstructed from the PI. 3antunu. Nom. Jantu 

of Pers. Pron. I was replaced by ku, etc., of Pers. Pron I in 

obi. case. The latter occurs in the Poss. Pron. kuaum, »kiaum, 

kunuaum, and *kinaum. 

2» For secondary +ti and +sim see 3.7» 

Chart kl. CASE, Pronoun, Personal, 2nd Person. 
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STM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ATTESTED 

Sg.Masc.Nom. 

Gen./Ace. 

Dat. 

s +u +0 +£ 

s +u 40 

s +u +0 +a 

su 

sua(ti) 

v v. 3 
suasim 

Fem. Nom. s 

Gen./Ace. s 

Dat. s 

+i +0 +>( 

+i +0 

+i +0 

- si 

siati 

siasim 

Pl.Masc.Nom. 

Gen./Ace. 

Dat. 

Fem. Nom. 

Gen./Ace. 

Dat. 

s 

V 

s 

V 

s 
V 

s 
V 

s 

+U + U +)f 
n 

+u + u 
n 

sunu 

+u + u 
n 

+i + ni ^ 

+i + i 
n 

+x + x 
n 

+t 

+a 

sunu^tx 

sunu^sim 

a 
sin^ 

sin^ati 

sin^asim 

1. Pers. Pron. su, sif sunu, and sina occur also in the Poss. Pron. 

v v v v . 

suaum, siaum, sunuaum, and sxnaum. 

2. The form sua is attested for both the Gen. and Ace. in Old 

Akkadian. For secondary +ti and +sim see 3.7. 

3« Also suas in Old Akkadian. 

*t. Also suniti in Old Akkadian and Old Assyrian. 

Chart k2. CASE, Pronoun, Personal, 3rd Person. 
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"STEM" GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Gen.Dat.Acc. 

Sg.Masc/Fem.Gen. kalbu+i — — +a 

Dat. jarahur>{+i — — +a 

Ace. jarahur>(+i — — +̂ ( 

Pl.Masc/Fem.Gen. kalbu+ni — — +a 

Dat. jamhurjf+ni — — +a 

Ace. jam^ur^+ni — — +a 

— (+ma) k a l b ( u ) i ( a ) 
e t c . 

imhuri/am 
•z 

imhurCn)^ 

ka lbun i / a 

imhurniasim 

im^urn ia t i 

1. Standard Akkadian has kalbi. Dialectal Akkadian and Akkadian of 

Ugarit also has kalbu(i)a. For -a-hu-i on a seal, cf. JCS V 132 

and similar forms in Barth, Pronominalbildung p. 38. 

2. Reconstructed Ind. jam̂ uryf+ĵ -fa-Hn results in standard im^uram, once 

imfeurim (TCL XXIII 96:7, Mari) from jamkury(+i+jC+m. 

3. Reconstructed Ind. jamfauru+^i+a/ results in standard imiiurni, but 

imfeuri in Old Assyrian. 

4. Reconstructed kalbu+ni+a7 results in standard kalbuni, but also 

kalbuna, from kalbu+nj+a. in Old Akkadian. 

5» Also +nias in Old Akkadian. 

Chart hi. CASE, Pronoun, Suffixal, 1st Person After 

Noun and Verb in Sg* 
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"STEM" GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Gen.Dat.Acc. 

Sg.Masc/Fem.Gen. kalbu+i 

Dat. iamhuru+ i — 
** n 

Ace. jamhuru+ i — 

Pl.Masc/Fem.Gen. kalbu+ni 

Dat. jamhuru+ni — 

Ace. jamhuru+ni — 

+a — (+ma) kalbuia 
e t c . 

+A — imhurunim 

+^ — irn^uruni 

+ ^ — kalbuni 

imijuruniasim 

imjiuruniati 

+a 

1. From jamhuru+^i+a'+m. 

Chart kk. CASE, Pronoun, Suffixal, 1st Person After Noun 

and Verb in PI. 
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STEM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Gen.Dat.Acc. 

Sg.Masc.Gen. +k +;* +0 +a — (+ma) kalbu+ka1 

etc. 

Dat. +k +u +0 +/( — imfcur+kum 

Ace. +k +i£ +0 +a — imiiur+ka 

Fern. Gen. +k +i +0 +fL — kalbu+ki 

Dat. +k +i +0 +j( — imhur+kim 

Ace. +k +i +0 +a/ ~ imljur+ki 

Pl.Masc.Gen. +k +u + Q U +J( ~ kalbu+kunu 

Dat. +k +u + u +a/ — imhur+kunusim 

Ace. +k +u + u +a/ — imhur+kunu(ti) 
n 

Fem. Gen. +k +i + % +a — kalbu+kina 
n 

Dat. +k +i + X +a — imtjur+kinasim 

Ace. +k +i + i +a — imhur+kina(ti) 

1. No difference in the form of the pronoun, whether the previous 

noun or verb is in Sg. or PI. 

Chart +̂5. CASE, Pronoun, Suffixal, 2nd Person, 
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STSM GEN. NUM. CASE OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Gen.Dat.Ace. 

Sg.Masc.Gen. +s +u +0 +*£ 

Dat. +s +u +0 +*( 

Ace. +s +u +# +a 

Fem. Gen. +s +i +0 +a 

Dat. +s +i +0 +^ 

Acc» +s +i +0 +a — imhur+si/a 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

(+ma) kalbu+su 
etc. 

imhur+sum 

imhur+su 

kalbu+si/a 

im^ur+sim 

3 

4 

kalbu+sunu/i/a Pl.Masc.Gen. +s +u + u +a 
n 

x - 6 
Dat. +s +u + u +fl — imhur+sunu/isim 

n ** 
^ v 9 

Ace. +s +u + u +a — imhur+sunu/i(ti) 
n w 

Fem. Gen. +s +i + X +a — kalbu+sina 

Dat. +s +i + i- +a — im{uir+sinasim 

Ace. +s +i + X + a — imhur+sina(ti) 

n w 

1. No difference in the form of the pronoun, whether the previous 

noun or verb is in Sg. or PI. 

2. But also +sa+ in standard Akkadian ju+sa+mtiir. 

3* Kalbu+sa in standard Akkadian; sporadically kalbu-fsi in Old Akkad-

ian and Old Babylonian (MAD II p. 129); also Akkadian of Ugarit. 

.̂ Imhur+sa occurs several times in Akkadian of Ugarit, 

5* Kalbu+sunu in standard Akkadian; kalbu+suni, kalbu+suna also in 

Old Akkadian. 

6, Im&ur+sunusim in standard Akkadian; once imhur+sunisim in Old 

Akkadian. 

7. Imhur+sunuti in Old Babylonian; imhur+sunu in Old Assyrian; 

ijnhur+sunut imhur+suni, and imhur+suniti in Old Akkadian. 

Chart **6. CASE, Pronoun, Suffixal, 3rd Person. 
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"STEM" GEN. NUM. MOOD OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

Ind.Subj. 

S g . l s t Masc/Fem.Ind Da+mhur +u +0 +>f 

2nd Masc. 

+0 (+ma) 3amhur^ 
e tc . 

u 
Subj. 3a+mhur +y{ +0 +a +0 'amhura 

Ind. ta+mhur +u +0 +tf *0 tamhurtf 
u 

Subj. ta+mhur +tf +0 +a +0 tamhura 

Fem. Ind. ta+mfcur +a +0 +>{ +0 

Subj. ta+m^ur +a +0 +£ +0 

3rd Masc. Ind. ja+mljur +u +0 +)l +0 

Subj. ja+m£ur +>£ +0 + a +0 

Fem. Ind. ja+mlnir +a +0 +>f +0 

Subj. ja+mhur +a +0 +a +0 

PI. 1st Masc./Fem.Ind. na+rahur +u +0 +tf +0 

Subj. na+mhur +>{ +0 + a +0 

2nd Masc. Ind. ta+mhur +u +: +>{ +0 

Subj. ta+mhur +u +: +£ +0 

Fem. Ind. ta+mhur +a +: +y( +0 

Subj. ta+mhur +a +: +a/ +0 

3rd Masc. Ind. ja+mhur +u +: +^ +0 

Subj. ja+mhur +u +: +^ +0 

Fem. Ind. ja+mhur +a +: +>{ +0 

Subj. ja+mhur +a +: +£ +0 

tamliuri 

tamhuri 

jamhurtf 
u 

jamhura 

t ji 
jamhura' 
t M u 
jamhura 

namhur^ 
u 

namljura 

tamhuru 

tamljuru 

tamhura 

tamhura 

jamhuru 

jamhuru 

jamhura 

jamhura 

Chart V?. MOOD, Verb. 
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Sg.lst Masc/Fem. Ind, 

Subj. 

2nd Masc. Ind, 

Subj. 

Fern. Ind, 

Subj, 

3rd Masc. Ind, 

Subj. 

Fem. Ind, 

Subj. 

PI. 1st Masc/Fem. Ind, 

Subj, 

2nd Masc. Ind, 

Subj. 

Fem. Ind, 

Subj. 

3rd Mascr Ind. 

Subj. 

Fem. I n d . 

S u b j . 

"STM" GEN. NUM. 

mahir-Pak 

mahir+^ak 

mahir+t +u +0 

majiir+t +u +0 

maijir+t +i +0 

ma^ir+t +i +0 

mahir+jf +u +0 

maljir+/ +)i +0 

maljir+^ +a +0 

ma^ir+j' +a +0 

majjir+na 

majjir+na 

maljir+t +u +nu 

majjir+t +u + u 

maljir+t +i + i 

mahir+t + i + i 

maljir+/ +u +: 

mahir+/ +u +: 

ma{jir+/ +a +: 

ma&ir+/ +a +: 

MOOD O B J . ATTESTED 

I n d . S u b j . 

+u +0 mah^raku 

+*C +0 mah^raku 

a 
+tf — ma&irattt' 

a 
+*( — majj^rat)<f 

+tf — ma^frSti 

+X — majorat! 

+>( +0 maljir^ 

+a +0 mah^ra 

+li +0 ma^ra(t) 

+*£ +0 ma^ra(t ) 

u 
+tf —? rna^ran^ 

u 
+t —? mafyjtranjt 

+4 — mal^ratunu 

+J* — mayfratunu 

a 
+rf — mayta t in* 

a 
+jt — mayfratin^ 

+t 40 may^ru 

+^ +0 mayku 

+tf +0 mayra 

+*( 40 mah^ra 

Chart 48. MOOD, S ta t ive . 
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k. OBJECT 

*t.l. Definition of the Object 

The rank number k after the stem is occupied by the object, which 

follows the markers of gender, number, and case / mood in ranks 1, 2, 

and 3i respectively. 

Chart 49 illustrates the object as used in the Gen. (or Subj.), 

Dat., and Ace. in Akkadian. 

Notes to Chart k9: 

Noun includes here the substantive and participle; verb includes 

here the fientive verb, partially also the imperative and stative. 

Nouns and determinative pronouns are followed by the object, which 

can be represented by a noun or personal pronoun in Gen., or by a verb 

in Subj.; absence of the object is indicated by m in the noun. Verbs 

are followed by a noun or personal pronoun in Dat. or Ace; absence 

of the object is indicated by g in the verb, Statives behave normally 

like verbs. Personal pronouns are never followed by an object; see 

The Akkadian verb shows two syntactical constructions in connec

tion with the object. One construction has the verb followed by the 

v v 

object in the form of a pronominal suffix, as in im^ur+sum or imhur+su. 

In all other cases, the verb follows the object. This latter construc

tion is attested in all periods and areas of Akkadian. With other 

scholars I assume that the posited common Semitic sequence verb plus 

object must have applied originally also to Akkadian, and the 
131 
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SUBJECT 

kalbu 

kalbu 

kalbu 

kalbu 

kalbu 

su 

su 

su 

jamhuryf 

jamijurtf 

jam£ur# 

jamhurjf 

jamhur^ 

jam^uiy 

jam^ur^ 

jamljurtf 

jamjar** 

jamhurtf 

jamhurtf 

Gen/Sub j. 

sarrim 

sarrisu 

+SU 

+m 

u 
jamhura 

sarrim 

sarrisu 

u 
jamijura 

OBJECT 

Dat. 

sarris 

ana sarrim 

sarrissu 

ana sarrisu 

V V 

suas 

ana 

+sum 

suasim 

Ace. 

sarram 

sarrasu 

+SU 

*0 

TRANSLATION 

"dog of the king" 

"dog of his king" 

"his 

"dog 

"dog 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

"he 

dog 

ii 

: whe 

.» 

> received" 

of the king" 

of his king" 

who 

rec' 

rec' 

rec1 

rec' 

rec 

rec 

rec 

rec 

rec 

rec 

rec 

received" 

'd for the king" 

d for the king" 

'd for his king" 

'd for his king" 

'd for him" 

•d for him" 

'd for him" 

'd the king" 

!d his king" 

'd him" 

!d" 

Chart ^9» Case / Mood of the Object. 
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historically attested sequence object in Ace. (or Dat.) plus verb is 

due to the Sumerian influence. The posited verb plus object order is 

supported by the subject plus object order in Akkadian, as in bell 

sum! izzakar "my lord has named my name11 (von Soden, GAG § 130f); 

in Proto-Semitic, as in ju+sa+mhir+u "he (here; ju in Nom.) caused 

him (there; sa in Ace.) to be received" (see 8.1), and generally 

in West Semitic languages. 

The prepositional phrases with ana (and the like) are presum

ably late. Thus sarris "to the king" may be older than ana sarrim. 

Similarly sarrissu "to his king" may be older than ana sarrisu, 

and suae "to him" may be older than ana suasim. 

The object may be as short as a pronominal suffix or mimation 

(or nunation); it may be a noun or a verb with or without a pronom

inal suffix; or it may consist of linguistic segments longer than 

what we normally understand as a "word." 

As shown in Chart 30. just as the first linguistic segment 

consists of a subject and object I, so object I in turn consists 

of a subject and object II. Object II in turn can be subdivided 

into subject and object III, and so on with longer linguistic 

segments. Each object, primary or secondary, is a linguistic seg

ment which consists of the stem, gender, number, case (or mood), 

and object. 

In discussing such linguistic segments as kalbum, kalbusu, 

kalbu wardim, kalbu wardisu, kalbu wardi sarrisu, I have inten

tionally avoided using the term "word." This is simply due to my 

inability to define it. I find Bloomfield's definition of "word" 

as "a minimum free form" (in Language II [1926] p. 156) or "the 
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kalbu +su 

STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT II 

kalbu wardim 

STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT I 

kalb +u +0 +)£ wardim 

STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT II 

ward +rf +# +i +m 

SUBJECT OBJECT I 

kalbu +ffl 

STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT I 

kalb +u +J2T -t-̂T +m 

kalbu wardi+ 

kalbu wardi 

su 

STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT III 

+s +u +0 +ji 

sarri+su 

STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT IV 

sarr +)£ +0 +i +su 

Chart 50. Types of Objects, 
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4.2. Pronominal Suffixes 135 

minimum of free form" (in his Language [New York, 1933] p. 178) un

satisfactory; "minimum" makes no sense, and "word" is tautological 

with "free form." Writing conventions, considerations of stress 

units, and meanings of the words for "word" in the native language 

are of some help, but cannot be considered as sufficient criteria 

for defining words. For a recent attempt to define the term 

"word" ("parola") in Semitic languages, see P. Fronzaroli in Ac-

cademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rendiconti della Classe di Scienze 

morali, storiche e filologiche, serie VIII, vol. XXI (1966) pp. 

210-223, esp. pp. 220ff. Note also the following statement by a 

structural linguist: "Yet no generally accepted and satisfactory 

definition exists, and some linguists deny any validity to the 

word as a unit, relegating it to folk linguistics" (Joseph H. Green-

berg, Essays in Linguistics [Chicago, 1963] p. 27). 

4.2. Pronominal Suffixes 

Charts 53-64 present the object in the form of pronominal suf

fixes in standard Akkadian. For exact morphemic interpretations, see 

Charts 43-46 on pronominal suffixes under 3. CASE. 

The following notes illustrate the distribution and usage of 

the pronominal suffixes in Akkadian and other Semitic languages. 

The object in Gen. (Charts 53-j?4) occurs in Akkadian and all 

other Semitic languages only with the noun, as in kalbuka "thy dog" 

or kalbuka "thy dogs." 

The object in Dat. (Charts 55-58) appears only in Akkadian and 

only in the verb. The simple Dat. I (Charts 55-56) occurs in 

iddinam "he gave to me," iddinunim "they gave to me," illikam 

"he went to me," illikunim "they went to me." 
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The Dat. pronominal suffixes for the 1st person gradually came 

to be used in the sense of a dativus commodi or dativus ethicus, 

especially in the verbs of movement, which are most susceptible of 

this development. Thus allikam "I went for me" can be perfectly 

paralleled by the French je m'en vais, the Italian me ne vadot and 

even by the medieval vadent se, vadant sibi, sedete vobis (discussed 

in Einar Lofstedt, Philologischer Kommentar zur Peregrinatio Aetheriae 

[Uppsala, 1911] pp# l40f., ref. from Miss Erica Reiner). Also the 

extension of the use of the 1st person +am of allikam to cover the 

2nd and 3rd persons in tallikam, illikam,etc., can be paralleled in 

other languages, as in Slavonic, in which se, originally only the 3rd 

person, is used for all persons and numbers. See discussion by Gelb 

in BO XII (1955) p. 109b. 

The gradual evolution of the meaning "I went for me" to "I came" 

in verbs of movement is reflected in the origin of a mood called ven-

tive in Akkadian. See the fundamental study by B. Landsberger, "Der 

Ventiv des Akkadischen,f* ZA XXXV (1924) pp. 113-123* This is the mood 

called "allative" by other scholars, such as Ungnad in his grammar 

and Gelb, BO XII p. 109b. From verbs of movement the use of the 

allative was gradually extended to verbs of other categories, where 

it has a vague and ill-defined force of a dativus ethicus. The for

mal use of this Dat. II is illustrated in Charts 57-58 and 63-64. 

The m of the Dat.^II is regularly assimilated to the following 

consonant^ as in imhurapf+su "he received him," imhuratf+ka "he received 

thee." Very rarely m is preserved,as in i-ra-di-a-am-ku-nu-ti "he 

will bring to you" (Sidney Smith, Cuneiform Texts from Cappadocian 

Tablets . . . II [London, 1924] 4b No. 9); at-tar-da-[a]k-kum-su-nu-ti 

"I sent them to thee" (Otto Schroeder, Vorderasiatiache Schriftdenkmaler 
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. . . „ XVI [Leipzig, 1917] 71:9). The reading ig-ba-tu-nim-su 

(H. F. Lutz, Yale Oriental Series II [New Haven, 19173 1:20) in 

B. Landsberger, ZA XXXV (1924) p. 120, is to be corrected to 

iz-zu-uh-ma (collated). 

In place of the Akkadian allative / ventive am, Arabic and 

apparently also Ugaritic have a mood called energic I, characterized 

by the marker an, which appears both in the fientive verb and im

perative. For the possibility of linking the Hebrew cohortative, 

as in ^sallaha "*ay I send" or quma "stand upi", with the energic 

I, see above under 3*9. The marker na of an+na in the energic II 

of Hebrew and Arabic is of unknown origin and irrelevant in the 

present context. 

The combination am+ni of the Akkadian Ace. II (Chart 6l) cor

responds to the combination an+ni, that is, energic I plus pronom-
n 

inal suffix, of Hebrew and Arabic. Thus Akkadian imhuraflni "he 

received me" finds perfect correspondence in Hebrew jskabbadanni 

"he shall honor me" or in Arabic fala tafrrimanni "do not refuse 

mei" 

The object in Ace. (Charts 39-62) is used in all Semitic 

languages only in the verb, as in imhurni "he received me," 

imhuruni flthey received me." 

Characteristic of Akkadian is the combination of the pro-k *L 
nominal suffixes Dat. II plus Ace. I, as in atrudagikujtfsu "I sent 

him to thee." Apparently the only forms occurring are +am+, plus 

the Dat. pronominal suffix -*-kum+ (presumably also Fern. +kim+), 

plus the Ace. pronominal suffixes +su and +sunu(ti) (presumably 

also Fern. +sa and +sina(ti))« The case of imhurassu (and 

amhurassu, etc.) in Charts 6l and 6^ requires a careful study.* 
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In place of the Akkadian Dat. II + Ace. I construction, we find 

in other Semitic languages the Ace. I + Ace. I construction, as in 

Arabic 3actajtu+ka+hu "I gave it to thee." 

4#3. Mimation 

Chart 31 illustrates the main points of the distributional pat

tern of mimation in Akkadian. 

From the comparison of kalbu sarrim and kalbu+su with kalbu+m it 

is clear that rank number 4 after the stem, occupied by the object 

in the form of sarrim or +su, is also occupied by -m of the mimation. 

Thus m appears to be the signal marking the absence of the object. 

The comparison of jamhur^ sarram and jamfauryf-t-su with jamhuryf 

yields the same results• However, the verb jam^urtf has no overt 

mimation, but a g marker to denote the absence of the object. 

The structure of the pronouns is different. There is a Constr. 

St. of the determinative pronoun in su sarrim, parallel to kalbu 

sarrim, but there can be neither a pronominal suffix nor mimation 

following the pronoun. The personal pronouns, either independent 

or suffixal, never take an object and consequently never carry mima

tion. Since the structure of the pronouns generally does not allow 

the use of the object, it is impossible to indicate the absence of 

the object by a g mark. 

The consonant m of urn is not mimation since it forms an organic 

part of urn, which marks the Loc. case in rank number 3$ not 4. Cf. 

the Loc. qirb+»{+0+uin+ka > qirbukka "in your midst," parallel to the 

Dat. case qirb+tt+g+is+ka > qirbiska "to your middle." 

The consonant m of the Dat. and Ace. cases of the personal 

pronoun, both independent and suffixal, is to be considered equally 
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"STEM" GEN. NUM. 

kalb +u *# 

kalb +u +0 

kalb +u +# 

jamhur +u •*$ 

jamiiur +u +0 

jamtiur +u +# 

s +u +# 

s +u 40 

s +u +# 

kalbu 

sarr +>( ••# 

kalbu 

s +u +# 

kalbu 

jamhur +>( +# 

kalbu 

jamhur +>( «t# 

CASE OBJECT ENCL. 
MOOD 

+)i sarrim (+ma) 

+£ +su 

+tf +m 

+)& sarram 

+ji +su 

+* +0 

+j^ sarrim 

+i +m 

+a +su 

ATTESTED 

kalbu sarrim 

kalbusu 

kalbum 

jamhur>( sarram 

jamhur^su 

jamhurjf 

su sarrim 

su (no Pron. Suf f . ) 

su (no mimation) 

kalbu sarrim 

kalbusu 

kalbu jamhura 

kalbu jam&urasu 

Chart 51. Structure of Mimation. 
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outside of the mimation. See 3.7. Examples are suasimt iddin+niasim, 

iddin+kum, iddin+am, iddin+ag+kum, iddinu+nijn+kum, iddin+ajfi+ka, 

iddinu+nig+ka, iddin+ag+kujit+su, etc. 

The formal aspect of the distribution of mimation and nunation 

in Semitic languages is shown in Chart 52. We shall consider first 

the noun and then the verb. 

Overtly or covertly, the Sg, of the noun has mimation in all 

Semitic languages, with the exception of Arabic which has nunation. 

Based on parallels in Akkadian, as in biltim > biltin, annutim 

> annutin, anni.jatim > annijatin, and in Indo-European languages, as 

in Latin donum, Greek doron, English bosom, German Busen, I suggested 

in Morphology of Akkadian p. 9 that the phonetic change m > n is more 

likely than n > m, and consequently that mimation is older than 

nunation. 

The PI. and Du. of the noun have mimation or nunation, with the 

variation m/n occurring freely even within the same dialectal area, 

as marked by vertical lines in Chart 52* 

An important feature of the PI. of the noun is the existence of 

ma in Ugaritic and Old Canaanite, and of na in Ugaritic and Arabic. 

In several West Semitic languages the fientive verb and the im

perative have na or n in the PI. and ni in the Du, which follow not 

only the long u and a of the PI. and Du., but also the (secondarily) 

long I of the Fem. Sg. Only South Arabic apparently has n following 

a short vowel (u) of the Masc. S^^ See Maria Hofner, Altsudarabische 

Grammatik (Leipzig, 19Vj) p. 71. In A. F. L# Beeston, A Descriptive 

Grammar of Epigraphic South Arabian (London, 1962) p. 23t the inter

pretation of the written South Arabic n, either as an of the North 

Arabic energic or na of the indicative, is not clear. 
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NOUN 

Sg. PI* Du. Sg. 

VERB 

PI. Du. 

Akkadian kalbum kalburf kalban jamhur/ jamfcuru jamhura 

Ugaritic 

Old 

Canaan* 

(EA) 

KLBK 

KLBK 

'aslruma 

*aslrlma 

bidaluma 

bidaluna 

samuma 

suslma 

KLBM TQTLN JQTLN JQTLN 

Nahrlma jaqtulu jaqtuluna ? 

Nahrina 

Hebrew kalbujrf suslm 

(Mesac +n) 

susaim taqtullntf jaqtulW 

(Mesac +n) taqtulina 

Syriac kalburf kalbin kalbain taqtulina* jaqtulunj( 

South KLBM KLBN 

Arabic 

KLBN JQTLN JQTLN JQTLN 

TQTLN 

Arabic qa§sabun qas,sabuna qas,sabani taqtulina jaqtuluna jaqtulani 

Chart 52* Mimation and Nunation in Semitic Languages. 
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Two important questions concern, first, the interpretation of a 

in ma and na of the PI. and Du. in the noun; and, secondly, the rela

tion of na and n of the PI. and Du. in the verb to the mimation and 

nunation of the noun. 

In relation to the origin of a in ma and na of the PI. and Du. 

in the noun, two possible interpretations can be offered. 

One interpretation, which I held for many years, was that forms 

without a, namely kalbum (or kalbun and Du. kalbam, kalban), were 

original in Proto-Semitic, but that they were extended in West 

Semitic by the addition of a (or i), becoming kalbuma (or kalbuna) 

and Du. kalbami, kalbani), because of the aversion of certain West 

Semitic languages to stressed long vowels in a closed position. For 

Arabic, cf., e.g., Fleisch, L'Arabe classique pp. 17 and 84, and 

idem, Traite I p. 164. For secondary dissimilation in Du. *kalbama, 

•kalbana to kalbami. kalbani, see 2.3. 

The second interpretation, which I now definitely favor, is 

that a of ma in kalbuma?etc.« is not secondary, but original. A 

priori, the temporal precedence of ma over m is indicated by the 

existence of suslma with a, in Old Canaanitef but susim in (later) 

Hebrew. For other evidence in favor of the antiquity of ma, see 

below. 

In taking a of ma as primary, we can justify the preservation 

of a after a long vowel in PI. and Du., but its loss after a short 

vowel in Sg., by the aversion of some West Semitic languages to 

stressed long vowels in a closed position noted just above. 

The answer to the question as to whether na and n in the PI. 

and Du. of the verb are related to the mimation and nunation of the 

noun can be given in the affirmative. If mimation and nunation 

serve the purpose of signaling the absence of the object in the noun, 
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as in kalbu+m compared with kalbu+su, then na and n should sejrve the 

same purpose in jaqtulu+na, jaqtulu+n as compared with jaqtulu+su. 

Thus na and n of the verb perform the same function as m and n of 

the noun. 

Below under 9.2 it is suggested that the verbal markers na and 

n were borrowed from the noun together with the case / mood, gender, 

and number systems. 

This is the general picture of the treatment of mimation and 

uunation after the long vowels of the PI. and Du.: g[ and n (the 

latter only in the Du. of the noun) in Akkadian; ma and na in 

Ugaritic, Old Canaanite, and Arabic; and na, m/n (also 0 in the 

verb) in Hebrew and Syriac. 

Four basic conclusions have been reached in regard to the 

mimation and uunation in Semitic languages: 

a) Mimation and jiunation include the following markers: 

Noun, Sg.: m, n 

PI.: ma, na, m, n 

Du.: ma, na, ni, m, n 

Verb, Sg.: na, n (only? in 2nd Fern.) 

PI.: na, n 

Du.: ni 

b) Markers with a, namely ma and na, are older than markers 

without a. The vowel i of ni of the Du, is derived bydissimilation 

from a of na. 

c) M of the mimation is older than n of the nunation. 

d) Mimation and nunation serve the purpose of signaling the 

absence of the object in the noun and verb. 

The first three points add up to the main conclusion that the 
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original marker of the mimation / nunation was ma. 

After years of fruitless attempts to explain the function of 

mimation (or nunation) in Semitic languages, the solution here pro

posed appears too simple to be true: mimation is nothing but a 

marker signaling the absence of certain morphemes. This conclusion, 

resulting solely from considerations of morpheme sequence, provides 

an excellent illustration of the advantages of sequential recon

struction* 

Thus mimation does not represent a stop or a pause, as I once 

thought (Morphology of Akkadian p. 8), or a terminal / pausal form 

(Reiner, LAA p. 57). Nothing in the structure of Semitic languages 

supports the once widely held idea that mimation has an indefinite 

function and nunation a definite one. 

There was no functional difference between the markers ma and 

na or m and n, or among any of the four markers. Mimation in the 

Sg. of a noun has the same function as nunation in the PI. or Du. 

of a noun. Mimation in one Semitic language corresponds exactly to 

nunation in another Semitic language. Originally, neither mimation 

nor nunation served the functions of definite or indefinite articles 

in the noun. It was only in the later stages of Semitic languages, 

after the introduction of the definite articles, such as hal+t
 aal+, 

3an+1 or +an+, that the old markers of mimation or nunation acquired 

the function of indefiniteness. Thus the creation of the definite 

3al-kalbu "the dog" in North Arabic made kalbu+n indefinite, just 

as the definite kalb+an+u made kalbu+m indefinite in South Arabic. 

The preservation of +na or +niin PI. or Du. in the definite noun, 

as in ^al-qagsabuna, Jal-qassabaini, is due to the preceding Ion? 

vowel. See my Morphology of Akkadian p. 9. 
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One of the greatest surprises resulting from sequential recon

struction is the discovery that also the marker mu of the Part., like 

mimation and nunation of nouns and verbs, signals the absence of a 

morpheme. Thus mu, the first-rank prefix in mu+samhir+um "the one 

who caused it to be received," is nothing else than the signal marking 

the absence of the first-rank prefix in the fientive verb, as in 

ju+samhir+u "he caused it to be received." See 9.3. Since ju is 

the subject of the verbal action, mu denotes here the absence of the 

subject (not of the object, as with the mimation and nunation). 

The existence of markers mu and ma to denote the absence of 

certain morphemes raises the interesting question as to the origin 

of these two markers. 

Taking ma and mu to be the signals marking the absence of certain 

morphemes, it is tempting to assume that these two markers originally 

represented a word with the meaning "anyone," "anybody," or "anything" 

(except the object or subject normally found in such and such an en

vironment). Hence, if kalbu+su means "dog of his" and jamfeuru+su "he 

received him," kalbu+ma could mean "dog of any (body)" and jainhuru+ma 

"he received any(body)." Similarly, if ju+samhir+u means "he caused 

it to be received," mu+samhir+um could be translated as "any(body) 

who caused it to be received.11 If this be the case, then ma should 

represent a word in the object case, with the vowel a of the Gen./Acc, 

and mu should represent the same word in the subject case, with the 

vowel u of the Nom. For the markers u in the Nom. and a in the Gen./ 

Ace., dominating the case system of the Semitic languages, see 3.2. 

Such a word exists in Semitic languages in two forms: 

1) as the indefinite enclitic +ma (and the like), and 2) as the in

definite / interrogative pronoun mu+, mi+, ma+, with quite a few 
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vocalic variations in different Semitic languages, Cf, Akkadian man, 

min "quis," "quid," or man+ma% min+ma "quis+que," "quid+que," 

briefly noted under 1.6. For some ossified forms of mu in Akkadian, 

see von Soden, GAG § ^ c . Cf. further an Akkadian personal name 

Mu-ni-e-pu-us-DINGIR "what have I done, 0 God" in Knut L. Tallqvist, 

Assyrian Personal Names (Helsingfoxs, 1911*) p. 139. For other 

Semitic languages, see Barth, Pronominalbildung p. 1*0, and generally 

on ma, etc., pp. 137-1^3 and 169-175. 

My interpretation of ma of the mimation and of mu of the parti

ciples as derived from the indefinite / interrogative pronoun mu+, 

mi+, ma+ superficially resembles two theories set forth years ago. 

E. Osiander, ZDMG XX (1866) pp. 231f., followed by Brockelmann, 

GVG I p. 4 72, and other scholars, proposed that long before the 

creation of the definite article, the Semitic languages felt the 

need to express indefiniteness in the noun, which they achieved by 

means of the particle ma. H. Ewald, Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der 

hebraischen Sprache(5th ed., Leipzig, 1844) p. 305» supported by 

H. S. Nyberg in Le Monde Oriental XIV (1920) p. 177, suggested 

that ma+, mi+, mu+ of the participles, nomina loci, temporis, 

instruments and abstracta are derived from the pronoun ma "what." 

The following can be said in comment to the above. Early Semitic 

languages expressed neither definiteness (determination) nor in

definiteness (indetermination), and the original function of the 

mimation had nothing to do with either. The two theories were 

proposed without any connection between the markers of the mima

tion and participles. The connection with the pronoun and enclit

ic HS w a s based on intuitive judgment, without factual evidence. 

Positional or sequential analysis played of course no role in the 

two proposed theories. 
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STEX GENDER NUM. CASE OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.) ( S g . ) (Nom.) Gen. 

Sg. 1 s t Masc./Fem. kalb +u 40 +̂ ( + i (+ma) kalbi1 

etc. 

2nd Masc. kalb +u 40 +tf +ka kalb(u)ka 

Fern, kalb +u 40 +i +ki kalb(u)ki 

3rd Masc. kalb +u 40 +yL 4-su kalb(u)su 

Fem. kalb +u 40 +tf +sa kalb(u)sa 

PI. 1st Masc./Fem. kalb +u 40 4j* +ni kalb(u)ni 

2nd Masc. kalb +u 40 4>( +kunu kalb(u)kunu 

Fem. kalb 4U 40 +tf +kina kalb(u)kina 

3rd Masc. kalb 4U +0 +>{ +sunu kalb(u)sunu 

Fem. kalb +u 40 +•£ +sina kalb(u)sina 

1. Noun includes here the substantive and participle. 

Chart 53. OBJECT, Noun, Sg., Pron. Suff., Gen. 
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STEM GENDER NUM. CASE OBJ. ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Maac.) (PI.) (Norn.) Gen. 

$8* 

PI. 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

Masc./Fem. 

Masc. 

Fern. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc./Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

Masc. 

Fem. 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

kalb 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+ : 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+ : 

+rf 

+* 

+* 

+* 

+t 

+4 

+t 

+t 

+rf 

+* 

+i (+ma 
etc 

+ka 

+ki 

V 

+su 

V 

+sa 

+ni 

+kunu 

+kina 

+sunu 

+sina 

) kalbuia 

kalbuka 

kalbuki 

kalbusu 

kalbusa 

kalbuni 

kalbukunu 

kalbukina 

kalbusunu 

kalbusina 

1. Noun includes the substantive and participle. 

Chart J2*. OBJECT, Noun, PI., Pron. Suff. f Gen. 
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"STM* GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.)(Sg.)(lnd.) Dat. I 

Sg.lst Maso/Fem. 

2nd Masc% 

Fern, 

3rd Masc. 

Fern. 

PI.1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

jamhur 

jam&ur 

jamhur 

jamljur 

jamijur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

40 

+0 

40 

+0 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

+rf 

+tf 

+* 

+* 

+* 

+* 

*4 

+* 

+t 

+* 

+im/+am (+ma) 
etc. 

+kum 

+kim 

•sum 

+sim 

+niasim 

+kunusim 

+kinasim 

+sunusim 

+sinasim 

imhuri/am 

imhurkum 

imhurkim 

imhursum 

im^ursim 

im^urniasim 

im^urkunusim 

imiiurkinasim 

imhursunusim 

imhursinasim 

1. In this and in the following charts the verb includes the Sg. 

of the fientive verb, imperative, and stative ending in Masc. 

]£ and Fem. i or a, as in im^uri/am, imhuram, muhram, mufcrim, 

and marram. 2nd Fem. Sg0 ta+mhur+i40+y(+^im yields standard 

tamhurim, once tamhurinim (written ta-qa-bi-ni«-im in Sumer 

XIII ^9:17). 

Chart 55. OBJECT, Verb, Sg., Pron. Suff., Dat. I. 
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STEM GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.)(Pl.)(lnd.) Dat. I 

Sg.1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

Pi. 1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+ : 

+ : 

+ : 

+ : 

+ : 

+ : 

+ : 

+: 

+ : 

+ : 

+* 

+t 

+* 

* 

+* 

+i 

+t 

+* 

• t f 

+tf 

+ im 
n 

+kum 

+kim 

+sum 

+sim 

+niasim 

+kunusim 

+kinasim 

+sunusim 

+sinasim 

(+ma) 
etc* 

imhurunim 

imhurukum 

imhurukim 

imhurusum 

imhurusim 

imhuruniasim 

imhurukunus im 

imhurukinasim 

imhurusunusim 

imhurusinasim 

1. In this and the following charts the verb includes the PI. of 

the fientive verb, imperative, and stative ending in Masc. u 
a 

and Fern, a, as in imhurukum, imhurakum, muhrakum, muhrakum, 

mah^rukum, and mah^rakum. 

Chart 56. OBJECT, Verb, PI., Pron. Suf f., Dat. I. 
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"ST34" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.) (Sg.)(Ind.) Dat. II 

Sg.lat Masc/Fem. jam&ur +u +0 +)t +am+a# (+ma) imhuri/am 

etc. 

2nd Masc. jamhur +u +0 +jt( +am+kum imhurakkum 

Fem. jamhur +u +0 +}A +am+kim imhurakkim 

3rd Masc. jamhur +u +0 +tf +am+sum imhurassum 

Fem. jamhur +u +0 +)i +am+sim im&urassim 

PI.1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

jamhur +u 40 +yL +am+aiasia 

jamhur +u +0 +)«( +am+kunusim 

jamhur +u 40 +)i +am+kinasim 

jamhur +u +0 +)i +am+sunusim 

jamhur +u 40 +ji +am+sinasim 

imhuranniasim 

im^urakkunusim 

imhurakkinas im 

im&urassunusim 

imhurassinasim 

Chart 57. OBJECT, Verb, Sg., Pron. Suff., Dat. II. 
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"STEM" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.)(Pl.)(lnd.) Dat. II 

Sg.1st Masc/Fern. 

2nd Masc. 

Tern. 

3rd Masc* 

Fern* 

PI.1st Masc/Fern. 

2nd Masc* 

Fern. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+: 

+ : 

+ : 

+ : 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+: 

+ : 

+ : 

+4 

+rf 

+* 

+* 

+4 

+i 

* 

+i 

+* 

* 

+ im+aV (+ma) 
n etc. 

+ im+kum 
n 

+ im+kim 
n 

+ im+sum 
n 

+ im+sim 
n 

+ im+niasim 
n 

+ im+kunusim 
n 

+ im+kinasim 
n 

+ im+sunusim 
n 

+ im+sinasim 
n 

imhurunim 

imhurunikkum 

imhurunikkim 

imhurunissum 

imhurunissim 

imhuruni nniasim 

imhurunikkunusim 

imhurunikkinasia 

im^urunissunusim 

imhurunissinasim 

Chart 58. OBJECT, Verb, PI., Pron. Suff., Dat. II. 
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"STDl" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.)(Sg.)(lnd.) Ace. I 

Sg.lst Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fern. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

PI.1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

jam&ur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

+u 

• t f 

+0 

+0 

+0 

+0 

*# 

+0 

*0 

+0 

+0 

+rf 

+t 

+* 

+4 

+4 

+i 

+* 

+* 

+rf 

+* 

+ ni (+ma) 
etc. 

+ka 

+ki 

+su 

V 

+S1 

+niati 

+kunu(ti) 

+kina(ti) 

+sunu(ti) 

+sina(ti) 

imliur(n)i 

im^urka 

im^urki 

imhursu 

imhursi 

imhurniati 

imhurkunu(ti) 

imjjurkina(ti) 

im^ursunu(ti) 

ijn£ursina(ti) 

Chart 59. OBJECT, Verb, Sg.t Pron. Suff., Ace. I. 
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"SUM" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.)(Pl.)(lnd.) Ace. I 

+>f +ka 

+y( +ki 

+}i +su 

+i +si 

+ma) imhuruni 
etc. 

imhuruka 

imhuruki 

im^urusu 

imhurusi 

Sg.1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fern. 

PI.1st Masc/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

jam&ur +u +: 

jamlnir +u +: 

jamhur +u +: 

jamjjur +u +: 

jamhur +u +: 

jamhur +u +: 

jamhur +u +: 

jamhur +u +: 

jamhur +u +: 

jamhur +u +: 

+)L +niati 

+)( +kunu(ti) 

+li +kina( ti) 

+)l +sunu(ti) 

+}£ +sina(ti) 

imhuruniati 

imhurukunu(ti) 

im£urukina(ti) 

imjjurusunu(ti) 

imhurusina(ti) 

Chart 60. OBJECT, Verb, PI., Pron. Suff., Ace. I. 
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" S T E M " GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT 

(MascKSg*) (ind.) Ace. II 

ATTESTED 

Sg.lst Masc/Fem. jamhur +u +0 

2nd Masc. jamhur +u +0 

Fem. jamhur +u +0 

3rd Masc. jamhur +u +0 

Fem. jamhur +u 40 

PI. 1st Masc/Fem. jamijur +u 40 

2nd Masc. jamhur +u 40 

Fem. jamhur +u 40 

3rd Masc. jamhur +u +0 

Fem. jamhur +u 40 

+>( 4-am+ni 

+& +am+ka 

4>f +am+ki 

+yi +am+su 

+]£ +am+si 

im^uranni 

irahurakka 

imhurakki 

imhurassu 

imhurassi 

+ji +am+niati im{iuranniati 

+tf +am+kunu(ti) im^urakkunu(ti) 

+tf +am+kina(ti) imhurakkina(t i ) 

+)& +am+sunu(ti) imjjuiassunu(ti) 

+)& +am+sina(ti) imhurassinaCti) 

! • Ni was borrowed from i of Ace. I (Charts 59-60), 

Chart 6 1 . OBJECT, Verb, Sg., Pron. Suff. , Ace. I I . 
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"STM" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT 

(MascO(PlO (IncQ Ace. I I 

ATTESTED 

S g . l s t Masc/Fem. jamljur +u +: +jl 

2nd M a s c . jamhur +u +: +)(( 

Fern. jamhur +u +: +/ 

3rd Masc. jarn^ur +u +: +}i 

Fem. jam£ur +u +: +tf 

PI. 1st Masc/Fem. jamiiur +u +: +>f 

2nd Masc . jamljur +u + : +jrf 

Fem. jamhur +u + : +}& 

3rd Masc. jam^ur +u +: +)i 

Fem. jamhur +u +: +)£ 

+ im+ni n 

+ im+ka 
n 

+ im+ki 
n 

+ im+su 
n 

+ im+si n 

+ im+niati n 

+ im+kunu(ti) 
n 

+ im+kina(ti) n 

+ tm+sunu(ti) 
n 

+ im+sina(ti) 
n 

imhuruninni 

imhurunikka 

imhurunikki 

im^urunissu 

imhurunissi 

imhuruninniati 

imkurunikkunu( ti) 

imhurunikkina(ti) 

im£urunissunu(ti) 

irn{jurunissina( ti) 

Chart 62. OBJECT, Verb, PI. Pron. Suff . , Ace. I I . 
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"STEM" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc. )(Sg. Kind.) Dat. II 

+Acc, I 

v "i 

Sg.lst Masc/Fem. jamhur +u +0 +ii +am+&[+su (+ma) imhurassu 

etc. 

2nd Masc. jamhur +u 40 +tf +am+kum+su imjiurakkussu 

Fem. jamhur +u +0 +tf +am+kim+su imhurakkissu 

3rd Masc. jamhur +u 40 +)l +am+sum+su *imhurassussu 

Fem. jamhur +u +0 +tf +am+sim+su *imhurassissu 

PI. 1st Masc/Fem. jamhur +u +0 +}i +am+niasim+su *imhuranniasissu 

2nd Masc. jamhur +u +0 +yi +am+kunusim+su *imhurakkunusissu 

Fem. jamhur +u +0 +& +am+kinasim+su *im&urakkinasissu 

3rd Masc« jamhur +u +0 +>( +am+sunusim+su *imhurassunusissu 

Fem. jamhur +u +0 +yl +am+sinasim+su *imhurassinasissu 

1. The distribution of the pronominal suffixes with aamhur, tam&ur, 

imljur, etc., needs a careful study; the same applies to Chart 6hm 

Chart 63. OBJECT, Verb, Sg., Pron. Suff., Dat. II + Ace. I. 
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"STIM" GENDER NUM. MOOD OBJECT ENCL. ATTESTED 

(Masc.)(Pl.)(lnd.) Dat. H 

+Acc, I 

Sg.lst Masc/Fem. jamhur 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fern. 

PI.1st Masq/Fem. 

2nd Masc. 

Fem. 

3rd Masc. 

Fem. 

jamijur 

jamhur 

jam&ur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jam&ur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

jamhur 

+u +: +xf + im+j£frf+su (+ma) imhurunissu 

etc . 

+u +: +tf + im+kum+su im&urunikkussu 

+u +:+>{ + im+kim+su imhurunikkissu 

n 
+u + : +>i + im+sum+su *imhurunissussu 

n 
+u +: +yi + im+sim+su *imhurunississu 

+u + : +yi + im+niasim+su * imtjuruninniasissu 

+u + : +tf + im+kunusim+su *imhurunikkunusissu n ** 

+u +: +tf + im+kinasim+su *imhurunikkinasissu 
n ** 

+u + : + > { + im+sunusim+su *imhurunissunusissu 

+u +: +j<( + im+sinasim+su * im^urunissinasissu 

1 # The distribution of the pronominal suffixes with 'am&ur, tamhur, 

imhur, etc., needs a careful study; the same applies to Chart 63* 

Chart 64. OBJECT, Verb, PI., Pron. Suff., Dat. II 4 Ace. I. 
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5. ENCLITICS 

The rank number 3 after the stem is occupied by the enclitics, 

which may occur not only after nouns, pronouns, verbs, and statives, 

but also after indeclinables. Such enclitics in Akkadian are, e.g., 

+ma, +mit +man (or +min), and +akku. The enclitic +ni, originally 
u 

a secondary subjunctive in sa imliur+^+ i (see 3.11) became a true 
— n 

enclitic particle, occupying rank number 5, as in sa illikayfni or 

sa imhur^suni. Miraation occupies rank number 4 and can never be 

considered an enclitic. S e e **»3. 

159 
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6. STQ4 AND ROOT 

6.1. Introductory Remarks 

In analyzing individual word classes in Semitic languages, as 

represented by kalbum, kalbim, jamijuru, jusamfairu, etc., it is pos

sible to recognize immediately that they are composed of two classes 

of morphemes: l) the stems kalb+. +ra]iur+, and +mhir+, and 2) se

quential morphemes before and/or after the stem. 

6.2. Stem 

The stem is the basic morpheme of a word without its sequential 

morphemes and is regularly composed of consonants and vowels. 

The stem can be simple or extended. 

The simple stem appears in the form STSM+ in primary nouns, as 

in kalb+ of kalb+um "dog" or kalb+atum "bitch;" in verbal nouns, as 

in majjir+ of mahfr+um "received" and in mihir+ of mi^ir+^tum "cor

respondence" ("corresponding position"); in the statives, as in 

mahir+ of mahjfr+aku "I am received;" and in many classes of indeclin-

ables, such as 3in+ of 3in, 3in+a "in," 3ana (sic!) of 3ana, 3an "to," 

and wist+ of )rfist+um "from" or >fist+i "with." 

The number of consonants in the simple stem is usually three or 

two, of the vowels, two or one. Simple stems with one or four (oc

casionally even more) consonants and with three or more vowels are 

rare. Certain pronouns must be reconstructed as consisting of a 

stem with a consonant but no vowel, as in s+ of s+u, s+uati "he," 

160 
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6.2. Stem 161 

or in m+ of m+annum "who?" m+inum "what?" A few nouns also belong 

to the same class, such as £+ of p+um "mouth." 

The simple stem appears in the fientive verb and verbal nouns in 

the form +ST34+, as in +mhur+ of ja+mhur+u "they received," +mhir+ of 

jusa+mhir+u "they caused it to be received." 

Vowel variations occur in the stems of fientive verbs, as in 

+mluir+, +mfrir+, +mahar+, and of verbal nouns, as in ma£ir+ or mihir+. 

The vowels and the second or third consonants can be lengthened, as in 

ma^ir+, mafrhir+, or mahirr+. Some intrusive "weak" consonants can 

enter the structure of the stem, as in the qajtal+ or qawtal+ stems 

of the West Semitic, Or a combination of some or all of these fea

tures can be found in stems, especially in the so-called internal 

plurals of West Semitic languages. All these variations belong to 

the class often called "'interlocking' (or 'intercalating' or 'dis

continuous1) morphemes." 

The simple stem can be doubled, fully or partially, in nouns, 

as in Akkadian qaia+qad+um "headj' upsasu "spells," compared with 
m 

epesum "to do"; in pronouns, as in m+arf+m+an "whoever;" in verbs, 

as in Hebrew golel "rolling," compared with gal+gal "wheel," or 

jeqomem "raises]' compared with .jaqum "stands." 

The simple stem of nouns may be prolonged fore and/or aft by 

various prefixal and suffixal element*. 

The prefixes ^a+, ta+, sa+ (or ha+ in other Semitic languages), 

ja+, ma+, and na+ occur in verbal nouns. They occur mainly with the 

vowel a, but also with i, as in ti+ or ji-f, and u, as in su+ or mu+. 

A combination of more than one prefix, such as su+ta+, na+ta+, also 

is possible. Certain infixes, such as +ta+ or +tana+, which appear 

after the first syllable of the stem in Akkadian, must be treated as 
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162 6. STm AND ROOT 

original prefixes, as in other Semitic languages. All these pre

fixes originally represent the prefixal sequential elements of the 

verb. See 9«3. 

The prefixes 3a+, 3i+ (and perhaps others) appearing in primary 

nouns, such as aa+rbac+um "four," ca+qrab+um (from *3a+qrab+um« cf., 

e.g., Hebrew 3Asqslon = Arabic cAsqalan) "scorpion," Ji+krib+um 

"prayer," and *i+ptir+um "redemption," represent secondary prothetic 

vowels. Cf. the Arabic imperative *u+qtul "kill!", beside qtul, 

qutul, qutl in other Semitic languages. 

Suffixes occur mainly in primary nouns, as in kalb+an+um "dog

like" or Assur+ij+um "Assyrian," rarely in verbal nouns, as in 

mahir+an+um "the one who receives." A combination of two suffixes 

occurs, e.g., in sapl+an+ij+um "lower." 

A combination of prefixes and suffixes is apparent, e.g., in 

mu+rabbij+an+um "the one who raises." 

Of all these types of stems, simple and extended, with prefixes 

and suffixes, it is the suffixal extended stem, as in sapl+an+um or 

Assur+ij+um, that is our main concern, because of the potential (but 

not real) confusion of the markers of the extended stems with those 

of the sequential morphemes. For a fuller discussion of the suffixal 

extended stems in the noun, see under 7.3; & list of simple stems 

occurring in the noun is given in 7.2. 

For lists and discussions of the simple stems in the fientive 

verb, as in ju+mahhir+u, and of the prefixal extended stems in ver

bal nouns, as in mu+mahhir+um, see 9.3 and 9»^» 
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6.3* Root 

As I check through the completed chapters of this study I note 

to my astonishment that I have nowhere used the term "root." Ap

parently it is possible to present a grammatical analysis of a lan

guage or group of languages using the term "stem" and avoiding in

volvement with the concept of the root. 

Scholars have used the term "root" on two levels, morphological 

and lexical. It will be shown below that the concept of the root is 

unnecessary on the morphological level. When used on the lexical 

level, the root has a more restricted meaning than generally assumed. 

In a morphological analysis of such a verbal form as ja+mhur+u, 

"they received" some scholars insist that after subtracting the se

quential morphemes ja+ and +u, the stem +mhur+ should be further 

analyzed as the root morpheme mhr plus the morpheme of the Pret. of 

the B formation, which can be symbolized as the pattern C^C^uC^. 

Similar procedures were proposed for such a verbal form as ju+mahhir+u, 

where +ma&hir+ was analyzed as the root mhr plus the pattern 

C-aCL:iC._ for the Pret. of the D formation. This is all very ques-

tionable. There is nothing in +mhur+ (or C^C^uC,) a n d +2^Ji£ + ^or 

mah;ir or C.aC :iC_) that defines them as Pret. of this or that 

formation; -Hn]jur+ occurs also in the verbal nouns na+mhur+ of the 

BN formation, su+*nhur+ of the BS formation, etc., while +mafahir+ 

is found also in the Part. mu+mahhir+ of the D formation, etc. The 

fact is that the meaning of these formations and patterns can be as

certained only in a detailed study of the stem, both nominal and 

verbal; and their exact morphological function in either the noun 

or the verb can be detected only from the analysis of the stems in 
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conjunction with the sequential morphemes* This being the case, the 

concept of the consonantal root has no place in a morphological anal

ysis. See also Reiner, LAA pp. 5*f* 

The concept of the root, with its lexical and semantic connota

tions, is utilizable in lexicographical studies and in dictionaries. 

The root appears in the form of both consonants and vowels in 

primary nouns, pronouns, and some indeclinables, as in the root kalb 

"dog" of kalb+um "dog" or kalb+anum "dog-like ,M the root ^ab "father" 

of 3ab+um "father," or *abb+u, 3ab+aJu "fathers," and the root wist 

"inside" of jrfist+um "from" or yrfist+I "with," 

The root appears in the form of consonants only in verbs, and 

nouns derived from verbs, as in the root mfcr "receive" of ja+mfrur+u 

"they received," jusa+mfrir+u "they caused it to be received," 

makar+um "to receive," mafair+um "recipient," ta+mhir+a/tum "reception," 

etc. The same goes for the roots bl "carry," kn "be firm" (or wbl, 

kwn, depending on the reconstruction). 

Regularly in the past, less so in recent times, the consonantal 

structure of the Semitic root has been taken for granted. Founded 

on the Arabic model, the noun kalb+um "dog" is said to be based on 

a consonantal root klb, just as the fientive verb ja+m^ur+u "they 

received1' or the verbal noun mafeir-mm "recipient" are traced back 

to the root mtjr. This is not simply questionable; this is wrong. 

The difference between the root of the primary nouns f pronouns, 

and some indeclinables, on the one hand, and of the verbs and the verbal 

nouns, on the other, is clear and absolute in the older stages of 

Semitic languages, especially Akkadian. 

The root kalb has no morphemic alternants; no kilb, or kulb, 

n o 3 a k l a p are possible in the system. All the phonetic variations 
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to which the vowels of primary nouns and indeclinables are subjected 

are phonetically conditioned. Thus ra»sum "head" or ̂ al "upon" can 

and must become in the course of time resum or el(i)t respectively, 

because of the proximity of certain laryngeal consonants. Damiqum 

"good" will become dam^qum because of stress conditions. Kalbum 

"dog" can acquire a secondary anaptyctic vowel i in kalibum because 

of the proximity of the "syllabic" consonant 1. Only in the later, 

West Semitic, languages have the primary nouns acquired morphemic 

alternants, each with a specific morphemic function, thus making pos

sible the amalgamation of the roots of primary nouns with those of 

the verbs and verbal nouns in West Semitic. 

On the other hand, the root inĵr of the verbs and verbal nouns 

can be realized in a number of stems, with vowels varying both quali

tatively and quantitatively, and consonants varying quantitatively, 

each variation denoting a different morphemic function. The varying 

vowels appear in +mhur+ of ja+mfrur, +mhir+ of jusa+mhir+u, mahir+ of 

mahir+um, etc. The varying consonants are shown in mahhir+ of 

ju+mahhir+u, mafeir of mafeir+um, etc. The structure of the verbal 

root applies to Semitic languages in all their historical stages. 

This clear-cut distinction between the two kinds of Semitic 

roots, consisting of consonants and vowels in primary nouns, pro

nouns, and some indeclinables, and of consonants only in verbs and 

nouns derived from verbs, has never been understood and realized in 

the past and present grammars of Semitic languages. See Gelb in 

BO XII (1955) p. 105a. 
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7.1. Introductory Remarks 

Under the noun we include here primary substantives and adjec

tives and verbal nouns, such as participles, adjectives, and infini

tives. 

Since the noun is amply discussed in the first four chapters of 

this monograph, the present chapter will be limited to the listing 

and brief discussion of the nominal stems, simple and extended. 

7*2, Simple Nominal Stems 

The list of simple stems given in Chart 65 illustrates the dif

ferent vocalic patterns occurring in Akkadian. For the distribution 

and function of these patterns,see von Soden, GAG §§ $ktf. Additional 

patterns can doubtless be found in other Semitic languages. 

7«3. Extended Nominal Stems 

The aim of the list given in Chart 66 is to provide a rather 

complete sampling of suffixes used in the extended nominal stems in 

Akkadian. Many more types of extended stems are to be found in other 

Semitic languages, especially in the internal plurals of West Semitic. 

I learn from Dr. Gene Schramm that extended piling of suffixes 

is possible in modern Hebrew, as in nacar+ut+ij+ut. 

A note of warning is necessary in respect to a possible confu

sion of suffixes of the extended stems with sequential morphemes. 

166 
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qatl 

kalbum 

kalbatum 

marDum 

mar'atura 

samsum 

samsatum 

malkum 

malkatum 

wardum 

qitl 

3immum 

zi3bum 

nisrum 

tirhatum 

qutl 

*uznum 

puqdatum 

tubqum 

qatal < 

rap^sum 

rapas^tum 

zak(a)rum 

qatil 

marram 
mahir^tum 

qatul 

samtfhum 

samu^tum 

marj^um 

qital 

sikarum 

zik(a)rum 

qitil 

gim^rum 

gimir^tum 

sip^rum 

qitul 

qirtfbum 

*qutal 

*qutil 

qutul 

lub(u)sun 

lubus^tun 

*qatal 

qatil 

mahirum 

caribum 

*qatul 

*qital 

•qitil 

•qitul 

•qutal 

•qutil 

* qutul 

i 

1 

suq(u)lum 

qattal 

'ajjalum 

sapparum 

gammalum 

qattil 

zaramirum 

raqqidum 

qabbirum 

qattul 

mahhurum 

(Ass.) 

barrumum 

qittal 

pinnarum 

qinnazum 

qittil 

§i^iirum 

îmrairum 

•qittul 

•quttal 

•quttil 

quttul 

muhhurum 

(Bab.) 

burrumun 

qattal 

sarraqum 

nappahum 

qarradum 

*qattil 

qattul 

makkurum 

passurum 

*qittal 

*qittli 

qittul 

sikkurum 

bis.s.urum 

quttal 

3ummarum? 

qummalum? 

quttll 

hunninum 

qatal 

maharum 

halak^tum 

qatil 

mahirum 

sallmum 

has!sum 

qatul 

batulum 

karubum 

sarurum 

qital 

kisadum 

tiham^tura 

himarum 
• 

qitil 

killlum 

•qiblrum 

qitul 

sinunum 

sinun^Ctum 

birurum 

qutal 

quradum 

huras.um 

buqaqum 

qutil 

surlpum 

^ummir^tum kuribum 

*quttul 

t 

i 

puridum 

qutul 

rukubum 

kululum 

quburum 

qatall 

kaparrum 

sasallum 

pahallum 

qatill 

pasillum 

talimmatum 

qatull 

rasubbum 

namurratum 

saqummum 

qitall 

pilakkum 

pilaqqum 

qitill 

gimillum 

sibirrum 

sikinnum 

qitull 

pisurrum 

ziqurratum 

qutall 

husahhum 
W W W 

kutallum 

suharratum 

qutill 

businnum 

supinnum 

qutull 

hubullum 

kunukkum 

kurummatum 

Chart 65. Simple Nominal Stems. 
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168 7. NOUN 

Thus in Arabic plurals san+ah+atun or san+aw+atun "years," +ah+ and 

+aw+ do not represent sequential morphemes, but are parts of the ex

tended stem. 

For the use of prefixes in the extended stems of the verb, see 

9.3. 

Notes to Chart 66: 

1) T3ne suffix an is one of the most productive suffixes in Semitic 

languages ; see the brief remarks under 1.5 and 3.2. In contrast to Ak

kadian, where Masc. forms in +an+um cannot have Fem. in +an+at+um, 

Arabic has both, as in Masc. curjanunt Fem.
 curjanatun "naked." 

2) For an interpretation of the secondary PI. morpheme an+uf 

arm, an in Akkadian and other Semitic languages, see Gelb in BO XII 

(1955) p. 107 and above under 2.5. 

3) Personal names ending in +at+an+u (without mimation) and 

much more frequently in +at+an (without the other sequential mor

phemes) are known from Amorite. The Hebrew nouns nahustan, liw.jatan 

(from lawij+at+an), and perhaps others probably belong here. 

4) The so-called "gentilic" of Semitic languages is derived 

from the Gen. of the noun. Thus Assur+ij+um represents the stem 

Assur, plus the Gen. marker i, plus the glide j (or 3) before the sec

ondary sequential morphemes. Similarly, Assur+aj+um is derived 

from a Gen. *Assur+a, with the Gen. marker a. 

5) As interpreted under 1.2, the Masc. PI. of the Part. 

mal}ir+ut+um is derived secondarily from the corresponding Fem. 

mahir+at+um. On the analogy of the Latin neuter PI. of the Adj. 

bona "good (things)" used in a substantivized sense as "goods," 

we view ut of the Part, as marking secondarily Fem. abstract 
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SUFFIX STEM GENDER NUMBER CASE OBJECT ATTESTED 

+an+ sapl+an +u +0 +# +n Saplinum 1 

kalb+an +u +: +>( +,f kalbanu2 

mu+rabbij+an +u +0 *£ +m murabbijanum 

+an+ij+ 

+at+an+ 

+ij+ 

+aj+ 

+at+ij+ 

+ut+ 

+at+5t+ 

+ut+an+ 

+a3+ 

sapl-aiHi 

Sarp+an+i 

Sur+at-an 

Assur+i 

Assur+a 

ra3s+at+i 

issakk+u 

issakk+u 

ah+at+ut 

rasij+ut+an 

huluqq+a 

+ .u 
0 

+ .a 
J 

+u 

Y 
+ .U 

0 

+ .U 
3 

+ a 
w 
+ a 
w 

+u 

+u 

+ , U 

+S* 

+0 

* 

+0 

* 

+# 

40 

+: 

* 

+0 

+0 

+tf 

V 

+* 

+*t 

+rf 

+tf 

V 
V 

+rf 

+* 

+* 

+m 

+m 

^ 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

+m 

saplanijum 

Sarpan^fa'tum 

Suratanu 

Assunjum 

Assurajum 

restijum 

issakkutura 

issakkuwatum' 

ahatutu 

-A - 7 

rasutanu 

Q 
huluqqa'um 

Chart 66. Extended Nominal Stems. 
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nouns, as in sarrutum "kingdom," "kingship•" The formation sarrutum 

may have been reinterpreted in Sg. as *sarruatum (or * sarruwatum, 

with the glide w), as posited by the PI. form sarruatum (or sarruwatum), 

exemplified in Old Akkadian issakkuatim, written PA.TE.SI-gu-a-tim, 

"provinces/1 "governorships" (Gelbf MAD III p. 75). Note also the Old 

Assyrian mer*utum "daughter" in Sg., but mer3u(w)atum "daughters" in 

PI. In later periods only ut is used in S$*, while the PI. is not 

attested in this abstract formation. 

6) Normally the marker ut for abstract nouns is attached to stems 

not followed by the Fem. marker, as in a^+ut+u "sisterhood," not 

a{j+at+ut+u. However, a^+at+ut+u, mar+a't+ut+u "daughtershipj" and 

kall+at+ut+u "daughter-in-law-ship" are attested in the Middle Baby

lonian dialect of Nuzi, 

7) The word rasutanu "debtor" occurs only in the New Babylonian 

period. 

8) The mufaurra^um formation, on which see von Soden, GAG § 560, 

begins to appear in the Old Akkadian period (Gelh, MAD II p. 155) and 

represents the only extended stem with ^ in Akkadian. Much additional 

evidence is to be found in the formations of West Semitic internal 

plurals. 
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8.1. Introductory Remarks 

The lists and discussions in this chapter treat of the personal 

pronouns proper, both independent and suffixal, and of the personal 

pronominal elements occurring in the verb and stative. 

For the sequential morphemes denoting gender, number, and case, 

see the full documentation and discussion under personal pronouns in 

the first three chapters of this monograph. 

As regularly presented in the past and current grammars of Ak

kadian, the independent personal pronoun appears in different forms 

in the subject and oblique cases (casus rectus and obliquus, respec

tively). The forms of the subject case are given as anaku, atta, atti, 

su, si, nlnu, attunu, attina, sunu and sina; those of the oblique 

case as jati« kati, kati, suati, siati, niati, kunuti, kinatit sunuti, 

and sinati. See, e.g*, von Soden, GAG § taf. The subject forms of 

the 1st and 2nd persons are said to occur as suffixes in the stative 

(§ teb) and as prefixes in the fientive verb (§ 75e). The object forms 

are noted as occurring as pronominal suffixes (§ kz) and possessive 

pronouns (§ kk). The personal pronouns of the 3rd person, su, si, 

sunu and sina are said to be anaphoric in origin (§ ^lb). Nothing 

is said about the origin of the ja+, jji+, ju+ prefixes in the verb 

and suffixes in the stative. 

This is generally the picture of the personal pronouns which 

is found also in grammars of other Semitic languages and in compara-

171 
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tive grammars of Semitic languages. 

A note of warning is necessary about the formal and functional 

aspects of the pronoun su in Akkadian. It appears as su, si, sunu, 

and sina for the personal and demonstrative pronoun, as in su imhur 

"he received" or kalbum su "this dog;" and as su, sat, sut, and sat 

for the determinative,relative, and indefinite pronoun, as in kalbum 

su sarrim "the dog of the king," garrum su imtuiru "the king who 

received," or su imhuru "whoever received." 

Of no concern to us in this study is the question of the orig

inal sibilants of the 1) personal, 2) demonstrative, and 3) deter

minative, relative, and indefinite pronouns, which show great vari

ations both in Old Akkadian and other Semitic languages. 

What is important is the relation of s (or s), appearing in some 

Semitic languages, to h (or O , found in other Semitic languages, as in 

the personal pronoun su and hu, or +su and +hu (similarly for Fem. 

and PI.), and in the causative ju+sa+mhir+u and ju+ha+mhir+u. At 

times, both s/s and h/^ occur in the same language, as in the 

3istaqtala and Jaqtala formations of Arabic, and the personal pro

nouns he "he" and se "she" of modern Mehri, spoken in South Arabia. 

E. A. Speiser, Israel Exploration Journal IV (1954) pp. 108-115 

(and previously in JAOS LVI [1936] pp. 23ff.), assumed that, since 

the phonetic change s to h is unknown in Semitic languages, the 

occurrences with s or h reflect two original and different pronouns, 

namely su and hu, and similarly in the elatives suqtul and haqtal, 

and in Akkadian gumma "if" and Ugaritic HM (pp. 112f.). This ap

parently is also the position of Moscati, ICG pp. 10^f. On the 

other hand, Diakonoff, SHL pp. 21, 58, 71f., 75, etc., operates with 
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one phoneme, symbolized as s, which "has not been preserved in any 

historically known Semito-Hamitic languages, with the possible ex

ception of the most ancient stage of Old Akkadian11 (p. 21, with ref

erence to my MAD II2 pp. 3^ff.). This is the phoneme which is 

realized as h in certain Semitic and Hamitic languages, according 

to Diakonoff. Without going into the intricate problems of the 

sibilants, let it suffice to state—with all due caution that 

I have for years maintained the position favored by Diakonoff. Simi

lar conclusions were drawn apparently by F, Rundgren, flber Bildungen 

mit s und n-t-Demonstrativen im Semitischen (Uppsala, 1955) pp. 121 

and lV*. For another phonological problem affecting s, h, see 3.8. 

Some years ago Speiser noted in an instructive article entitled 

"Studies in Semitic Formatives," JAOS LVT (1936) pp. 22-i*6, esp. in 

the section "The *Causative' Conjugation" an pp. 23-33, that the cau

sative ju+sa+mliir+u (or ju+ha+mhir+u, etc., in other Semitic languages) 

contains two prefixal elements, namely ju, the origin of which he left 

unexplained, and sa (or ha), which he connected with the personal pro

noun su (or hu). Speiser translated Akkadian usabnl as "he caused to 

build," implying "that A had ordered or induced B to build (a house)." 

He failed to draw the natural conclusion that A should represent the 

subject and B the object, and insisted that both A and B represent 

two distinct subjects (p. 29). Relying on some unclear connections 

with the Arabic "pronoun of separation" or "pronoun of support,11 he 

reinterpreted the word usabni as "A orders (wishes, etc.) that B 

build a house" or "A orders, B builds the house" (p. 30). The vowel 

a of his second subject element, sa, must have been a source of some 

concern to Speiser, but he brushed it aside with the statement that 

a correct interpretation of the vowel a "would presuppose deeper 
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insight into proto-Semitic phonology than we can possibly claim at 

present" (p. 31 n. 25). 

Notwithstanding some misgivings expressed above, Speiser's 

stimulating article exerted strong influence on my thinking on the 

subject. In Morphology of Akkadian p. kS I analyzed ju+sa+mhir+u 

as consisting of "ju 'he (here)/ plus sa/sa/ha 'him (there),' plus 

mfeir 'receive'". Thus I realized: 1) that ju and |a do not repre

sent two subject cases on equal footing, but that ju stands for the 

subject case and sa for the object case; and 2) that ju may repre

sent the "here-deixis," and sa the "there-deixis" in the two pro

nouns of the 3rd person. Partly in accordance with A. Goetze's 

observation in The Laws of Eshnunna (New Haven, 1956) p. 135, "as 

with all S forms accompanied by only one object, the meaning is 

passival," I would now translate ju+sa+mhir+u as "he (here) caused 

him (there) to be received." The second pronoun "him" can stand 

also for "it" or "her." From 3.5 we know that Masc. su+a yields 

sa (as well as sua and su), just as Fem. si+a yields sa (as well 

a s s i a a n d £!)• The syntactic structure and the sequence, subject 

(Nora.) + object (Ace), is standard in Semitic. See 4.1. Thus 

B. Kienast's interpretation of the causative as ja-su-qatil (or 

ja-hu-qatil) in an article entitled "Der Prafixvokal u ira Kausativ 

und im D-Stamm des Semitischen" published in Munchener Studien zur 

Sprachwissenschaft Heft H (1957) pp. 10^-108, is completely unac

ceptable to me. 

Several considerations, based mainly on the realization of the 

importance of the pronoun ju in the structure of the verb and stative, 

led me to the reconstruction of two original personal pronouns, Pers. 

Pron. I and Pers. Pron. II, as shown in Morphology of Akkadian pp. 
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38f. and **6, and below under 8.2 and 8.3. The sequence of the Pers. 

Pron. I and II is given in reversed order in this monograph to con

form with the sequence of ju(Pers. Pron. I)+sa(Pers. Pron. II)+m&ir+u, 

discussed above* 

Since I consider the reconstruction of the two personal pro

nouns one of the most important contributions of my Morphology of 

Akkadian, the realization of what limited influence it exerted on 

scholars who have had at their disposal a copy of my Morphology is 

quite disappointing* Moscati, ICG pp. 102-113» follows the tradi

tional path in every respect; Diakonoff, SHL pp. 69-77, while recog

nizing personal pronouns of type I and II, proposes a reconstruction 

which differs decisively from my own. 

After a careful restudy of the manifold questions pertinent to 

the two personal pronouns, I find little doubt remaining about the 

reconstruction of Pers. Pron. II, and so, I hope, eventually, will 

others. Complete acceptance of my reconstruction of Pers. Pron. I 

will, in all likelihood, depend on how scholars view my reconstruc

tions based on the pronouns of the 3rd person, ju and ja. 

8.2. Personal Pronoun I 

As shown in Chart 67, Pers. Pron. I is attested in Akkadian as 

1) independent pronouns with 3an+, 2) as prefixes in the fientive 

verb, and 3) as suffixes in the stative. This pronoun appears in 

all Semitic languages and it can largely be reconstructed also in 

Hamitic. 

The element 3an of the independent pronoun occurs in the Ak

kadian demonstrative pronoun 3anni.jum, ^annij^tum, 3annijutumt 

^annijatum "this (here)," opposed to 3ammijum, etc., "that (there)'1 
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INDEPENDENT AFHXAL 

Sg. lc. 

2ra. 

2f. 

3a. 

3f. 

RECONSTRUCTED 

*(>)a 

*tu 

*ti 

*3u 

*ja 

ATTESTED 

3an+a(+ku) 

a 
3an+tx( 

Dan+ti 

*3an+ju 

* 3an+ja 

PREFIXAL 
IN VERB 

^a+mhur+u 

a 
ttf+m&ur+u 

t?+mhur-d 

j>t+mljur+u 

ja+mhur+Ji! 

SUFFTXAL 
IN STATIVE 

mahir+aku 

a 
ma&ir+t^ 

ma&ir+ti 

ma^ir+/u 

maliir+/a 

PI. l c . *na Dan+nanu? na+mhur+u ma|iir+na 

2m. 

2f. 

3m. 

3f. 

*tunu 

•tint 

*ju 

*ja 

3an+tunu 

3an+tin? 

* 3an+ju 

* 3an+ja 

tpf+mhur+u 

a a 

t?+m£ur*J 

3#+m&ur+u 

ja+m^ur+a 

mahir+tunu 

ma^ir+tinf 

ma£ir+/fu 

ma£ir+^a 

Chart 67. Personal Pronoun I . 
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in Assyrian and to ^ullijum, etc. (attested ullum) "that (there)ff 

in Babylonian. The secondary doubling of the consonant is attested 

also in mannum "who?" from man. For 3anni.jum see also the end of 

this section. 

Parts of Chart 67 pertaining to the verb and stative differ in 

detail from Charts 69 and 80 under the verb (9.2) and the stative 

(10), because of the different aims of these charts. 

The following discussion will begin with notes to the recon

structed independent pronoun. 

The First Person. The pronoun ^a appears as ̂ a in 3a+mfaur+u 

of the verb and in 3an+a of the pronoun in Arabic, etc., but as 

3a+ku of 3an+3a+ku in 3anaku, etc., and of makir+3a+ku in mafajfraku 

in Akkadian, etc. ^k becoming a is regular, with the possible ex

ception of 3annakut reconstructed from the Assyrian
 aannuku (with 

vowel harmony), written clearly an-nu-ku in R. F. Harper, Assyrian 

and Babylonian Letters VI (Chicago, 1902) No. 555 rev. 9 (but also 

a-na-ku in line 8 = standard *anaku). Ku of a+ku represents some 

ossified pronominal element of the 1st person Sg. (as in Latin ego, 

cuneiform Hittite ammuk). Forms without +ku occur in 3ana of Arabic, 

etc. I do not know of Old Babylonian ana, cited in Moscati, ICG 

p. 103; if the spelling a-na is attested the reconstruction to 

a-na-<ku> should be considered. The vowel i of Hebrew 3aft+i and 

3an5k+i is derived from i of the 1st person of the Pers. Pron. II. 

The reconstruction of the personal pronoun of the 1st person 

PI. as na is based on na+mhur+u in the verb and majiir+na in the 

stative. The attested forms of the independent pronoun in Semitic 

are (3&)nafrnu and (3a)nafrna. The laryngeal £ may have influenced 
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the change from nahnu to nenu, ninu in Akkadian. The form 'an+nanu?, 

as reconstructed on the chart, consists of the original na plus nu 

borrowed from ^an+tunu. The intrusive h cannot be explained. The 

interpretation Jan+:>a+nu, in which 3a+nu is taken as the PI. of 3a 

(proposed in my Morphology of Akkadian pp. bk and ^ ) , cannot be re

tained because of the existence of na+m^ur+u in Arabic, with short 

u, not u. 

The Second Person. The Sg. pronoun tu of 3an+tu is reconstructed 

from the PI, Jan+tu+nu. Since the PI. is regularly formed by prolong

ing the gender vowel of the Sg., u+nu in the PI. 3an+t+u+nu (from 

3an+t+u+ uf see 2,1) presupposes u in the Sg.
 3an+t+u. It is hard to 

judge how seriously to take the unique occurrence of attu, written 

at-tu/j, in a lexical text (CT XIX 6, K. 11155 ii6 * 12, K.^l43:4, 

beside su-u "he"). Masc. personal pronouns everywhere else have the 

vowel u. For parallels cf. Sg. s+u, k+u, PI. s+u+nu, k+u+nu in Pers. 

Pron. II (8.3). 

The Fern, ti is formed with the vowel i, as expected. Cf. Sg. 

s+i, k+i, PI. s+i+na, k+i+na in Pers. Pron. II (8.3). 

The Third Person. Ju with j in ju+sa+mhir+u, ju+mafehir+u (and 

.-ju+bil+u) occuring or reconstructed in West Semitic languages, can 

now be proved for Old Akkadian and consequently for common Semitic. 

See MAD II2 pp. l6*ff. 

The Masc. Sg. of the stative has g in historical Akkadian, as in 

mahir, but its reconstruction as mahir+u is posited by the corre

sponding PI. mahir+u. Amorite has u, as in Haddu+ram+u "Haddu is high 

above,'1 but also urn (parallel to un in the Pred. St. of nouns in 

Arabic), g (as in Akkadian), and a (of the West Semitic perfect). 

See Gelb in Symbolae KuryEowicz pp. 76f. The written Egyptian 
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pseudo-participle ends in w or j. See also 10, STATIVE. 

The only recorded marker of the Fem. Sg. of the stative (or 

nominal predicate) in the grammars of Akkadian and other Semitic 

languages is at (and secondarily a, as in Hebrew). Contrariwise, 

the existence of the common Semitic PI. form mafair+a posits the 

existence of the corresponding Sg. mahir+a. This can now be proved 

by the evidence collected and discussed by Gelb in Symbolae Kury^owicz 

pp. 7^ and 76. In contrast to at of standard Akkadian, many personal 

names, especially in the Old Akkadian period, have a, as in §i+^ab+a 

"she is good" and Estar+dam#q+a "Estar is good." The Amorite evi

dence shows only a (never at) in the predicate position, as in 

*UmmI+^ab+a "my mother is good" and Dasur4a+cAstar "cAstar is old." 

On the basis of the generally recognized interpretation of 

ma|}ir+aku "received am I," ma&ir+ta "received art thou," etc., it 

would seem natural to interpret mahir+u as "received is he," and 

ma&ir+a "received is she," leading to the possibility that the final 

u and a originally represent the personal pronouns of the 3rd person, 

Masc. and Fem. respectively. 

The assumption that the marker u of the stative represents an 

original personal pronoun is not so farfetched when one notes the 

widespread use of the pronominal copula in Semitic languages. Cf. 

annuku anni.ju sulmanu sut "this tin is 'payment'" or almattu sit 

"she is a widow*1 in Middle Assyrian, saddlq hu Jahwe "Jahwe is 

just" or 3atta hu malki "thou art my king" in Hebrew% and simi

larly in other Semitic languages. See B. Hartmann, "Zur Kopula im 

Hebraischen," Oudtestamentische Studien XIV (1965) pp* 115-121. 

Even more instructive in this connection is the Akkadian construc

tion of the type nesu sa serisu "the lion of the (sic, not 'his') 
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steppe/1 where +su represents the original pronoun su used as a 

copula. 

The question is whether the markers u and a of the stative corre

spond to the Pers. Pron. ju (and ja), which we found above in the causa

tive forms of ju+sa+mhir+u, or whether they are simply markers of the 

gender and case of the noun. The answer which I would propose is 

that the markers u and a of the stative, gender, and case are of 

identical origin, all being derived from the Pers. Pron. ju and ja. 

As amply illustrated under 1.1, the markers of gender are u for the 

Masc. and a/i for the Fern. As shown under 3.4, the markers of case, 

u for the Nom. and a/i for the Gen. and Ace., are identical with the 

markers of gender. The evidence that the markers of case were intro

duced into the system at a different date and later than the markers 

of gender was presented under 3.6. If the reconstructed ju and ja of 

the stative (or predicate) is to be taken as the Pers. Pron., it 

would seem natural to suggest that the nouns kalb+u in Masc. and 

kalb+a in Fern, are to be reinterpreted as original kalb+ju "dog + he,f 

and kalb+ja "dog + she," respectively. 

This interpretation of the Nom. case morpheme as derived from 

the pronoun ju differs from that of Philippi apud Brockelraann, GVG 

I § 245a, who proposed to derive the Nom. ending from the pronoun 

hu "he." Charts 67-68, illustrating the distribution of the Pers. 

Pron. I and II (or any other charts pertaining to personal pro

nouns), show that the Pers* Pron. I ju, occurring in the verb and 

probably in the stative, has nothing to do with the Pers. Pron. II 

M (°r iii i n other Semitic languages). The latter is found only in 

the function of an independent and suffixal pronoun. 
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In hunting for additional support in favor of the existence of 

the pronouns juf ja, I found the following possible, but quite uncer

tain, evidence: 

As noted above, the Egyptian pseudo-participle ends not only in 

w, but also in j in the 3rd person, and this j reappears quite regu

larly in other persons of the pseudo-participle. Considering the 

difficulties with the vocalization and irregularities of the w and j 

signs in the Egyptian writing (see, e.g., Edel, Altagyptische 

Grammatik I pp. 62-66, esp. pp. 6kf #, for the j+w and w+j combi

nations), it would seem preposterous to make any suggestions as to 

the linguistic form of the 3rd person of the Egyptian pseudo-parti

ciple. Still, the question should be posed: can the Egyptian spell

ings be interpreted as ju, which would correspond to the original jju 

posited above for the Proto-Semitic stative? 

At the beginning of 8.2 we had occasion to refer to the existence 

of the demonstrative pronoun aannijum "this" in Akkadian. The unpre

judiced way to analyze this pronoun is as 3an+i+u+m, that is, the 

deictic element aan "here,11 plus the Gen. i, plus u(m) which nomina-

tivizes the genitival complex, as in Assurijum "Assyrian" from 

Assur+i+u+m (for which see 7.2). On the other hand, since 3an means 

"here" and ju means originally "he (here)" (see above), it may be pos

sible to suggest that 3anni.jum goes back to 3an+ju, just as 

3anni^a(tum) may go back to Jan+ja, and similarly for the PI. How

ever, we face difficulties with this interpretation in explaining 

9ammi;jum and *ulli.jum as derived from 3am+ju and 3ul+.ju, meaning 

"there + he (here)," which is obviously impossible. The difficulty 

could be obviated only by assuming that the "here" meaning of the 

Pers. Pron. I ju, ja was lost by the time the fully adjectival de-
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monstrative pronouns ^annijunu 3ammi.jumt and
 3uliijum were created. 

No matter how we interpret the origin of the suffix of the 3rd 

person of the stative, there is no doubt that the suffixes u, a, u, 

and a no longer represent the original Pers. Pron. I, but are simple 

markers of gender, number, and case in the noun. In that function 

the same markers are used also in the suffixes of the 2nd person of 

the stative and the fientive verb. The markers i and presumably i 

in the 2nd person of the Fem. are to be taken as allomorphs of the 

Fem. a and a. See Chart 67* 

For a further discussion of ju and its ju, ji, ja allomorphs, 

see 9.2, 

^•3. Personal Pronoun II 

As shown in Chart 68» the Pers. Pron II is used as an indepen

dent and suffixal pronoun. 

The Nom. forms of the independent Pers. Pron. II, here recon

structed as *i, *ku, etc., are nowhere to be found in the grammars 

of Akkadian, of other Semitic languages, or in comparative grammars, 

with the exception of su, si,etc., which is regularly assigned to 

what I call Pers. Pron. I. The existence of the Nom. forms *i, *ku, 

etc., can be a priori posited on the basis of the occurring forms of 

Pers. Pron. II in the Gen./Ace. and Dat. and of the Poss. Pron. Their 

reconstruction can be further strengthened by the following evidence: 

The Hebrew Pers. Pron. for the 1st. person Sg. has two forms 

Janoki (Amarna written a-nu-ki), which corresponds to our Pers. Pron. Ii 

and * ni, composed of 3an, discussed under Pers. Pron. I, plus i of 

Pers. Pron. II. 

Old Egyptian has the following forms of the Pers. Pron., which 
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INDEPENDENT 

Nom. Gen./Ace. Dat. Poss . 

SUFFIXAL 

Gen. 
kalbu 

+i(a) 

+k)(a 

+kia' 

+sua/ 

+s^a 

Ace. 
jamhuru 

+i* 
+nî ( 

+k)̂ a 

+ki^ 

+sû C 

+s/a 

Dat. 
jamhuru 

+^am 
+i*(m 

+kuam 

+kiam 

+suam 

+siam 

Sg. 1c. *i i+ati i+.asim i+aum 

2m. *ku ku+ati ku+asim ku+aum 

2£. *ki ki+ati ki+asim *ki+aum 

3m. su su+ati 

3f. si si+ati 

su+asim su+aum 

si+asim si+aum 
+si^ +si^ 

P I . l c . *ni n i + a t i ni+asim ni+aum +nia/ + n i a t i +niasim 

2m. *kunu kunu+a'ti kunu+j£im kunu+aum +kunu^C +kunua'(ti) +kunu*(sim 

2f. *kini k in^+at i kin/+asim *kin^+aum +kin^a +k in^a( t i ) +kin^asim 

3m. sunu sunu+at-i sunu+^'sim sunu+aum +sunu^C +sunu^(t i ) +sunu^sim 
+sun^a 

3f, sini sin^+ati siitf+asim *sin^+aum +sin^a +sin^a(ti) +sin£asim 

Chart 68. Personal Pronoun II. 
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can be used both in the subject and object cases, according to Edel, 

Altagyptische Grammatik I pp. 75-79: 

Bg. lc. wj, wjj, and jw PI. lc. *n 

2m. kw and tw 2c. tn 

2f. £m and tn 

3m. sw 3c. sn 

3f. sj 

The crucial point connected with the Egyptian spellings is: do 

the spellings kw, sw, sj_ stand for ku, su, si (or secondarily ku, su, 

si), and therefore for the original subject (Norn.) case, which was 

used secondarily also for the object case? Or do these spellings 

stand for kuwa, suwa, sija, and therefore for the original object 

case, which was used secondarily also for the subject case? 

The Egyptian spellings kw and tw clearly indicate the vowel u 

for the Masc. form of the 2nd person. The same vowel u occurs also 

in the independent pronouns ku+ati, ku+asim, and ku+aum, and in the 

suffixal Dat. pronoun +kum in jamhuru+kum of Akkadian. In addition 

to this factual evidence in favor of ku, the occurring and recon

structed evidence shows the marker u for the Masc. (and i for the 

Fem.) in all the persons of the Pers. Pron, I and II which have gen

der distinctions, that is, the 2nd and 3rd persons of both Sg. and 

PI. On the other hand, the vowel a is found in the suffixal pro

noun +ka in kalbu+ka and jamhuru+ka. My interpretation of ka as 

going back to k^a is based on such evidence as ju+s>{a+mhir+u, syfet 

(Det. Pron.) kalbyfam, etc., gathered under 3.5. 

Based solely on the existence of ka in kalbu+ka and jamjiuru+ka, 

all the grammars of Semitic languages, without any exception, posit 

ka (and not ku) as the underlying form for Proto-Semitic and all 
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Semitic and Hamitic languages. Indicative of the general trend on 

this question is B. Kienast's opinion (expressed in Akten des Vierund-

zwanzigsten Internationalen Orientalisten-Kongresses Munchen [Wiesbaden, 

1959] p. 255) that the u of ku, in kuati, kuaum, etc., is derived 

secondarily and by analogy from the u of su, in suati, suaum. etc. 

The reconstruction of the Masc. Pers. Pron. for the 2nd person 

as ka, based solely on ka in kalbu+ka and jamhuru+ka, overlooks 

the weighty evidence in favor of ku to be found in Akkadian and 

Egyptian (and other Hamitic languages, not recorded here). The 

reconstruction of ka goes back traditionally to the fathers of 

Semitic studies centuries ago, when only West Semitic languages 

were known, and has no raison d'etre in the light of the new 

evidence. See also above pp. 9f. 

8.4. General Discussion 

Some general remarks are needed about the mutual relations of 

Pers. Pron. I and II. 

There is a clear consonantal differentiation in the Pers. Pron. 

I and II in the 2nd and 3rd persons between tu and ku (and similarly 

for Fem. and PI.) and ju and su (and similarly for Fem. and PI.). 

But we note certain phonetic similarities in the 1st person between 

3 s111^ i in Sg. and na and ni in PI. Thus _̂ a and na of Pers. Pron. 

I may represent dialectal variations of i and ni of Pers. Pron. II, 

respectively. 

It might be suggested that the original distinction between the 

here-deixis of Pers. Proa I and the there-deixis of Pers. Pron. II, 

fairly well provable for ju, su of the 3rd person, and possible, but 

not provable, for tu, ku of the 2nd person, did not apply to the 1st 
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person. 

In historically attested usage, the independent Pers. Pron. I 

ju was replaced by the Pers. Pron II su, and all the differentiations 

between the here-deixis and there-deixis were lost. At the same time, 

a redistribution of the two pronouns took place. Pers. Pron. I was 

used only as the independent pronoun in the subject (Nom.) case. 

Pers. Pron. II was used as the independent pronoun in the object 

case (Gen., Ace, Dat.) and in the secondarily derived Poss. Pron., 

as well as in the suffixal pronoun. 
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9. VERB 

9.1. Introductory Remarks 

In any verbal form we can easily recognize certain affixes sur

rounding the stem. Thus in a verbal form such as ju+s^+ta+m^hir+u, 

we recognize affixes in the form of prefixes (ju, sa, ta) and suffixes 

(u). Both the prefixes and suffixes represent sequential morphemes, 

each of which has a specific function. Of all these verbal affixes, 

the first of the prefixes, namely ju (and all others of the same 

order), and the first of the suffixes, namely u (etc.), are called 

inflectional morphemes and are discussed below under 9.2. The second 

and third (and others of the same order) of the prefixal sequential mor

phemes are discussed under 9.3. The discussion of the simple verbal 

stem in the fientive verb and verbal nouns will be taken up under 9.^. 

9.2. Inflectional Morphemes 

The inflectional morphemes occur in the fientive verb and im

perative. Those occurring in the fientive verb are illustrated in Chart 

2H* This chart of the verb differs in several details from Chart 67 

under Pers. Pron. I (8.2) because of the different aims of the two 

charts. The imperative appears without the first prefixal morpheme. 

I n Morphology of Akkadian (1952) pp. 53-56 I proposed, with some 

hesitation, a reconstruction of the verbal inflectional morphemes. 

Almost from the beginning, the system which I proposed there ap

peared to me to contain so many questionable points, that in distri-

1P7 
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Sg. lc. 

2m. 

2f. 

3m* 

3f. 

PI. lc. 

2m. 

2f. 

3m. 

3f. 

RECONSTRUCTED 

^a+mhur+u 

tu+mhur+u 

ti+mhur+i 

ju+mhur+u 

ja+mhur+a 

na+mhur+u 

tu+mhur+u 

ti+mhur+I 

ju+mhur+u 

ja+mhur+a 

ATTESTED 

AKKADIAN 

Ja+mJjur+>{ 

ta+mhur+)<( 

ta+mhur+i 

ja+mhur+x( 

t ~ a 
ja+mhur+^f 

ni+mhur+tf 

a 
ta+mhur+u 

a 

ta+mhur+Z 

ja+mhur+u 

ja+mhur+a 

OTHER SEMITIC 

Da+mhur(+u) 

ta+rahur(+u) 

ta+mhur-IC+na) 

ja+mhur(+u) 

ta+mhur(+u} 

na/ni+mhur(+u) 

ta+mhur+u(+na) 
ta+m^ur+na 

ta+mhur+a(+na) 
ta+mhur+na 

ja+mhur+u(+na) 

ja+ml}ur+a(+na) 
ja/ta+mhur+na 

Chart 69. F ient ive Verb. 
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buting copies of that monograph I felt obliged to add a note of warn

ing about the weakness of my verbal reconstruction. 

Even now, after repeated efforts over many years, I have not 

succeeded in reconstructing one single system of inflectional mor

phemes which I feel could stand the test of time. Therefore, instead 

of proposing one controversial system, what I prefer to present below 

is the several steps which may have taken place in the evolution of 

the Proto-Semitic verbal system over a long span of time. 

As noted above, the verbal inflectional morphemes consist of 

the first prefix and the first suffix. 

Various possibilities in the development of the prefixes and suf

fixes are indicated in Chart 70, a to g. 

I assume that in the first stage differences in number, but no$ 

necessarily those of gender and mood / case, must have been denoted. 

The differences are marked by six different pronouns, j£, ta, ja, 

na, x, and £, as shown under a. Remnants of this stage are the 

prefixes of the 1st person, ^a "I" and na "we,M which lack gender 

and case differentiations in all phases of Semitic languages. 

The first prefix to develop a marker of gender and number may 

have been that of the 3rd person, ju, ja, ju, and ja, as indicated 

under b. The best evidence is to be found in the gender and number 

differentiations in the 3rd person of the stative (see 8.2 and Chart 

§?) and in the noun (see 8.2). 

The creation of full gender and number differentiations is 

shown under c and d. In contrast to ju, ja, ju, and ja of the 3rd 

person of the stative, with the gender markers u for Masc. and a 

or Fem., and the number markers, g for SS- anci tne doubling of 
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1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fern, Masc. Fern. Masc. Fein. 

a) Da ta ja na x y 

b) *a ta ju ja na x ju ja 

tu ti ju ja 

tunu tini ju ja 

e) 3a..u tu..u ti..i ju..u ja..a na..u tu..u tl..i ju..u ja. .a 

f) 3a..u tu..u ti..i ju..u ja..a na..u tu..u ti..I ju..u ja..a 

g ) 3a..u ta..u ta..i ja.,u ta..u na..u ta..u ta..a ja..u ja..a 

g ) 3i..u ti..u ti..i ji..u ti..u ni..u ti..u ti..a ji..u ji«.a 

ĝ ,) *u#.u tu..u tu..i ju..u tu..u nu.-u tu,.u tu. .a ju..u ju..a 

c) 

d) 

3a 

3a 

tu 

tu 

ti 

ti 

ju 

ju 

ja 

ja 

na 

na 

Chart ?3. Inflectional Morphemes. 
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the gender vowel for Pl#l the 2nd person of the stative has u (not 

attested, but posited by the personal pronoun 3antunu) for Masc. and 

i for Fem. I leave it undecided as to whether the 2nd person had a 

tu and tl type of PI. by analogy with the 3rd person (as shown under 
a 

c), or tumi and tinjf as actually attested in the pronouns °antunu 
a a 

and 3anting and in the stative mahir+tunu and mahir+tin^ (as shown 

under d). 

In the four stages discussed up to now we have operated 

with a verbal system in which the inflectional elements were denoted 

only by prefixes. Remnants of this suffix-less verb are reflected 

in later years in some persons of the jussive of Arabic and other 

West Semitic languages, as in 3a+mhur, ta+m£ur, ja+mhur, and na+mhur. 

Since the jussive, like imperative, cannot and does not 

indicate the mood / case differentiations, it would seem natural to 

assume that the mood / case of the fientive verb is of later creation. 

The creation of the mood/ case in the fientive verb was 

achieved by taking over the suffixes denoting case, together with 

gender and number, from the noun. The connection between the se

quential morphemes of the noun and verb can be illustrated by Arabic 

qagsab+un and ja+qtul+u, qas,sab+a/in and ja+qtul+a, qagsab+una and 

ja+qtul+una, qas.s.ab+Ina and ta+qtul+ina, or qagsab+ani and ja+qtul+ani. 

In many West Semitic languages the verb has na or n in the 

PI. and ni in the Du. following upon the preceding long vowels, as in 

the examples just above. This na or n represents the nunation in the 

verb, which marks the absence of the object and corresponds to the 

mimation / nunation of the noun, for which see O . 

The processes by which the suffixes of the noun and 

pronoun entered the structure of the verb (e), with the subsequent 
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loss of the length in the prefixes of the PI. (f), and the secondary 

differentiation of the prefixal vowels (g -g?) are all matters of 

speculation and will not be discussed here. The latter reflects 

Barth-Ungnad's law of vowel differentiation in the prefixes ju, 

ji, ja and in the stem, as in the transitive ja+mhur+u, ja+sbir+u, 

ja+rgum+u and the intransitive-stative ji+slam+u, ju+mra§+u. 

Equally left aside is the question of the prefixal vowel differ

entiation shown in ju of the D and § formations, but ja (ji, ju) 

of the B formations. Barth-Ungnad's law is operative in Ugaritic, 

Hebrew, Aramaic, and possibly Amorite. Secondary levellization of ju, 

iii ja to ja (or the like) can be found in all Semitic languages, 

especially in Arabic; levellization to ji (i) took place in Akkadian. 

The following notes are added to the discussion of the forms of 

the suffixes in the fientive verb: The expected u occurs correctly 

in the Masc. forms ^a+mhur+u, ta+mhur+u, and ja+mhur+u in Sg., and in 

ta+mhur+u and ja+mfeur+i in PI. The 1st person PI. na+mfcur+u (as in 

Arabic), with u, not u, shows that na is not a PI. form of ̂ a of the 

Sg., but an independent pronoun. All the variations and difficulties 

in respect to suffixes are found in the Fem. forms. Because of the 

2nd person Sg. form ta+mhur+i, with i, the expected 2nd person PI. 

should be ta+mfrur+i, with I; instead, the latter occurs only as 

ta+mhur+a. Because of the 3rd person Fern. PI. ja+m£ur+a, the ex

pected Sg. should be ja+mhur+a; it is however, ta+mfeur+u in Arabic, 

with the u suffix nowhere else attested in the Fem., and with the 

ta prefix, which must have come from the noun. See 3.7. 
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9.3. Prefixal Sequential Morphemes 

In respect to the three fundamental aspects of a grammatical 

analysis, form, function, and position, my concern in this section 

is partly with form, but above all with position (sequence). Mat

ters of function, well treated in grammars of Semitic, will not be 

discussed here. 

The following four charts illustrate the fientive verb (71-73) 

and verbal nouns (_7̂ ). The entries in the charts pertaining to the 

fientive verb are presented in two different orders. Two charts 

(71-72) show the B formations separately from the D formations. 

The third chart (73) brings the B and D formations together; this 

was done mainly to illustrate the conclusion that D formations re

present partial doubling of B formations, as discussed below under 

9.^. The imperative of all formations corresponds to the Pret. with

out the prefixal inflectional element; it is not illustrated here. 

The reconstruction of the verbal nouns is given in Chart 7^; they 

have the identical order of prefixal sequential morphemes as the 

fientive verb, except for the omission or replacement of the pre

fixal inflectional element. 

The following explanatory notes to the charts are necessary: 

The symbols "Pres." and "Pret." should not be taken too seri

ously. They can stand for either the tense (present and preterit) 

or the aspect (imperfective and perfective). See 9.*+. 

The normal assimilation of the consonant n to the following 

consonant in Akkadian is not marked in Charts 71-72, first, in 
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1?A 

PREFIXES STEM 

Pron. Pron. fModal" Akkadian 
I I I 

ATTESTED 

Other Semitic 

B 

BN 

BNT 

BNTN 

BT 

BTN 

BS 

BST 

Pres . 

Pre t . 

Pres , 

Pre t , 

Pres , 

Pre t . 

Pres. 

Pre t . 

Pres. 

P r e t . 

Pres . 

Pre t . 

Pres . 

P r e t . 

Pres . 

Pre t . 

BSTN P r e s . 

Pret . 

3a 

3* 

ja 

3a 

3a 

3a 

ja 

ja 

3a 

3a 

3a 

3a 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

40 

^ 

+n̂ C 

+n̂ C 

+n̂ C 

+n̂ C 

+n̂ C 

+n̂ C 

+0 

^ 

^ 

+0 

+sa 

+sa 

+s^( 

+s^f 

+s^f 

+ŝ C 

^ 

+0 

+0 

-^ 

+ta 

+ta 

+tana 

+tana 

+ta 

+ta 

+tana 

+tan# 

+0 

4 

+ta 

+ta 

+tana 

• tana 

+mahar 

+m^h^Lr 

+mahar 

1 

+ma]^r 

+ma)}ar 

•ma^ar 

+mahar 

+mahar 

+mahar 

+mahar 

+maljar 

+mahar 

+m^ar 

+m^ir 

+m^har 

+m^Chir 

•ma'har 

+m^Chir 

jamahhar 

j a m ^ r 

jan^mahhar 

1 

jan^mah^r 

jana'tamajjhar? 

jan^tam^Jjar 

jan^tanama^har? 

3 an̂ Ct anam^har 

jamtaljiiar 

jamtahar 

jamtanah&ar 

jamtan^har 

jusamjftjar 

jusam^Chir 

justftama^ar 

jusVtamaliir 

jusa'tanam&'har 

jusa'tanama'hir? 

jama&har (Eth . ) 

jarajjuru 

janmahiru 

t 
3e/£tamhar? (Syr. 

3atmah(h?)ar (Et 

jatraahar (Eth . ) 
jatmahiru 

(jamahar [Eth.3) 

jumhiru 
jamjiir 

jastamahar? (Etr 

jastama^iru 

Chart 71. P r e f i x a l Sequential Morphemes, F ient ive Verb, B Formations. 
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PREFIXES STEW ATTESTED 

Pron. Pron. 'Modal" 
I II 

Akkadian Other Semitic 

+0 +0 +mahhar jumahhar D Pres. ju 

Pret . ju +0 4# +mahhir jumahhir 

DN Pres. 

Pret. 

DNT Pres. 

Pret. 

DNTN Pres. 

Pret. 

DT Pres. 

Pret. 

DTN Pres. 

Pret. 

D2 Pres. 

Pret. 

D§T Pres. 

Pret. 

D§TN Pers. 

Pret. 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

+0 

* 

*0 

+0 

+sV 

+sV 

+sV 

+sj£ 

+sV 

+s£ 

+ta 

+ta 

+tana 

+tan^ 

+0 

* 

+ta 

+ta 

+tan̂ f 

+tanj£ 

(jamehar [Eth.]) 

jumahJjir 

•raahljar jumtaljhar 

+raah^ir jumtahhir 

+mah&ar jumtanahhar 

+mah^ir jumtana'hijir 

+mahj}ar jus^mah{)ar 

+mahhir jus^mah}}ir 

+ma&har jusVtamajihar 

-i-majjhir jusa'tamajjhir 

+maljhar jus^ftan^maljhar? 

+mahhir jus^tan^fma^ir? 

(jatqetal [Eth.]) 

jatamaljhar 
hitmah^er 

(jamehar [Eth.]) 

jamahjiar (Eth.) 

(jastamehar [Eth.]) 

jastamahhar (Eth.) 

Chart 72. Prefixal Sequential Morphemes, Fientive Verb, D Formations* 
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196 PREFIXES STEM ATTESTED (Akkadian) 

Pron, Pron. "Modal" Pres. Pret* Pres. 
I II 

Pret. 

ja +0 *# +ma$iar +11̂ 1*̂  jama&har Jaipur 

ju +0 *$ -Hnaĥ ar +majijjir jumahfcar juma{jhir 

i 
ja +njf +# +mâ har +ma£j(r jaramaĵ ar jammafcir BN 

DN 

BNT 

DNT 

ja +n̂ f +ta +maljhar i-mâ ar jattama^ar? jattamljar 

BNTN ja +na' +tana +mahljar +maljir jattanamah&ar? jattanamfcar 

DNTN 

BT 

m 

BTN 

DTN 

B§ 

D§ 

BST 

D2T 

BSTN 

D5TN 

ja 

ju 

ja 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

ju 

* 

* 

* 

4<* 

+sa 

+S*7 

+ 8 ^ 

+ * 

+ ^ 

« * 

+ta 

+ta 

+tana 

• tana 

* 

• ^ 

+ta 

+ta 

+tana 

+tana 

+mafchar 

+maljhar 

+mag^ar 

+maij^ar 

+m^har 

-HnaJ&ar 

-Hna^ar 

-Hnajjljar 

+m|Char 

+mahijar 

+maijar 

+ma{jljir 

•ma^ar 

+raaj&ir 

+a*^ir 

+mahjiir 

+ma/Jjir 

+mah£ir 

+ma^ir 

+mah£ir 

jaratah^ar 

jumta^ar 

jamtanahhar 

jumtanahhar 

jusam^ar 

jusma^ar 

justam&ar 

justamahhar 

justanamhar 

justammahijar? 

jamtahar 

jumtahjjir 

jamtai&ar 

jumta&jjir 

jusamgir 

jusmah&ir 

justam^ir 

justamahfeir 

justanamfcir? 

justanunah^ir? 

Chart 75. Prefixal Sequential Morphemes, Fientive Verb, B and D 
Formations, 
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STATIVE ACTIVE PARTICIPLE W 

Akkadian Other Semitic Akkadian Other Semitic 

B mahi/u/ar 

BN nam̂ Gjur 

maha/i/ur mahir 

munamatjir 

mahir 

munmajjir nimhar 
3inmahara 

t t 
BUT ^itamaliur 3e^tamhar? (Syr.) mun t̂am^hir mejftamhar? (Syr.) 

BNTN *rfitanam*&uir? * mun t̂anamjdjir? 

BT *tam^ur > 
mit^&ur, 
mitaj^fr 

BTN *tanam^ur > 
mitanaliur 

tamahra 
'imtaljara, 
3etqaber 

*mutama|jir > mutmahir 
mumtaijir 

*mutan̂ (mahir > 
raumtan^hir 

BS sam^ur 3am]iara 
sunyftjur 

B2T *satam^ur 3istamhara 
sutam^hur 

BSTN *satan̂ £m^Qjur? 
sutanam t̂aur 

musamaljir mumljir 

mus^tam^ir mustamip.r 

* mus^tan^maljir? 

D mahhur 
mul̂ ur 

mahhara 

DT *tama}&ur > tamahhara 
*matahhur, 
mutah^ur 

DTN *tanama{jljur > 
*matan*£hhur, 
mutanjGjhur 

mumahhir mumaljhir 

*mutamah&ir > mutamah£ir 
mumtahijir 

*mutanamahhir > 
mumtan|£yiir 

*sama^ur 
sumahhur 

3amahhara 
3asmahhara (Amh.) 

mus^mahhir ? (Eth.) 

DST *sat|(mayjur *astamai^ara mus^tamah{jir mastaqattal 
sut̂ Cmahhur 

D5TN •satanjfmafc&ur 
*sutan^mahhur 

* musVtan^majjhir 

Chart 7^. Prefixal Sequential Morphemes, Verbal Nouns, 
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198 9. VERB 

order to avoid the clutter of unnecessary details, and secondly, be

cause this assimilation is unknown in many other Semitic languages. 
m 

Thus the charts have janj(mafcthar (BN), and not ja^amafrhar. The latter, 

assimilated forms of Akkadian, are given correctly in Chart 73. 

The original stress of such reconstructed forms as panatamafaar 

is marked in occurring forms as jan^tamgfcar (BNT) with the same 

stress, even though the stress must have changed to the penult in 

ittamhar. This was done because of the difficulty in marking the 

changed stress on the charts. 

The difficulties with the stress and the doubling of consonants 

in Ethiopic (G©caz) prevented me from citing some pertinent illus

trations in the charts. From G. R. Castellino, The Akkadian Personal 

Pronouns . . . (Leiden, 19&2) p. 129, I learn that Amharic has 

3asmahhara, jasmahfear in D§. 

For additional explanatory notes on Chart 7^, see 9.*+. 

My reconstruction of the verbal formations of Akkadian and other 

Semitic languages shows no relation to the charts usually found in 

grammars of Semitic languages, much less to such traditional schemes 

as given by the Hebrew Qal, Nif^al Picel, etc., or the Arabic Qatala, 

Qattala, Qatala, etc. The reconstruction here proposed is based on 

the sequential reconstruction of the prefixal morphemes. 

The charts are intended to cover Akkadian as well as other 

Semitic languages. They include mainly paradigmatic formations, al

though such secondary formations as qatala, qawtala of West Semitic 

have been omitted. Many more non-paradigmatic formations, especially 

in verbal nouns, but also in the fientive verb, could be added to the 

charts. For the verbal nouns, cf., e.g., in Akkadian makirum "price" 

("received things"), tamharum "battle," taqrlba'tum "offering," sapsaqum 
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9.3. Prefixal Sequential Morphemes 199 

"trouble/1 naplasum "glance"; for the fientive verb, cf., e.g., 

utaskin, litaskin at Mari (ARMT XV p. 260), putqudata at Ugarit 

(MRS IX p. 35:6), and the nitqa^tel formation in (mainly late) 

Hebrew* 

My use of the terms "paradigmatic" and "non-paradigmatic" 

should not lead scholars to assume that I believe in this dis

tinctive use of the terms. "Paradigmatic" means what is usually 

and traditionally found in the sections on paradigms in grammars. 

"Non-paradigmatic" means what is not found in paradigms, but in 

the main body of grammars, often in obscure places, and at times 

qualified by such terms as "exceptions," "abnormalities," etc. 

Some scholars are willing to go even further than that, as can 

be gathered from the proposal that "the §D form should be deleted 

altogether from the grammars and dictionaries" (Speiser, Orientalia 

n.s. XXVII [1953] p. 25). In reaction against the peculiar attach

ment to paradigms—artificial, haphazard, and so contrary to the 

concept of structure as they are—I have been collecting materials 

for years for a planned "Non-paradigmatic Grammar of Akkadian." 

As an example of what I have in mind, I refer to my discussion in 

BO XII (1955) p. 106a, where I treat the adjectives (and statives) 

such as qirbum, ̂ ijirum, etc., and qurbum, qudmum, etc., as being of 

the "non-paradigmatic" mihir and muhur formations respectively. 

This is in contrast to von Soden, who interprets these words as 

qerbum. qorbunu etc., and derives them via his nefarious "Vokalfar-

bungen" from the original qarbumt etc. 

The following pages are devoted to the discussion of the pre

fixal sequential morphemes. 

As here reconstructed, the prefixal morphemes of the fientive 
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200 9« VERB 

verb appear 

Rank 1 

Pron. I 

ju, ji, ja 

ju, ji, ja 

ju 

ju 

in three ranks. 

Rank 2 

Pron. II 

+na 

+na 

+sa 

+sa 

See Chart 

Rank J> 

"Modal" 

+ta+ 

+tana+ 

+ta+ 

+tana+ 

??.. 

STEM 

B, BN, BNT, BT 

BNTN?, BTN 

B2, BST, D, DT, D§, 

B&TN, DTN, DSTN? 

D§T 

Chart 75. Ranking of Prefixal Sequential Morphemes. 

Rank number 1 is occupied by markers ^a, ta, ja, etc., which 

represent the first of the inflectional elements of the fientive 

verb. All these markers go back ultimately to what I call Pers. 

Pron. I. For the discussion of the 3rd person marker ju "he (here)f" 

see 8.2. The development of the allomorphs ju, ji, ja is secondary 

and is dependent on the vowel classes (a, i, u) of the verbal stem, 

in accordance with the rules established by Barth and Ungnad. See 

9.2. Only ju, with the subject vowel u, is attested in the S and D 

formations. 

The same rank number 1, which is occupied by the inflectional 

elements of the fientive verb, as in ju+sjrf+ta+m^hir+u "he caused it 

to be received," is occupied also by mu of the Act. Part., as in 

mu+s^+ta+myftiir+um "the one who caused it to be received." It is 

obvious therefore that mu of the Part, is the marker which signals 

the absence of the first inflectional element of the fientive verb. 

Note further that mu contains the vowel u of the subject case (Norn.), 

which corresponds exactly to u of ju of the fientive verb, where, 
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9.3. Prefixal Sequential Morphemes 201 

too, it denotes the subject of the action or state. See also *f.3. 

For a similar case of a zero signal see 4#3, where m of the 

mimation was found, via sequential reconstruction, to be the marker 

which signals the absence of the object. See also ibid, for a pos

sible explanation of the origin of mu and m. 

Rank number 2 is occupied by the markers na or sa. 

The form of the marker na is not fully established. Only n 

appears in the fientive verb, while na, ni, ain, and n occur in 

verbal nouns (Chart 7^). Stress conditions may have resulted in 

na > nj(, as in s a > s^ and ta > t^. The marker na may represent 

an old pronoun, with some reflexive or passival function, later 

lost in Semitic. Its original status as a pronoun is deduced from 

the fact that na occupies the same rank number 2 as the marker sa, 

which is certainly a personal pronoun. 

In accordance with the analysis of ju+sa+mjiir+u as ju "he (here),'1 

plus sa "him (there)," plus mljir "receive," plus the suffix u (for 

which see 8.1), the infix sa of the § formation is taken to repre

sent originally an independent pronoun, which I have classified as 

Pers. Pron. II. This is the morpheme which appears as sa, ha, or 

^a in other Semitic languages. The most common function of the S 

formation is that of the causative. 

Rank number 3 is occupied by the markers ta and tana. 

The form of the marker ta (not t) can be ascertained by the 

preserved ta in such forms as ittamfrar (BNT) and ustamfaar (BST). 

In Akkadian (and occasionally in other Semitic languages) the 

marker ta appears in BT not as a prefix3 but as an infix immedi

ately after the first syllable of the verbal stem. The same is 

true of ta in DT and of the marker tana (discussed below) in BTN 
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and DTN occurring in Akkadian only. The manifold uses of the T 

stem, in its reflexive, reciprocal, passival, separative, and tem

poral functions, cannot be discussed here. 

The form of the marker tana (not tan) can be seen from such 

forms as ittanamhar (BNTN) and ustanamhar (B&TN). See my critical 

comments about von Soden's "tan-Stamm" in BO XII (1955) p. 110a. 

Whatever the prehistoric origin of the marker tana may be, this 

marker cannot be analyzed as ta+na and taken to be composed of ta, 

a third-rank marker, plus na, a fourth-rank marker. Since this na 

never appears without ta, it is impossible to reconstruct a fourth-

rank na in ja+na+0+na+mahar or ju+sa+#+na+mahar. Distributionally, 

tana is of equal rank with ta, and both occupy rank 3. The tana 

marker is apparently found only in Akkadian, where it is normally 

used in an iterative, frequentative function. 

The form of the marker ta and the function of ta (and, because 

of ranking, also of tana), require further study. It may very well 

turn out that ta appears in some ossified manifestations of a pro

noun in other Semitic languages. For the time being, I call the 

third prefixal morpheme before the stem "modal." 

9.^. Simple Verbal Stem 

This section concerns the simple verbal stem, as it appears 

without the sequential morphemes in the fientive verb (Charts 71-73) 

and in verbal nouns (Chart 7k) 0 

For a number of explanatory notes to Charts 71-74, see above 

under 9#3« Some additional notes to Chart 7k are necessary here. 

Chart 7k is divided into two main parts. The first part il

lustrates the stative or perfect in West Semitic languages. No 
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9.^# Simple Verbal Stem 203 

account has been taken of the Inf. in the charts, since the Inf. 

generally corresponds to the Stat, plus the suffixal sequential 

morphemes. The second part illustrates the active participle. 

For the sake of brevity imposed by the charts, the Part, is shown 

without the suffixal sequential morphemes. 

Instead of ma&ur, the Akkadian Stat, has mihur in mit^Jnir 

(Babylonian) or mitahy(r (Assyrian) in BT and similarly in BTN.* 

The vowel i is found also in the imperative of certain intran

sitive, or originally intransitive, verbs with a reflexive-reci

procal function, as in kila* "stop!,11 limad "learn]," and simac 

"listen!," in contrast to the fully transitive sabat "seize!," 

sa'al "ask!," etc. See Gelb in BO XII (1955) p. 110a, In all 2 

formations of the Akkadian Stat, the Assyrian dialect has sa, 

while the Babylonian dialect has su; similarly in D, DT, and DTN 

formations Assyrian has mahhur, etc., while Babylonian has mutihur, 

etc. In all cases the Assyrian formations, with the vowel a, cor

respond to the posited Proto-Semitic formations. 

Chart 76 presents in a condensed form the simple stem without 

the sequential morphemes. Stress is marked either on the penult or 

as far from the end as possible; see also Chart 77* 

Since the object of this study is primarily sequential mor

phemes, I must keep my remarks about the stems to a minimum and 

let the charts speak for themselves. I shall start the discussion 

with the fientive verb, to be followed by that of verbal nouns. 

The B, BN, BNT, BNTN?, BT, and BTN formations have different 

stem vowels, a, i, u, as well as different inflectional elements, 

ja« ji, ju, which were noted above under 9.2 in the discussion of 

the Barth-Ungnad law. The stem is identical for both the Pres. and 
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1) FINITE VERB: 

PRESENT PRETERIT 

mah/i/ur »m( a)jja/ i /ur 

'm^ar 'm%Lr 

mah:ar ma£:ir 

2) VERBAL NOUNS: 

STATIVE PARTICIPLE 

maha/i/ur raa:hir 

*m(a)hu/ar 'mahir 

fm(a)Jiu/ar 'ma^ir 

ma{j:u/ar mah:ir 

FORMATIONS 

B, BN, BNT, BNTN?, BT, BTN 

BS, BST, BSTN 

D, DT, DTN, D§, D§T, DSTN? 

FORMATIONS 

B 

BN, BT, BTN 

BNT, BNTN?, BS, BST, BSTN? 

D, DT, DTN, DS, DST, D§TN? 

Chart 76. Simple Verbal Stems. 
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Pret., with the following exceptions: l) The first vowel of the stem, 

namely a,* is elided everywhere in the Pret. of the B formation, as in 

fla+pjfqid-m, ja+s.flfoat+u, ja+ma'har+u; 2) the second vowel of the a-vowel 

class of stems "ablauts" to u in the Pret. of the B formation, as in 

ja+mgfejur+u, and to i in the Pret, of the BN formation, as in jan^+mal^r+u 

My reconstruction of the Pres. // Pret* stems discussed above is 

shown in Chart 77. 1 assume that the original distinction between Pres. 

and Pret. in the B+ formations lay in the stress. The stress was on 

the first syllable of the stem in the Pres., as in ja+paqid+u or jana+ 

paqid+u, and as far from the end as possible in the Pret., as in 

ja+paqid+u or jana+paqid+u. This led to two developments: l) The 

doubling of the second consonant of the stem everywhere in the Pres., as 

in ja+paqqid+u, jaffc+paqqid+u, and ja+p^taqqid+u; 2) and the elision 

of the vowel a in the Pret., as in B ja+pj(qid+u and BT ja+pg(taqid+u (but 

'P 
not in BN jayfaf+paqid+u). 

The next two classes of stems in Chart 76, namely 'mahar and 

'mahir in B§, B§T, B§TN, and mat^har and mahhir in D, DT, DTN, DS, D§T, 

DSTN?, are differentiated by the latter having the second consonant of 

the stem doubled, as in ju+mahhar+u, ju+mahhir+u, contrasted with 

jusa+m^har+u, jusa+m|(hir+u. This characteristic doubling in the D 

stems appears clearly in the evidence gathered in Chart 73* 

These two classes of stems have the following characteristics 

in common: 1) In contrast to the B+ stems, discussed above, they 

show no vowel-class differentiations; 2) they all have ju (and not 

the jja, ji prefixes) as the inflectional prefix; and 3) in contrast to 
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B 

BN+ 

BT+ 

B 

BN+ 

BT+ 

B 

BN+ 

BT+ 

B 

BN+ 

BT+ 

PRESENT 

3 a +paqid +u 

jan^+paqid +u 

ja +ptaqid+u 

3 a +ragum +u 

jan^+ragum +u 

ja +rtagum+u 

3 a +sabat +u 

jan^+sabat +u 

ja- +stabat+u 

3 a +mahar +u 

janaVmahar +u 

3a +mtahar+u 

PRETERIT 

ja +paqid +u 

jan^+paqid +u 

3a +ptaqid+u 

3 a +rj{gum +u 

jan^+ragum +u 

ja +rtagum+u 

3a -f^bat +u 

janaV^abat +u 

3a +§tabat+u 

u 
3a +mj(h|k- +u 

i 
jan^+mah^r +u 

3a +mtahar+u 

Chart 77. Present and Preterit. 
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regular B+ stems, in which Pres. // Pret. differentiation is marked 

by stress, the BS+ and D+ stems regularly have a in the Pres., as 

in jusamharu, jumahharu, and i in the Pret., as in jusamhiru, 

jumaijhiru. This a // i differentiation is apparent also in the B+ 

formations of the ablaut class of verbs, as in jubbal, jillak, jiddan, 

jizzaz in Pres., and jubil, jillik, jiddin, jizziz in Pret. 

Passing now to the verbal nouns in Chart 76, we note first that 

the B stem has a Stat, with different vowels a, i, u, in accordance 

with the Barth-Ungnad law, as in wasab, zaqin, and marus,. The Part. 

of B is uniformly mahir. 

The other stems require very few comments. The Stat, generally 

has the vowel u in Akkadian, as in sa+ma'hur, sa+mahhur. The Act. 

Part, uniformly has the vowel i in the second position, as in 

mu+sa-Hn^hir+um, mu-nnahhir+um. The doubling of the second consonant 

is characteristic of all D formations. 

Some observations about Arabic verbal stems are necessary: 1) 

Where Akkadian has u in the stems mahur, mahhur, as in nama^ur, 

sama^ur, majihur, Arabic and some other Semitic languages have a in 

the stems mahar, mafahar, as in 3inmafeara, 3ama^ara, mahhara. 2) In 

all except B formations Arabic has the vowel i in the stem mahir of 

the Act. Part., as in mutmaljirun, munmahirun, but the vowel a in the 

stem mafcar of the Pass. Part., as in mutmatiarun, munmaljarun. The 

same vowel variations affect the Act. and Pass, of the fientive 

verb in Arabic. 

Relying on the Akkadian evidence and disregarding as irrelevant 

in the present context the doubling of the middle consonant of the 

stem, a number of conclusions can be drawn about the distribution of 

the various stem vowel classes, as shown in Chart 78. 
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Stat. 

Pres. 

Pret. 

(B) 

(B, BN, BT+) 

(B, BN, BT+) 

a 

mahar 

Neutral 

(mahar) 
wasab 

jama^har 

jama'hjt 

X 

mahir 

Punctual 

paqid 

japaqqid 

japaqid 

u 

ma^ur 

Durative 

ragum 

jaraggum 

jar̂ Cgum 

Stat. (all except B) 

Pass. Part, (all except B) 

Inf. (all except B) 

Pres. (all except B, BN, BT+) oumahfcar 

Pret. (all except B, BN, BT+) 

Act. Part, (all except B) 

jumahhir 

mumahhirum 

nam^iur 

nam^urum 

nam^hurum 

Chart 78. Vowel Classes in Simple Stems. 
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Based on the Stat, of B, the two Akkadian "tenses," namely 

Pres. and Pret., have the following vowel differentiations in the 

B, BN, BT+ formations: a for the neutral action, i for the punctual 

action, and u for the durative action. 

The fientive verb and verbal nouns of other formations yield 

different results. The vowel a is used in the Pres. jumahhar; i 

in the Pret. jumahhir and Act. Part, mumahhirum; and u in the Stat. 

nam^hur, Pass. Part, naraa'hurum, and Inf. nama^urum. 

Further conclusions are: 1) The stem mahar of the a vowel class 

denotes a neutral action in the Pres.; 2) the stem mahir of the i 

vowel class denotes a punctual action in the Pret. and Act. Part., 

and consequently the perfective aspect; 3) the stem mahur of the 

u vowel class denotes a durative action in the Stat., Pass. Part., 

and Inf., and consequently the imperfective aspect. 

Worded differently, the same conclusions are: 1) In the 

fientive verb, the Proto-Akkadian '^res./Fut," had a neutral aspect, 

which presumably was neutral in respect to the tense; the flPret.M 

had a perfective aspect, which could well lead to the Pret. tense 

of later Akkadian. 2) In the verbal nouns, the Act. Part, denoted 

the perfective aspect, and the Pass. Part, the imperfective aspect. 

It is obvious that the West Semitic Pres./Put. aspect / tense 

of jumahhiru, jumfeiru and the Perf. aspect / tense of mahhara, aamjiara 

do not agree with the above conclusions, and should therefore be 

judged as secondary developments which took place in West Semitic 

languages. 

The above conclusions were drawn simply by reading Chart 78, 

showing the distribution and function of the stem vowel classes, 

and without being influenced by the various theories concerning 
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the aspect/ tense in Semitic languages. The question as to how 

these conclusions compare with current theories will be left un

answered here. I shall let other scholars weigh the evidence and 

provide the answers. 
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10. STATIVE 

Beside "paratactic" phrase constructions of the type "subject I 

+ subject II," as in "Sargon, the king," "Sargon, the good," "Sargon 

good," "good Sargon," the Semitic languages have standard nominal 

sentences of the type "subject I is subject II f" in which subject II 

is a predicate, as in "Sargon is king," or "Sargon is good," or "he 

is good." Stative is a nominal sentence in which subject I can be a 

noun of any class, while subject II is a personal pronoun.* 

The structure of the stative is shown in Chart 79. 

Subject I in Akkadian can be a primary noun, primary adjective, 

or an active or passive participle. We have thus sarr+aku "king am I," 

zaq/n+aku "old am I," mahir+aku "recipient am I," or mah^r+aku "re

ceived am I." 

Subject I has no gender, number, or case. Thus there is 

sarr+aku« but no sarrat+aku, there is sarr+anu, but no sarru+anu. 

Sarr+aku means both "king am I" and "queen am I," and sarr+anu means 

"king are we" and "kings are we." In the latter case, the obvious 

meaning "kings" can be derived from subject II. In other cases, the 

Masc. or Fern, gender of subject I is in doubt, as in labb+5ku "lion 

am I" or "lioness am I." 

Subject II is originally Pers. Pron. I, which is fully discussed 

under 8.2. As such, it has clearly defined gender (except for the 

1st person) and number, for which see the first two chapters of this 

monograph. The case / mood, discussed under 3.9, appears covertly in 

most instances. 

211 
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SUBJECT I SUBJECT I I 

ST34 I GEN# NUM. CASE STEM I I GEN. NUM. ~ A S i 
MOOD 

S g . l s t Masc./Fetn. ma^ir +*ak 

Fem. 

+u 

2nd Masc. mahir — — — +t + u +0 +1i 

Fem. mahir — — — +t +i +tf +}/[ 

3rd Masc. mafcir + j + u ^ ^ 

Fem. mahir +j +a +0 +tf 

P I . 1s t Masc./Fem. mahir — — — + n a — „ +J{ 

2nd M a s c . m a h i r - - — — +t +u + u +rf 

mahir — — — +t +i + i +# 

3rd Masc. mahir - +j +u +: ++ 

Fem. mahir — — — +j +a +: +tf 

Chart 79. Structure of the Stative. 
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For the suggestion that the original personal pronouns jju "he" 

and ja "she" of the 3rd person of the stative, after developing to 

u and a, respectively, became markers of the subject and object cases 

in the noun, see 8.2. 

The important link between the stative and the noun, indicated 

above, is counterbalanced by the observation that the 3rd person of 

the Stat, is found with the Dat. pronominal suffixes, which occur 

only in the verb. Thus mahr+am (from mah^r+^+am), meaning "received 

is he for me," is paralleled by imhur+am (from ja+mhur+^+am), mean

ing "he received for me." Since there is no kalb+am (from kalb+^+am) 

"dog is he for me," the occurrence of the Stat, with the Dat. pro

nominal suffixes links the Stat, with the verb. 

As indicated by the term "subject," the subject II should de

note the subject case, namely the Nom. This is shown clearly by the 

Nom. case of the nouns in predicate in Arabic, as well as in Amorite. 

For the latter, cf. e.g.. Haddu+ram+u "Haddu is high above" and 

Qam+u+ma+aEl "3E1 is truly standing up" (Gelb in Symbolae Kuryfrowicz 

p. 77). Akkadian has mafair in the Pred. St., but mafrir+u in Sg. is 

posited because of the PI. mahir+u. See also above under 8.2. 

The secondary change of the subject case u to the object case a 

in Old Akkadian (as in ^Afrl+tab+a "ray brother is good") and in Amorite 

(as in 3AbI+tab+a "my father is good"), and the further evolution of 

the tenseless Stat./Pred. of Akkadian to a full tense, namely per

fect, in West Semitic (first, partially, in Amorite, later in Hebrew, 

Ugaritic, Arabic, etc.) is fully discussed by Gelb in Symbolae 

Kurytoyjcz pp. 72-80. 

The formal aspect of the Stat./Perf. in Akkadian and other 

Semitic languages is illustrated in Chart 80. The analogical changes 
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RECONST 

S g . 1 c . 

2m. 

2f. 

3m. 

3f. 

RUCTED 

ma£ir+aku 

a 
ma}}ir+t){ 

ma^ir+ti 

mahir+^u 

majjir+^a 

ATTESTED 

AKKADIAN 

ma^r+aku 

ma{}/r+ata 

mahXr+ati 

mahir+xf 

ma]j^r+a( t ) 

OTHER SEMITIC LANGUAGES 

Arabic+ 

t 
mahir+3i6i 

If 
ma£ir+ ta 

mahir+ti 

a 
mahir+yf 

ma&ir+at 

Ethiopic 

mahir+#ku 

mahir+ #a 

mahir+ki 

mahir+2 

mahir+at 

PI , l c . mahir+na majj^r+anu/i maljir+na/nu maljir+na 

2m* ma{jir+tunu mah/r+atunu mahir+tun/mu mahir+kumu 

2f. ma&ir+tin^ mah^r+atina ma{$ir+tina mahir+kina 

3m. mahir+^u ma&^r+u 

3f. maliir+^a maj^r+a mahir+a 
maj}ir+na 

ma£ir+u 

mahir+a 

Chart 80. Stative in Semitic Languages. 
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are indicated in the chart by arrows. Please note that some Arabic, 

Ethiopic, etc., suffixes are cited in the chart in a partially re

constructed form. 

The vowel a of Akkadian mahir+ata, etc., comes by analogy from 

a of mafeir+aku, where it was original. The dropping of a in mafeir+tu 

of Arabic, etc., was influenced by the a-less forms of maliir+ta, 

ma^ir+ti, etc. The same development is found in Ethiopic mahir+ku, 

where a dropped out by analogy with mahir+ka, mahir+ki, etc. The k > t 

change in the 1st person of mafrir+tu of Arabic, etc., was caused 

again by analogy with t of the 2nd person, but k persists in dialectal 

Arabic, as in walad+ku "I bore" or ra3aj+ku MI saw*'j see C. Rabin, 

Ancient West-Arabian (London, 1951) pp. 51f. The Ethiopic k in 

mahir+ka, ma{jir+ki, etc., of the 2nd person comes from the k of 

mafear+ku of the 1st person. For similar dialectal parallels, cf. 

baltg-aka "thou art alive," etc., in Akkadian (Gelb, BO XII p. 108b, 

with additions to von Soden, GAG § 75b). 
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1. Linguistic Data. Akkadian, like all other Semitic 

languages, has word classes composed of stems and affixes before 

and/or after the stem. Word classes having both stems and affixes 

completely dominate the structure of all Semitic languages. Affixes 

are found mainly in nouns (including substantives, adjectives, and 

participles), pronouns, verbs, and statives. Affixless word classes 

are represented mainly by adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, in

terjections, and particles. See 0.1# 

2. Sequential Morphemes. All affixes are called here 

"sequential morphemes.*1 They are called "sequential" because they 

appear in a certain ordered sequence. See 0.2. 

3. Sequential Reconstruction. The procedures followed 

in the analysis of the sequential morphemes are subsumed under what 

is called here "sequential reconstruction." The two main steps in 

the sequential reconstruction are: each segment of a speech unit to 

be analyzed must be accounted for and its form and function deter

mined; the markers for each segment must be denoted in their proper 

sequence within the speech unit. The two steps are not necessarily 

successive. See 0.3. 

^. Order of Sequential Morphemes. The order of the 

sequential morphemes is absolute and immutable. I know of no in

stance of a morpheme which appears in the wrong sequential order. 
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Among the suffixal morphemes, gender can never occur after number 

nor number after case (or mood), nor case after object, nor object 

after enclitics. The same applies to the prefixal morphemes. See 0.3. 

5. Consecutiveness of the Sequential Order. There is no 

skipping of a morpheme in sequential order. The morpheme of gender 

cannot be skipped before the morpheme of number, and the morphemes of 

gender and number cannot be skipped before the morpheme of case (or 

mood). Once the morphemes of number or case are established for a 

certain word class or its subdivision, the existence of the morphemes 

of gender, etc., whether overt or covert, must be accounted for and 

marked appropriately. See 0.3. 

6. Structural Limitations. Structural limitations with

in certain word classes result in non-occurrence of certain morphemes. 

Thus the personal pronouns 3anaku "I" and ninu "we11 have no gender 

distinctions, and the number distinctions are indicated not by mor

phological, but lexical features. In contrast to the nominal kalbu+ 

ka "dog of thee'1 (or kalbu+m "dog," in the absence of the suffixal 

pronoun), independent pronouns can have no object, as there is no 

v v 

_su+ka "he of thee" (and therefore no su+m). Vocatives and imperatives, 

for obvious reasons, have no case or mood distinctions. See 0,3. 

7. Inconsistencies. Certain apparent, but not real, in

consistencies in the sequential order are found in instances when 

a secondary marker is added to a primary marker for the purpose of 

strengthening the morpheme. For illustrations, see below No. 35. 

8. Obligatory and Optional Morphemes. Morphemes are 
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normally obligatory, very rarely optional. Thus in the case of suf-

fixal morphemes, the morphemes of gender, number, case (or mood), 

and object are all obligatory. The fifth-ranked morpheme, denoting the 

enclitics, is lexical and therefore optional. See 0.3. 

9. Overt and Covert Markers« The morpheme markers are 

either overt or covert. All five overt markers are recognizable 

clearly in kalb+a+:+tu+m+ma Aalbatumma/ "and bitches." The covert 

markers are denoted in two ways: by a cross-out, as in kalb+u+:+>l+su-Hna 

Aalbusuma/ "and his dogs," where ^ denotes the disappearance of u, 

the posited marker of the Nora, case; or by g[> a s i n ja-Hnhur+u+;+y(+ 

gjjjma /jamhuruma/ "and they received," where g denotes the absence 

of object (in this case, the pronominal suffix). See 0.3. 

10. Classes of Sequential Morphemes. There are eight 

sequential morphemes, five of which are suffixal and three pre-

fixal. This is the order in which they are discussed below. The 

eight classes of sequential morphemes are illustrated in Chart 8l. 

See also Chart 1 and 0.2. 

11 • Suffixal Sequential Morphemes. The five sequential 

morphemes denote gender, number, case (or mood), object, and enclitics, 

and occur in all inflected word classes, that is, in nouns, pronouns, 

verbs, and statives. 

12. Gender. Rank number 1 after the stem is occupied 

by markers of gender, u for Masc. and a/i for Fern. Examples: kalb+ 

u-HZM+rn "dog," s+iMflf+rf "he" in Masc.; kalb+a+0+tu+m "bitch," s+i+ 

g+£ "she" in Fern. See 1.1. The consonant t is not a part of 
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PREFIXAL STEM SUFFIXAL 

Rank 1 2 3 STIH 1 2 3 ^ 5 
(Sequence) 

n A ay 

Function Pron. Pron. "Modal" STEM GEN. NUM. ~ ~ j OBJ. ENGL. 
(Meaning) I II 

Form 
(Markers) 

Examples 

ja 
etc. 

3* 

ju 

sa 
na 

* 

+Sfi 

t a 
t ana 

+0 

+ta 

STEM u 
a / i 

kalb +u 

kalb +a 

+mah£ar +u 

+m^hir +u 

s* 
*• 

40 

+: 

+0 

+: 

u 
a / i 

+>f 

V 
+rf 

+rf 

su 
etc. 

+m 

+su 

+ka 

+0 

ma 
etc. 

+ma 

+0 

+ma 

+0 

Chart 8l. Classes of Sequential Morphemes* 

the Fem. marker, but a consonantal glide introduced secondarily be

tween the vowel of gender and that of case. See 3.3 and below No. 

1?. No t appears in the Fem. of personal pronouns, verbs, and sta-

tives. See 1.3. For the relation of markers of gender to markers 

of case, see 3A and below No. 19. For a suggestion that both 

markers of the gender and case ultimately go back to the Pers. Pron. 

I ju» jja, see 8»2. 

13. Number. Rank number 2 after the stem is occupied 

by markers of number, zero for Sg. and length for PI. Examples: 

Halb+u+ff+fon. kalb+a+0+ u+m, s+u+0+y(, s+i+jM in Sg.; kalb+u+MpM, 

_kalb+a+;+ u+m, s + u ^ i s+i+Jfo* in PI. See 2.1. 

lb. Consonantal Glides n and m. The intrusive n in the 

PI. of personal pronouns s+u+ u+?f, s+o+ t+jjf, and the intrusive m in 

the West Semitic PI. h+u+ U+E( and Du. h+u+ a:+y( are interpreted as con-
jQ Hi 

sonantal glides secondarily introduced between two vowels. See 2.2. 
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15. Dissimilation. The change from sini to sina, kini 

to kina, etc., is interpreted by dissimilation, attested, e.g., in 

Arabic qagsabana > qagsabani. See 2.3. 

16. Case. Rank number 3 after the stem is occupied by 

markers of case, u for Norn, and a/i for Gen./Ace. Examples: kalb+u+ 

0+tf+m, kalb+a+0+^i+m, s+u+0+^ in Norn.; kalb+jfc#+i+m, kalb+a+0+.i+m in 

Gen.; kalb+ykgf+a+m, kalb+a-f#+ a+m in Ace.; s+u+0+a, s+i4#+a in Gen^/ 

Ace. See 3.1. 

17. Consonantal Glide t. The consonant t in kalbatunu 

etc., is not a part of the Fem. marker, but a consonantal glide in

troduced secondarily between the vowel of gender and that of case. 

See above No. 12. 

18. Diptotic and Triptotic Declensions. Quantitatively 

speaking, the diptotic declension dominates completely the structure 

of the case. Other evidence shows that the diptotic declension re

presents the older stage, the triptotic the younger. See 3.2. 

19. Markers of Case = Markers of Gender. Markers of 

case, u and a/i, in rank number 3, are the same as markers of gender, 

u and a/i, in rank number 1. See 3.4 and No. 12 above. 

20. Time of the Development of the Case System. Since 

rank-3 case follows rank-1 gender in the sequence, it is a priori 

plausible to assume the later development of the case system. For 

supporting evidence see 3.6. and below No. 30. 
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21, Synesthesia, Since the markers of case are identi

cal with the markers of gender, it may be possible to assume some 

synesthesic recognition, in the language-culture patterns of the 

Semites, of the force of the vowel u as strong, dominant, and mascu

line, and of the vowels a and i as weak, dependent, and feminine. 

See 3.^. 

22. Mood. Rank number 3 after the stem is occupied by 

markers of mood, u for Ind. and a (and perhaps i) for Subj. Examples: 

ja+mfaur+mff+u, mahfr+u+gM in Ind.; ja+mfeur+^+ff+a, mahfr+>k#+a in 

Subj. See 3.1, 3.9, and 3.10. 

23. Nominativization. The change of the Subj. jamjuira 

, to jamhuru is realized by the replacement of the oblique vowel a of 

the Subj. by the Nom. vowel u. See 3-12. 

21*. Mood = Case. Since the markers of mood are identi

cal with those of case, and both mood and case appear in the same 

rank number 3, the obvious conclusion to be drawn is that mood is 

case. See 3.13. 

25. Object. Rank number k after the stem is occupied 

by the object, which appears as pronominal suffixes, nouns or verbs 

in oblique case or mood, or mimation. Examples: kalb+u+fl+rf+su 

"his dog," ja^ur+u+gM+su "he received him," kalb+u+gM sarrim, 

"dog of the king," kalb+u+jM jamfrura "dog which he received," 

kalb+u+0+rf+m, ja+mhur+u+<M+gf, ja+nifaur+u+;+^+na. See 4.1. 
•i. v J- ~—"~^•"—^•——^= 

26. Markers of Mimation. The overt markers of mima

tion (or nunation) are ma, na, ni, m, and n in different Semitic 
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languages. They all go back ultimately to ma. See 4.3. 

27. Function of Mimation. Since mimation (nunation) 

occupies the same rank number k as any object in oblique case or 

mood, I define mimation as the signal marking the absence of the 

object. Examples: kalb+u+fl+yf-Hia. kalb+u+:+y(+ma, kalb+^+a:+y(+n, 

beside kalb+u*0+y{+su, kalb+u+:+^+su« kalb+^+a+: +y(+su; ja+mhur+u+: + 

>(+na, ja+ml}ur+)4+a: +y(+ni beside ja+mhur+u+; -fy(+su, ja+mhur +^+a: +)<{+su. 

28. Origin of Markers ma and mu. The marker ma (and its 

descendants na, ni, m, n) of mimation and nunation and the marker mu 

of the Act. Part. (No. 38) are derived from the indefinite / interrogative 

pronoun mu, mi, ma "anybody,11 "anything." See 4.3. 

29. Enclitics. Rank number 5 after the stem is occupied 

by enclitics, which may occur not only after nouns, pronouns, verbs, 

and statives, but also after indeclinables. Examples: kalb+u+0+u+ 

m+ma "and dog," man+ma, "whoever." The use of enclitics is lexical, 

and therefore optional. See 3. ENCLITICS. 

30. Order of Creation of Suffixal Sequential Morphemes. 

It may be suggested that the first sequential morphemes to be created 

in the Semitic languages were those of gender and number. Next came 

the morpheme of case or mood, then the pronominal suffixes and mima

tion (= nunation), both probably independent (not suffixal) origi

nally, and finally the enclitics. See 0.4, 3.6, and 4.3. 

31• Order of Decay of Suffixal Sequential Morphemes. 

At the other end of the development, the first morpheme to suffer 

loss in Semitic languages was mimation (= nunation), at times 
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together with the replacement of pronominal suffixes by preposi

tional phrases (or the like). Next the case system fell into disuse 

and gradually disappeared. Only the gender and number systems have 

never been exposed to the process of linguistic decay. See 0.4. 

32. Order of Importance of Suffixal Sequential Mor

phemes. From the temporal order in which certain morphemes were 

first created and later decayed one may draw the conclusion that 

the gender and number systems formed a more integral part of the 

structure of Semitic languages than the case system and mimation. 

See O.h. 

33. Binary Structure. The system manifests itself in 

the existence of pairs of opposites, as in Masc. // Fern, of gender; 

Sg. // PI. of number; Nom. // Gen./Ace. of case; and Ind. // Subj. 

of mood. See 0.*+ end and 3*2. 

3^. Non-Binary Structure. Several structural forma

tions developed separately from and (probably) later than the bi

nary formations. Such are the Du. number, the differentiation of 

the Gen. and Ace. cases, the creation of the Dat. and Loc. cases 

and of the various secondary moods. See 0.4 and, in greater de

tail, 1.6, 2.5, 3.2, 3.8, and 3.1^. 

33. Double Features. A secondary marker added to 

a primary marker serves the purpose of strengthening the morpheme, 

as in the gender Masc. suatu Fem. siati (and the like), and simi

larly in Ethiopic Masc. we*,etu Fem. ja3gtl, from huatu, hiati; in 

the PI. number 3isatatum beside 3isatum; in the object case Masc, 
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suati Fem. siati; and in the Subj. mood imhuruni (from jam&urani) 

beside imhuru (from jamfaura). See O.k and 1.5. 

36* Prefixal Sequential Morphemes, The three sequential 

morphemes denote the Pers. Pron. I, Pers. Pron. II, and "Modal;1 and 

occur only in verbs and verbal nouns. 

37. First Prefixal Sequential Morpheme. Rank number 1 

before the stem is occupied by markers ^af ta, ja, etc., which form 

part of the inflectional system of the fientive verb. The prefixes 

are derived from the Pers. Pron. I >an+»a+ku. Jan+tat etc. Examples: 

â+ff+ff-Hnfaur+u, ta+gf-HZf-Hnhur+u, ju+sa+ta+mtiir+u. See 8.2 and 9.3. 

38. Marker mu of the Act. Part. The same rank number 1 

before the stem, which is occupied by the inflectional elements of 

the fientive verb, is also occupied by the marker mu of the Act. 

Part. Thus mu is the marker signaling the absence of the subject 

of the fientive verb. Example: mu+sam^ir+um "the one who caused 

it to be received" and ju+samkir+u "he caused it to be received." 

See 9.3. For a parallel instance of m of the mimation, which marks 

the absence of the object, see above Nos. 26fif. 

39. Second Prefixal Sequential Morpheme. Rank number 

2 before the stem is occupied by markers na and sa (or ha in other 

Semitic languages), which form part of the prolonged stem in N and 

S formations in verbs and verbal nouns. The marker sa (or ha) cer

tainly goes back to Pers. Pron. II; the origin of the marker na is 
t 

unknown. Examples: ju+saVta+mhir-fu. sa+ta+mfeur+um, ja+^+ta+mfear+u, 

^i+ta+mhur+um. See 9.3. 
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k) # Third Prefixal Sequential Morpheme* Rank number 3 

before the stem is occupied by markers ta and tana, which form part 

of the prolonged stem in T and TN formations in verbs and verbal 

nouns. The origin of the two markers is unknown. Examples: 

jamtafaharu from ja^+ta+mahhar+u, jamtanabkaru from ja^tana-Hnabbar-fu t 

mita#ay&urum from tana+ma'hur+um. See 9.3. 

Jfl. Stem. Stem is the basic morphological unit of a 

word without its sequential morphemes, and is regularly composed of 

consonants and vowels. Examples: stem kalb+ of kalb+um "dog," 

mafeir+ of roah/r+um "received," +ma]3ir+ of jusa+ma'kir+u "they caused 

it to be received," 3in+ of ^in, Jin+a "in*" See 6.2. 

kz* Root. Root is the basic semantic and lexical unit 

Of a word. The root appears in the form of both consonants and vowels 

in primary nouns, pronouns, and some indeclinables, as in the root 

kalb "dog" of kalb+um "dog" and kalb+anum "dog-like," or in the root 

wist "inside" of ]rfist+um "from" and >rfist+i "with." The root appears 

in the form of consonants only in verbs and verbal nouns, as in the 

root m&r "receive" of ja+mkur+u "they received" and mu+makfair+um 

"recipient." See 6.3. 

*f3. Personal Pronouns I and II. Two Pers. Pron. are 

distinguished: Pers. Pron. I, _^a, tu, ti, ju, ja, etc., occurring 

in the independent pronoun, as prefixes in the verb, and as suffixes 

in the stative; and Pers. Pron. II, i, ku, ki, su, si, etc., occur

ring in the independent and suffixal pronouns. See 8.2 and 8.3. 

kk. Determinative Pronoun. In its structure of gen

der, number, and case, the determinative / relative / indefinite 
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pronoun, Masc. su Fem. sat, is identical with the substantive and 

participle / adjective, and is completely different from the per

sonal pronoun, Masc. su Fern. si. See 0.4 and Chart 3. 

45. Inflectional Verbal Elements. It is suggested that 

while the prefixes 3a+, ta+, ja+, etc., formed the original inflec

tional elements in the verb, the suffixes +u, +i, +u, +a, etc., were 

introduced secondarily into the verbal system from the noun. See 

9-2. 

46. Vowel Classes in B Formations. The vowels a, i» 

and u of the various B formations (B, BN, BT, etc.) denote different 

actions: a in wasab denotes neutral action; i in paqid denotes 

punctual action; and u in ragum denotes durative action. See 9.2, 

9.3, and 9.4. 

47. Present and Preterit in B Formations. Strong evi

dence exists that the difference between the Pres. and Pret. in all 

B formations (B, BN, BT, etc.) originally lay in stress and nothing 
p 

else. Examples: ja+paqid+u, jagfrf+paqid+u, ja+ptaqid+u in Pres.; 

.ja+paqid+u, jaj&C+paqid+u, ja+ptaqid+u in Pret. Later developments 

consist of the doubling of the middle consonant of the stem in the 

Pres., as in ja+paqqid+u, and of the optional elision of the first 

vowel of the stem in the Pret., as in ja+pa'qid+u. See 9.4. 

48. Present and Preterit in D and § Formations. Stems 

maiiar in 3 and mah&ar in D are used for the Pres.; stems mafcir in S 

and matihir in D are used for the Pret. Examples: jusa+ma/har+u, 

ju+mahkar+u in Pres.; jusa+m^ir+u, ju+mat&ir+u in Pret. See 9.4. 
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*̂9, Vowel Classes in Verbal Nouns. The vowel u is charac

teristic of the Stat., Pass. Part., and Inf., as in na+mhur and 

na+mhur+um; the vowel i is characteristic of the Act. Part., as in 

mu+mahhir+um, parallel to ju+mahhir+u. See 9.^. 

50. Action, Aspect, and Tense. The conclusions based on 

the distribution and function of the stem vowels a, i, and u, as 

discussed under Nos. k6-ty) are: the Pres./Fut. denotes a neutral 

action; the Pret. and Act. Part, denote a punctual action, and con

sequently a perfective aspect; and the Stat., Pass. Part., and Inf. 

denote a durative action, and consequently an imperfective aspect. 

See 9 A 
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ADDENDA 

Places in the monograph to which the respective addenda are attached 

are marked by an asterisk. 

P. 7. I learn from C. Meinhof, Die Sprachen der Hamiten (Hamburg, 

1912) pp. 62 and 77ff., that Hausa has mu and +mu for the personal pro

noun of the 1st person PI. See also the addendum to p. 53. 

P. 26. Since the pronominal suffixes have a definite sequence, 

obviously it is possible in a detailed study of certain ranks to sub

divide them into sub-classes, as, e.g.,into the rank number *fa, *tt>, and 

**c of pronominal suffixes. See ̂ .2. 

P. 53. In the meantime, I have discovered two possible pieces of 

evidence in favor of the consonantal glide m. One concerns mu and +mu, 

the Hausa pronoun of the 1st person PI., where Semitic languages have 

only +nu; see the addendum to p. 7. And the other concerns +mu, the 

Hebrew, Punic, etc., pronominal suffix of the 3rd person Masc. Sg., 

instead of the expected +hu. It has been noted some time ago that 
3e - - -

Hebrew uses the suffix +mo (from +humu) not only for PI., as in lohemo 

"their gods" but also for Sg., as in panemo "his face,'1 kappemo "his 

hands," or calem5 "upon him"; c.f., e.g., Hans Bauer and Pnntus Leander, 

Historische Grar:.matik der hebraischen Sprache... (Halle a. S., 19l8) 

P. 253. James G. FeVrier, JA 1951 p. 6, idem, RA XLVI (1952) pp. 222f., 

idem, JA 1966 pp. 306f., pointed out that the Sg9 suffix +M occurs also 

in the Punic 3§TM "his wife," BNM = binim "his son," LMLKM "of his 

reign,*1 etc. J. Friedrich, Phonizisch-punische Grammatik (Roma, 1951) 

P. V? including note 1, originally took the occurrences of the pronom

inal suffix +M in Sg. as "irrig," but changed his mind in ZDMG CVII 

229 
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(1957) p. 291 in favor of Fevrier's interpretation. W. F, Albright, 

The Proto-Sinaitic Inscriptions and Their Decipherment (Cambridge, Mass., 

1966) pp. 33ff. * and previously in Anatolian Studies VI (195&) p. Si 

including note 36, added substance to the interpretation of the Sg. 

suffix 4M by comparing it with +mu found occasionally in the cuneiform 

transliterations of West Semitic names; accordingly, Albright interprets 

the Ugaritic and Phoenician name CBD*LM as "cAbdi-ilimu" (= cAbd+3ili+mu). 

All the scholars listed above left the origin of the Sg. pronominal 

suffix +M, +mu, -Hn unexplained. I would interpret the intrusive m in 

3ili-nnu as a consonantal glide developed secondarily from 3ili+wu, where 

w represents a semi-consonantal glide appearing side by side with 2 ^ n 

3 L J = ^ili+ju or ̂  in 3L 3 = ^ili+^u, in place of the original 'LH = 3ili+hu. 

The time and area distribution of the glides and the question of the 

ammissibility of the final vowel u is of no concern to us in this study. 

P. 8k. It is interesting to note that quite a few gentilic names 

at Mari occur without case endings and mimation, as in At-ma-a-i beside 

Atmum, Hu-um-za-ni-i beside Humzan, Ia-mu-ut-ba-la-i beside Jamut-bacl(um)» 

Mi-is-la-na-i beside Mislan, Nu-um-ha-i beside Numha, etc. 

P. 90. An ununderstandable +is after a verb occurs in su-ma 

i-la-ga-is (LAM+KUR) /summa illaka+is/ "if (the two fugitives) come'1 in 

a text of the Old Akkadian period (MAD II 2 p. 132 and MAD III p. 38). 

P. 99. Of, also the assumed difference between the original Ind. 

mahiru and Subj. mahira in the Akkadian stative, noted on p. 10^. 

P. 10^. Cf. also the difference between the Ind. in u, as in 

sabbaro, and the Subj. in a, as in sabbara, in the Gurage perfect, noted 

on p. 99. 

P. 137. Cf. also tur^-dam-su-nu-ti "send them to me" (TCL XIX 53:38). 

P. 137. Since I do not know of any cases of Dat. I + Ace. I, such 

as iddiff+kuff+su, "he gave him to thee," I am forced to interpret iddinassu 
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"he gave him to me" not as Dat. I + Ace* I iddin+af+su, but as Dat. II 

+ Ace. I iddin+aff+yfrrf+su. 

P. 203. The vowel i of the stative mit^hurt instead of mat^hur, 

appears also in the imperative mit£(har in BT and similarly in BTN. 

P. 205. The original vowel a of the stem is preserved in the 

imperative of the verbs primae laryngalis, as in 3akul "eat!," halik 

"goj," and carub "enterj," as well as in the verbs taru "take awayj," 

and tasi3 "go out!"; see Gelb in BO XII (1955) p. Ilia note to § 105g. 

P. 211. Cf. also the instructive article of Giorgio Buccellati, 

"An Interpretation of the Akkadian Stative as a Nominal Sentence/' 

JNES XXVTI (1968) pp. 1-12, which appeared too late to be utilized in 

this monograph. 
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a) ; 

Ablaut 

205, 207 

Abstract noun 

56, 168, 170 

Accusative, see Case / Mood 

Action 

209, 226f. 

Adjective 

5 

Adverb 

1, 88, 93ff. 

Affix, see also Prefix and Suffix 

If., 187, 216 

Allative (Ventive) 

15, 102f.t 105, 112, 136f. 

Analogy 

213, 215 

Anaphoric, see Pronoun, anaphoric 

Anaptyctic / epenthetic vowel 

12, 36, 165 

Animate and inanimate, gender 

38 

Apocopation (vowel) 

86 

and Topics 

Article 

7hy 109, l H , 1̂ *6 

Article, definite 

lMt, 146 

Article, indefinite 

Ikk, 1̂ 6 

Aspect 

193, 209t., 227 

Assimilation, see Consonant, 

assimilation 

Barth-Ungnad's law 

192, 200, 203, 207 

Binary structure 

26f., 57, 73, 112, 223 

Broken (plural), see Plural, 

internal 

Case / Mood 

2, 6, 12f., 15f.» 25ff.t 69-

130, 1^5, 180, 189, 191, 200, 

213, 217, 220-223 

Case / Mood, double 

25, 37, 51, 7^, 85ff., 93, 

105ff., 159, 223f. 

Cohortative (hortative) 
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lOOf., 112, 13? 

Comparative method 

6, 10, 22 

Complementary distribution 

96 

Compound, see Stem, compound 

Computers 

11 

Conjunction 

1, 100 

Consonant, assimilation 

m 90, 95, 136 

n xvi, xxi, 193f. 

Consonant quantity (long, doubled) 

xvi, xxi, 177, 205, 207, 226 

Consonantal glide, see Glide, 

consonantal 

Consonantal structure 

164 

Copula, see Pronominal copula 

Covert, see Sequential morpheme, 

covert 

Dative, see also Case / Mood 

15, 25, 27, 75, 86-98, 230 

Dativus commodi 

136 

Dativus ethicus 

136 

Deictic element 

175, 181 

Deixis 

17**, 181, l85f. 

Demonstrative, see Pronoun, 

demonstrative 

Determinative, see Pronoun, 

determinative 

Definite, see Article, definite 

Dialectal distribution 

9, 53f., 185 

Diptota 

27, 32f., 71-74, 220 

Discontinuous, see Interlocking 

Dissimilation, see Vowel, 

dissimilation 

Distribution, see Complementary 

distribution and Dialectal 

distribution 

Double (secondary) features, 

see also Case / Mood, double; 

Gender, double; and Number, 

double 

24f., 36f,, 56f. 

Dual 

53, 57ff. 

Duplication, see Stem, compound 

Durative (action) 

209, 226f# 

Elative 

172 

Elision, see Vowel, elision 
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Enclitic 

xx, 3, 17, 25f., 51, 95, 107, 

1^5, 159, 218, 222 

Energic 

15, 100f., 112, 137 

Epenthetic, see Anaptyctic 

Extended, see Stem, extended 

Feminine, see Gender 

Form 

lOf., 13f., 16, 172, 193, 216, 

219 

Formation 

163, 198, 201-210 

Function 

I0f#, 13f., 16, 172, 193, 216, 

219, 2Z^ 

Gender 

2, 7ff., 12f., 20-24, 26f., 31-

^7, 52f., 99, 178ff., l84, 189, 

191, 217-223 

Gender, double 

Zk% 36f., 223 

Gender, grammatical 

38 

Gender differentiation 

37f. 

Genitive, see Case / Mood 

Gentilic (nisbe) 

6, 33, 51, 72, 168, 181, 230 

Glide, consonantal 

m 52f., 219, 229f. 

n 8, 49-53, 75, 99f., 107, 219 

t 13, 3^f., 52f., 59, 7̂ +f,, 77, 

82, 87, 219f. 

Glide, serai-consonantal 

> xvi, 33f., 77f., 168, 230 

j xvi, 33f., 77f., 168, 230 

w xvi, 34, 77, 170, 230 

Grammar 

2, 11, 199 

Grammatical, see Gender, 

grammatical 

History, see Sequential morphemes, 

history of 

Holistic approach 

21 

Hortative, see Cohortative 

Ideal reconstruction 

10, 22, 83 

Imperative 

5, lOOf., 112, 187, 191, 193, 

203, 217, 231 

Imperfective (aspect) 

193, 209f. 

Inanimate, see Animate 

Incompatibility, see Vowel, 

incompatibility 

Inconsistency, see Sequential 
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morphemes, inconsistency of 

Indeclinables 

160, l6*if.f 222, 225 

Indefinite, see Article, indefinite; 

and Pronoun, indefinite 

Independent, see Pronoun, personal, 

independent 

Indicative, see Case / Mood 

Indo-European languages 

xii, 5f.i 19, 27, lto, 177 

Infinitive 

88, 203, 209, 227 

Infix 

161, 201 

Inflectional morphemes 

2, 27, 187-193, 200, 203, 205, 

22^, 226 

Intercalating, see Interlocking 

Interjection 

1 

Interlocking (intercalating, 

discontinuous) morpheme 

161 

Internal, see Plural, internal 

Interrogative, see Pronoun, 

interrogative 

Intransitive, see Verb, intransitive 

Jussive 

101, 112, 191 

Length, see Quantity 

Levellization 

192 

Lexicon (lexical) 

2, 17, l63f., 217, 222, 225 

Limited structure, see Structural 

limitations 

Linguistic data 

If., 216 

Locative 

15, 25, 27, 87-98, 138 

Marker 

xix, 11, 13f., 2l6f.f 219 

Masculine, see Gender 

Mater lectionis 

91 

Mimation (and nunation) 

3, l5f., 26, 52, 86, 102, 138-

l**6t 159, 191, 201, 221-22^ 

Modal 

202, 22^ 

Mood, see Case / Mood 

Mood, primary 

101, 112 

Mood, secondary 

112, 223 

Morpheme boundary 

xv, xxi 

Morpheme sequence, see Sequential 

morpheme 

Morphology 
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2, I63f. 

Neutral (action) 

209, 226f. 

Nisbe, see Gentilic 

Nominative, see Case / Mood 

Nominativization 

37, 71, 107f., Ill, 181, 221 

Non-paradigmatic grammar 

199 

Nota accusativi 

86f. 

Noun 

27, 166-170, 213 

Noun, primary 

160, l6*t, l65f., 211, 225 

Number 

2, 7f., 12f., 23f.» 26f.f ^8-68, 

73, 178f., 189, 191, 213, 217, 

219, 222f. 

Number, double 

13, 2*tf., 37, 56f., 168, 223 

Numeral 

37, 58 

Nunation, see Mimation (and 

nunation) 

Object 

2f., 131-158, 221f. 

Obligatory, see Sequential 

morpheme, obligatory 

Optional, see Sequential 

morpheme, optional 

Order 

11, 16, 22, 2*fr, 2l6f. 

Overt, see Sequential morpheme, 

overt 

Paradigm(atic) 

xvii, 198f. 

ParataCtic construction 

211 

Paronomastic construction 

95 

Participle 

5, 15, 1^5f., 168, 200f.f 203, 

207, 209, 222> Z2.k, 227 

Particle 

1 

Pattern 

163, 166 

Perfect 

202, 213, 230 

Perfective (aspect) 

193, 209f. 

Personal, see Pronoun, personal 

Phonological changes 

a > e 165, 178 

sa > a 177 

ai > S, 1 59, 82, 96 

au > a o2 
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ia > a or i 82, 17^ 

im > urn 96 

is > us 90 

iu > i 82 

m > n 53, lAO 

c > 3 162 

ts > ss 13 

ua > (a 10, 82, m , l8k 

ua > u 82, 17^ 

li?i>¥82 

Plene spelling 

98 

Plural, see Number 

Plural, internal (broken) 

55f.f 161, 166, 170 

Position 

10f., 193 

Possessive, see Pronoun, possessive 

Postposition 

25, 91ff. 

Predicate 

211, 213 

Prefixal, see Sequential morpheme, 

prefixal 

Prefixes 

6, l6lf., 187, 191 

Preposition 

1, 88t 90, 92-95, 100 

Prepositional phrase 

26, 93, 133 

Present 

193, 206f., 209, 226 

Preterit 

193, 206f., 209, 226 

Primary, see Mood, primary; and 

Noun, primary 

Prolonged, see Stem, extended 

Pronominal copula 

179f. 

Pronominal suffixes, see Pronoun, 

personal, suffixal 

Pronoun, anaphoric 

171 

Pronoun, demonstrative 

58, 172, 175, 177, l&Lf. 

Pronoun, determinative 

5, 27, 58, 138, 172, 217, 225 

Pronoun, indefinite 

38, 1^5f., 172, 222, 225 

Pronoun, interrogative 

38, 84, l45f., 222 

Pronoun, personal, independent 

5, 7ff., 27, 52, 58, 85ff., 

131, 138, 171-186, 200f., 217, 

219, 22^f., 229 

Pronoun, personal, suffixal 

9f., Z6y 58, 85ff., 135-138, 

171-186, 213, 217, 222f., 229ff. 

Pronoun, possessive 

171 
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Pronoun, relative 

109, 225 

Prothetic vowel 

162 

Pseudo-participle (Egyptian) 

179, 181 

Punctual (action) 

209, 226f. 

Quantity, see Consonant quantity 

and Vowel quantity 

Rank 

11, 219, 229 

Relative, see Pronoun, relative 

Relative phrase 

109, 112 

Root 

163-165, 225 

Rules, see Sequential reconstruction, 

rules 

Secondary, see Mood, secondary 

Secondary features, see Double 

features 

Semi-consonantal glide, see Glide, 

semi-consonantal 

Sequence, morpheme 

2, lOf., 13f.f 16, 22, 53, 108, 

144f 193, 216, 219, 229 

Sequential morpheme 

xiif., 2-6, 17-20, 160, 162, 

166, 187, 2l6ff. 

Sequential morpheme, covert 

17, 217f. 

Sequential morpheme, obligatory 

2, 11, 17, 20, 22, 24, 218 

Sequential morpheme, optional 

3, 6, 17, 24, 218, 222 

Sequential morpheme, overt 

17, 2l7f. 

Sequential morpheme, prefixal 

2-6, 16, 24, 162, 187-202, 

218, 224f# 

Sequential morpheme, suffixal 

2-6, 16, 24, 218 

Sequential morphemes, history of 

26, 73f., 76, 82ff., 113, 180, 

189-192, 220f. 

Sequential morphemes, inconsis

tency of 

2, 26f., 217 

Sequential reconstruction 

xiff., 6-24, 33, 82, 97, 113, 

l44ff., 198, 201, 216 

Sequential reconstruction, rules 

l6f. 

Shawa mobile 

xvii 

Sibilants 

91, I72f. 

Simple stem, see Stem, simple 

Simplicity 
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28 

Singular, see Number 

Stative 

5f., 27, 178-182, 202f., 207, 209, 

211-215, 227, 230f. 

Stem 

xx, If., 32, 160-165, 187, 202-

210, 216, 225 

Stem, compound 

1, 55, 161 

Stem, extended (prolonged) 

1, 3, 26, 56, 72, SS, 95, l60ff., 

166, l68ff. 

Stem, simple 

1. 88, 95, l60ff., l66f. 

Stress 

92, 165, 198, 201, 203, 205, 207, 

226 

Structural limitations; limited 

structure 

3-6, 16, Zk, 217 

Structure 

9f., l*tf.f 21, 113, 199, 223 

Structure, total 

10, 20-22, 27, 36 

Subject 

2, 211, 213 

Subjunctive, see Case / Mood 

Substantivation 

107 

Suffixal, see Pronoun, personal 

suffixal; and Sequential 

morpheme, suffixal 

Suffixes 

6, l6lf., 187, 191f. 

Synesthesia 

76f., 83, 87, 221 

Syntax 

131, 133, 17<f 

Tactics 

11 

Tense 

193, 206f., 209f., 213 

Total, see Structure, total 

Transcription 

xvff., xxif. 

Transitive, see Verb, transitive 

Transliteration 

xvff., xxif. 

Triptota 

71-7^, 220 

Ventive, see Allative 

Verb 

22f., 27, 187-210, 213 

Verb, intransitive 

192, 203 

Verb, transitive 

192, 203 

Verba movendi 

103, 136 
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5, 16, 112, 217 

Vokalfarbung 

199 

Volitive 

100f., 112 

Vowel class (stem) 

200, 203, 205, 207, 209, 226f. 

Vowel, dissimilation 

5^, 1^2f., 220 
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xvi, 5̂ t 92, 106, 165, 205, 226 
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Vowel, incompatibility 
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1^2, IV* 

Vowel quantity (long) 
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Word 

1, 133, 135, 160, 216 
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Writing 
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